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. . Every youth must forge for themselves some central
perspective and direction, some working unity, out of the
effective remnants of their childhood and the hopes of their
anticipated adulthood." -Young Man Luther
Formative
By Sarah Stewart
The young mind hungers Theyoung mind iswilling , asa diversecollectionof ideas
to explore, enquire, and ex- We are pliable and suscep- and observations. How do
perience. But, it is a while tible to taking on many we decide what we desire to
before we are set out on our guises. As we grow and be uniquely our own? What,
own. Our parents, and teach- change we continually try on from the experience of child-
ers provide us with guidance new faces, in an attempt to hood, will we retain and de-
and we learn by their ex- find the best fit.
ample. We piece together a
velop? What will we need to
The young mind is vul- put behind?
collectionof experiences that nerable.We begin to expert
we remember and learnfrom, ence the pains of the world full of expectations and hope
We engage in the beliefs and and recognize its imperfec- for the future. Our aspira-
attitudes of our families and tions. Defeat can be demol- tions direct us. But are we
We enterourcollege years
those who are closest to us. ishing and criticism can prepared to experience the
The young mind is moti- wound. We look for praise in world in a larger context? Are
rated. Energy abounds, and those we admire and strive there still pieces missing in
the pursuit of activity never to emulate the characteris- the puzzle? Our college ex-
ceases. We are quick to ob- tics we hold in high regard, perience begins and we face
serve, ready for a challenge
and apt to try anything.
The young mind is impres- new challenges each day that
sionable. It reaches maturity continue toshape our world.
The young mind is forever at
work. A young child topped with
a balloon hat, contemplates her
situation as she takes to the task of— completing her meal. People of all|ages came to celebrate President
Pierce's inauguration. Even the very
w young enjoyed themselves at the
g grand event.
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You’ve jumped out of the nest and spread your wings, and
you’re floundering on those first few flaps of your new
feathers. All of the boxes came...
Endless lines
of Treasures..
By Rachael Bergner
you couldn’t leave at home.
“Put that there...” you tell
the football player. So this is
your new roommate? But you
don’t like the same things!
How are you ever going to
live together. Hurry and claim
the bottom bunk!
Orientation flies by, your
face is stretched into a grin
that won’t go away, all of the
faces that you meet get con-
fused with all of the names
until you have trouble re-
membering your own. There
are so many new things to
get involved with, how will
you ever have enough time?
Then it’s classes. It’s harder
than high school! You mean
that we’re actually going to
have to study? That can’t be
possible. They say that your
GPA might drop a whole
point. With all this work, it’s
going to drop at leasts point!
Who do you have for En-
glish? Bill? Bill who?
Phone calls to Mom and
Dad. I never thought that I’d
actually miss them. They
aren’t here to make sure that
I brush my teeth, or to pay
for that tee shirt that I saw
yesterday in the SUB. All of
my friends are at home, the
people here don’t know me
like the people at home do.
Dorm life. Quiet hours at
10? Well, that’s not too bad.
The people next door are so
noisy! You mean I’m going
to have to walk somewhere
just to brush my teeth? I get
all the way to the bathroom
and then realize that I forgot
something, and have to walk
all the way back. Nobody
says when to go to bed, or
when I have to get up, so
there’s always late nights. Fire
Drill? But it’s 1 am!
Hey, college parties! I can’t
go because I’m a freshman?
What? Because I’m notGreek?
This sucks! Off campus par-
ties, walking home, weav-
ing, having an intimate rela-
tionship with the toilet in the
second stall from the left.
Scheduling for next sem-
ester’s classes, I register so
late, everything will be
closed! Is this really what I
want to major in? Study,
Study, Study, I’m going to
raise that GPA.
Rush? What’s that, some-
thing that you do when you
have a paper due in three
hours?
Parents weekend, the luau.
Getting ready for finals. I
can’t believe the year is al-
most over. Two more weeks
of class after tomorrow? No
way!I need more time to pull
my grades up!
Where are you living next
year? Getting a house of your
own? This dorm stuff is fine,
but wouldn’t it be nice to
have your own room?
Deciding on a major, late
night study parties and all-
nighters, crammingfor finals.
And then it’s boxes again,
packing up the car or send-
ing it by mail, going home
after the first year that flashed
by so fast it was hard to keep
track of the time.
_ Getting Dizzy? The Ferris Wheel
^ at the Puyallup Fair aptly describes8 the freshman year. The ride is
8 quick and it's over before you
S know it .
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"Discovery consists of seeing what everybody
has seen and thinking what nobody has thought."
-Albert Szent-Gyorgyi von Nagyrapolt
Intellectual
Discovery
By Erin Anderson
Arriving at the Univer- things as they attempt to rented house or
sity of Puget Sound , we discover individual inter- apartment,
experienced many new ests. Classes become Finally independence
faces and uncertainty more exciting after an is found and life really
about the future. We area of study is chosen, begins. Academics be-
had no idea that we might Studying truly becomes come exciting as we dis-
have an interest in an- an active process, and cover the connections
an
cient Roman civilization approaching professors between different disci-
or the ability to write and fellow students is plines. Friendships are
difficult programs in Pas- more comfortable. strengthened as we de-
cal. In addition to figuring velop close bonds with
andAs a sophomore in col- out what the distant fu- classmates
lege a student must make ture will hold, many sec- housemates. These de-
life decisions, which ond year students must cisions may seem small
range from choosing an find places to live on and at the time, but they will
appropriate major to liv- off campus. Choices in- shape our careers and
ing arrangements. An elude Regester, a cam- relationships for the en-
open minded student is pus house, a theme tirety of our lives,
led to try many new house, a Greek house, a
S Exploringhis talent Matt Popma
|in Drawing 109 creates a Trompe
§. L'oeil, an image that fools the eye.
£ This assignment was to make a
|drawing of an envelope pinned to
g a wall look realistic.
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"To be nobody but myself in a world which is doing its best,
night and day, to make you everybody else-means to fight the
hardest battle which any human being can fight and never stop
fighting." -E.E. Cummings
Individual
By Eustacia Mahoney
If you were to ask a group
of juniors how they would
characterize the junior year,
chances are you would re-
ceive a wide range of re-
sponses from 'character
building' to 'evil' . To say
the least, juniors are indi-
vidualized.
It seems that individual
development may never be
more important asduring the
junior year. By this time you
have either figured out the
'system' or you have given
up the battle with the aca-
demic monster. Either way,
academics are a force in your some serious contemplation
life, but they aren't all con- and inward reflection. Time
is running out. True, but
It hascome time tograpple then why does it also seem
with other significant issues, that you'll never be done.
The question isn't just what Are we there yet? Memories
courses am I going to take in of never-ending road trips
the fall , but what am I going flash to mind. Anticipation
to do with the rest of my life? mounts. And the countdown
Do I sign up for another begins,
aptitude test and take a pen
to a graduate school applica- the individual directions our
tion, or is it time to invest in lives will take and we begin
some good bond paper and to prepare for the day when
sketch out a resume and we are set free—free to shape
cover letter?
These questions require
suming.
We attempt todecide upon
our world.
3 High on a rooftop, junior Brett
'§ Watkinson exemplifies the indi-
|viduality inherent in the junior
|year.
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Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse. . . a
jazz, metal and funk band from UPS, has
one album under their belt, the latest,
"Quilpee," has kept the four Seniors active
performing on and off campus. But, mem-
bers Nabil Ayers, guitar; bass player Chris
Rafoth; Luke Miller, lead singer, key-
boards and trumpet andJason Livermore,
drums, each have their own aspirations
for after graduation including communi-
cation, marketing and biology.
Sharman Mailloux
Student Profiles
Activism
Rallying for Justice
Syd Van Atta
By Sarah Stewart
Harassment . She has
hopes for the develop-
ment of a women's re-
source center that pro-
vides information and
advocacy for students
faced with harassment.
Van Atta has faced
considerable resistance
on the part of the
administraton, but stu-
dents have expressed a
strong concern for the
issures of sexual harass-
ment and tenure and she
has high hopes for the
future.
"The
most frus-
trating
barriers
for stu-
The University has
facedseveral difficult is-
sues this year and Syd
Van Atta was never far
from the frontline.
Van Atta is the co-
dents are ordinator of the newly
a lack of formed StudentsAgainst
Sexual Harassmentinforma-
tion and
discour-
(SASH) group that has
organized a Sexual Ha-
rassment Awareness
agement week, the Sex, Lies and
from the Tenure rally, and has
adminis- contributed to the
tration." President 's Advisory
Committee on Sexual
The ground rules. Syd Van In the spotlight Syd Van
Atta introduces the format Atta speaks with the press
for the Sex, Lies, and Tenure after the open forum with
student rally which she or- President Pierce which was
ganized, publicized and held in response toVan Atta's
mediated during Parents rally the preceeding week.
Weekend.
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address at PresidentThe accomplished "Be real
Pierce's inauguration.senior, Terry Carter has withOff of campusbeen involved in many people.Carter had a taste of thestudent and University Believe inthe real world during
his internship in Wash- yourself,
groups. The work he
has done at UPS has
ington D.C. He worked realizehelped many people
on the development ofand given him experi- you can
a college scholarship ^ an(jprogram for financiallyences that he will re-member for a lifetime. can hap-disadvantaged people.
After graduation Pen-Within the UPScommunity Carter
Carter plans to travel toserved as president of
Europe, and possiblyjathe Black Student
pan, where he will teach-a Union, which is a club|designed to support English. Eventually, he
g African American stu- plans to attend law
school on the Easto dents. He also had the
Coast.S privledge of giving theo_
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ElenaMoon teaches school
children about environmen-
tal issues at the "For the
Love of a Planet; Environ-
mental Film Festival."
On Our Campus
Mark Dix b » A
. LJk By Sarah Stewart
There has been a
movement on campus
toward greater environ-
mental consciousness.
Students are ready for
change and Mark Dix is
ready to channel that
"We
live in a
disposable,
throw-
away soci-
ety. Reduc-
ing needs
to be
stronger
than recy-
cling."
awareness on campus,
organize Earth Day
events, and coordinate
the Rock the Green Vote
Campaign.
As an advocate for
change Dix runs into
many barriers, but his
inspiration lies in thefact
that he is connected to
the waste problem and
its solution. Education
and consciousness are
his channels of progress.
Change in individual life-
styles needs to be made
and for Dix, that leaves
a lifetime of work ahead.
energy.
As a freshman, Dix
voluntarily collected
recyclables prior to the
start of the campus re-
cycling program. He
then became coordina-
tor of the Earth Activist
group. With their help
he has worked to im-
prove waste control in
the SUB, raise student
14 Student Profiles
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Improvement
In The Community
John Raymond
By Sarah Stewart
A hand to those in manity not a particular "We are
need: Habitat for Hu race, religion , ethnic helping
group or social groupmanity helps by build- people out
of desper-
ate situa-
ing houses. Their focus Housesare built for fami-
lies who in turn acitvelyis communityassistance
and their coordinator participate in the con-
tions to-John Raymond hasdedi struction of the house.
cated his time to com- Raymond works ward self
sufficiency"with the Tacoma Habimunity service.
Raymond encourages tat for Humanity affili
UPS students to "share ate and has heightened
their energy with the UPS awareness this year
with events like Habitatcommunity."
Raymond empha- for Humanity week and
sizes that the group is the shanty town outside
an organization for hu- of the SUB.
Recruiting support, Earth Strengthening the cause,
Activist members Dave John Raymond, Habitat for
Coleman and Era MacDonald Humanity coordinator
work at the table in the SUB speaks with Tacoma Mayor
to register voters during the Karen Vialle about housing
issues for the homeless inCampus Green Vote cam-
Tacoma.paign.
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At The Top
Getting Started
Nabil Ayers
>
Q.
S By Erin Anderson
might like to do it, so he
decided to apply for the
position, and got it.
The CMN was a
wonderful success
thanks to Nabil's ability
to communicate and
motivate campus bands
to perform. The culmi-
nation of Nabil's work
resulted in the Campus
Band tape, which con-
tained music from The
Undecided , SFW, What
Goes Around, Hen,
Krank, River Bottom
Nightmare Band, and
Headcheese.
SFW has also been
an important learning
experience for Nabil.
When asked about the
band he said, "The Band
is becoming a reality."
By getting a manager
and producing their first
album, "Quilpee", SFW
and Nabil are well on
their way to stardom.
"The Nabil Ayers is in-
moral of vo'ved in the CampusMusic Network (CMN),
which arranges gigs for
UPS bands. He is also
the story is
to be per-
sistent
with ev-
erything Whorehouse. At this time
you do, Nabil is doing an intern-
ship with Polygram
Records; his duties in-
clude talking to manag-
ers from various bands,
lead guitarist for Spon-
taneous Funk
IAnothing iseasy." including the local Se-
attle band, Hammerbox.
When asked what Amotivated him to get
involved with Campus
Music Network Nabil
said,
dent." *"It was by acci-One night this
past summer he ran into
Zach Goldberg at E-9;
theystarted talkingabout
organizing campus
bands to do gigs. Zach
wondered if Nabil knew
of anyone that could be
in charge of the pro-
gram. Nabil thought he
Strung out. Nabil plays gui-
tar with SFW at an outdoor
concert. When asked if the
experience of being in a band
is worthwhile Nabil said,
"It's made my GPA go down
a lot...But I don't regret it."
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Taking calls...
Much of Zach's
time include pub-
lic relations work
for the University,
which
speaking
President Pierce,
the trustees and
University admin-
istration.
means
to
J
*
Getting Involved
Zach Goldberg
>
p.
By Erin Anderson S
included theaddition of "What IZach Goldberg's
motivation to run for
President of ASUPS for
the academic year of
1992-1993 stemmed
from the encouragement
of his friends. Zach
spent much time con-
sidering the position,
and concluded that there
are many risks involved
with taking on such a
significant role at the
University. However,
Zach concluded that
what hewould gainfrom
the experience would
be moresignificant than
what he might have to
the Campus Music Net- re.
work, replacing cam-
pus dances. The Cellar
has also flourished this
member
most is
Rufusyear, making $10,000 in
September alone. Zach waking
also promoted detailed me up on
operating procedures as floor
well as continuity files
within the executivesec-
of my
office."tor of ASUPS.
When asked where
his leadership experi-
encewill lead him, Zach
proclaimed, "It's not
going to take me any-
where. Lessons that I
have learned and how I
have chosen to apply
them will take me some-
where. My ability to
filter information will
help me the most."
What has Zach
learned at UPS? Zach
found that fifty percent
of what you learn comes
from co-curricular ac-
tivity. "There's no sub-
stitute for experience or
opportunity."
give up.
When asked if the
ASUPS motto "Out with
the Old, in with the
New" was his own per-
sonal motto? Zach
agreed that it would
best characterize his
year as president.
Zach concentrated
g his presidency on a
|new way of doing
s things. Specific changes
Student Profiles 17
Practicing for Children of a
Lesser God, John Toskey plays
Mr. Franklin withJames Sanden
playing James Leeds.
>
CL
2
Creating Talent
Greyson McGrath Mitchem
&
CL
S By Erin Anderson
Grey has been in- Grey's myriad of inter-
volved in a number of ests his future has excit-
" If
you want
to do
some-
activities at UPS, in- ing possibilities. He first
eluding theatre produc- plans is to teach English
tions in the Inside The- for one year in Korea,
thing, do atre, the Lesbian Gay He will then get his
Bisexual Union, Under- masters degree in deaf
standing Sexuality, the education at Northridge
Publicity Office and vol- in California. Finally he
sources unteer work with Three hopes to become a
and you Cedars, AIDS hospice. drama teacher at a high
Two of his theatre school for the hearing
prodeuctionsare Beniit, impaired.
from which all the ben-
it. Seek
the re-
can ac-
complish
anything."
Grey had a diffi-
efit went to Three Ce- culty decide time what
dars and his senior di- he wanted to do, but
rected play, Children of found that combining
a Lesser God. his interests was rela-
His work in the tively easy after ex-
Publicity office com- ploring and figuring
bines his interests in art them out. Using his
and business. He refers talents Grey wants to
to his job in the Public- fulfill his dreams and
ity Office as an "avoca- introduce the excite-
ment of acting to thetion".
Taking intoaccount deaf .
18 Student Profiles
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Introducing
National Opinions
Matt Ferchen
&a
By Sarah Stewart srET
What does it take
to bring a national lec-
turer to UPS? They need
to be hosted while they
are here; dinners, talks
with students and class-
room visits all need to
be arranged; the lecture
location needs to be re-
served and set-up and
overnight arrangements
for the guest need to be
made. Yes, it's a hard
job, but someone has to
do it. The one UPS calls
on is, Matt Ferchen the
ASUPS Lectures Student
Programmer. Matt does
it all (Of course, his com-
mittee lends a hand).
Lecturers this year
have included, Danny
Sugarman, official biog-
rapher for The Doors;
Derrick Bell, Harvard
"Our aim
is to bring
interest-
ing people
and im-
Law School's first Afri- portant
canAmerican to receive topics that
Susan Harjo,
Native American poet
and political activist ;
Rodney Watts, a person
living with AIDS; and UPS."
Jeremy Rifkin, one of
the nation's leading en-
vironmental activist. At-
tenure; are cur-
rently
relevent at
tendance at this year's
lecture series has been
record-breaking.
C,.*'W i
Directing the cast of Chil
dren of a Lesser God Grey Matt Ferchen stands with Bar-
Mitchem teaches sign lan-
guage, which is an integral
part of the play. Awareness
> of the hearing impaired in-
a creased on campus because
g; of this theatre production.
Give that man an award!
bara Trent, director of the
Oscar Award winning docu-
mentary, "The Panama De-
ception", which reveals the
truth behind the 1989 U.S.
invasion of Panama.
Student Profiles 19
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Sharing
The Way it Works
Krista Messmore
By Sarah Stewart
Freshmen entering
college have a lot to
learn about how 'things'
work. Through her in-
volvement in "When
Hello GetsOut of Hand,"
dresses and as a Resident Assis-
"IRS
has ac-
quired the
flexibility
to ad-
broadened to include
sexual assault , and
sexual harassment by
peers or faculty.
Messmore also
helped to coordinate a
regional sexual assault
conference in the fall
entitled "Campus Re-
sponses to Sexual As-
sault." Representatives
from universities in
Washington and Oregon
attended andexchanged
ideas surrounding
sexual assault and the
many tant, Krista Messmore
has had a significant
amount of influence
over entering freshmen
at UPS.
campus
issues
concern-
ing stu- She is one of the
dent sexu- two student members
ality." on the Issues Related to
Sex Committee. The
committee is respon-
sible for designing the
format and presentation
of the "When Hello Gets
Out of Hand" program.
The discussions take
place during freshman
orientation and have
previously covered facts
and myths surrounding
acquaintance rape. Next
year'sdiscussion will be
different programs of-
fered by each univer-
sity.
Krista 's past three
years as a Resident As-
sistant in campus halls
has acquainted her with
many freshmen and in-
volved her in campus
programs sponsored by
Residential Programs.
Freshman Orientation
can't take place without the
help of numerous Prelude
and Passage leaders. Their
training includes a session
by Krista and Glenn about
the "When Hello Gets Out of
Hand" discussion and many
Prelude leaders choose to
become trained discussion
leaders.
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The planning process oc-
cupies much of the timespent
by Krista Messmore and
Glenn Young on the Issues
Related to Sex Committee.
A Helping Hand
Glenn Young 0 s
4 * y
By Sarah Stewart
held in Tacoma area "..a college
high schools and they education
Glenn Young
serves as the second stu-
are focused on gettingdent representative on is not juststudents excited aboutthe Issues Related toSex learningcollege. The programCommittee. In addition,
fromdoes not emphasizehe also spends a large
UPS, rather the advan- books, it'sportion of his time lend-
tages of higher educa- abouting a helping hand in
tion in general are talkedthe community. learningabout. One of the work-On campus, Young aboutshops teaches studentsworks for the Office of peoplehow to fill out basic col-Admission where he and life."lege applications.voluntarily phones pro-
Young is also aspectivefreshmen in the
dedicated "Kids Can Do"outreach program. He
mentor. With all of hisalso works with the
involvement it is a won-newly founded "Project
der that Glenn has anyCollege" workshop se-
time for himself .ries. The workshops are
Student Profiles 21

Andy Ma
Tons of Work
ComputerScience, Math, Geology, and Computer Science department integrates
Physics are all sciences that require a lot these two fields. Courses are held four
of study before one can understand days a week, and range from Mathemat-
them. The departments in all of these ics for All Practical Purposes, for people
areas are striving to teach students what who don't excel in Math, to Applied
they need to know about these fields, Complex Analysis and Computer Graph-
enabling them to enjoy what they are ics for people who do. The department
learning. has two computer labs, one with Matin-
Math has been greatly changed and tosh Computers and one with Apollo
influenced by the use of computers, and Computers. The labs are used for pro-
as a result the fields have been brought gramming, and students can be found
closer together. The Mathematics and there any time the lab is open. (See pg. 26)
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An avid freshman
Geology student col-
lects soil during the
Garfield Gulch Lab.
Beginning Geology
Classes include several
field trips, in which stu-
dents learn about geo-
logical formations and
collect samples to be
analyzed at a later date.
o
o
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"Research is always sur-
prising. You never know
what's going to happen,
and there's always unex-
pected excitements and
disappointments."
-Shane Dultz, Class of '94
u
0/3
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Paaou At one of the Thompson Hall Seminars, na-
tionally known paleontologist David Gilette
speaks about Seismosaurus, a dinosaur he is
excavating that is believed to be the longest ever
discovered. The dinosaur bones were discovered
in Utah on the Morrison Plateau, and sections of
the bones weighed up to 5 tons.
iu.
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Brrrrr! Junior Shane Dultz works on research
about the propeities of ice, including the effects of
varying salinity in the ice of the Arctic. He uses a
computer to monitor the way that the ice freezes,
and the information is then interpreted and re-
corded.
The Macintosh labs have many uses. Freshman
pre Physical Therapy student Jaymie Nishimura
uses the lab to do both her chemistry and statistics
labs. For statistics, she uses the Mini Tab to study
confidence levels.
Computer Science/Math, Geology, Physics 25
Measuring riboflavin is
a tough job, and requires
a lot of concentration for
junior Shane Smith. The
riboflavin will be put into
a machine that measures
what wavelengths of light
it absorbs and reflects.
(cont. from page 24)
Ever wonder what kind of
rocks line the shore of the Puget
Sound? A geology student might
be a good person to ask. In the
geology department students
gain hands on experience using
equipment like petrographic mi-
croscopes and thin-section ma-
chinery. Field trips made to Mt.
Rainier and other local sites are
important parts of many geol-
ogy courses. Geology majors do
a semester of student research,
andsomedo internships at places
such as the United States Geo-
logical Survey.
In a Modern Physics
Lab, SophomoreJay Allen
uses an electromagnet to
test the Hall effect, which
describes the density of
electrons in a sample strip
of metal.
How fast one can throw a
baseball, or how much veloc-
ity a plane needs to lift off the
ground are governed by Phys-
ics. Physics courses can come
in all forms, such as Physics
for Poets. Quantum Mechan-
ics, and Optics. Many Physics
majors do research, often in
conjunction with professors.
The Sciences of Geology,
Physics, and Math/Computer
Science are fields that will
have limitless effects on
everyone's life, so look for
signs of their influence.
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Hard of hearing? No, Does not compute.
not quite. Kim Osada Adam Geffon gets help
gets her temperature from Dr. Carol Smith
taken for a Psychology on a computer pro-
experiment performed gramming assignment,
by Susan Poole. Poole "On average, these take
tested the effects of out- about 10 hours to do,"
side factors, namely he says," when you're
drinking water, on done you can' t see
body temperature. straight."
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'"G"Doing research has been really fun.
There's normally a lot of unexpected
twists, and that makes it all the more
interesting. It's exciting thinking that
you're discovering something new to
tally on your own."
-Susan Poole, Class of '93
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Biology, Chemistry, Psychology 27
Drip, Drip Drop.
Peggy Borgeson per-
forms a titration of a
weak acid with a strong
base in a Chem 230
Lab.
Hmmm....KathyScottex-
amines a horn worm in a
Bio 112 lab. These cater-
pillars turn into moths that
live for only about a week,
during which time they
mate and then die.
" The profs will give you a
direction, but it's up to
you to finish the research.
That makes it easy to go at
your own pace, and stop
and look at the things that
you're most interested in."
- Andy Southwick, Class of '93
28 Academics
tdFascination • • • oThe world of life, of chemi- jors and 30 declared minors,
cals, and of the human mind The department offers basic
have intrigued people for cen- courses in addition to specialty
turies. The departments of Bi- courses such as Anatomy and
ology, Chemistry, and Psychol- Physiology, Genetics, and Ma-
ogy continue the fascination, rine Biology. Students are en-
and acquaint students with couraged to do research, and
the things that are known in facilities available to them in-
addition to enabling them to elude a marine lab and the
O
OQ
n
explore new avenues. James R. Slater Museum of
fDThe Biology department is Natural History.a large department, with ap- h-4If you pass by Thompson 3proximately 150 biology ma- Hall and you hear a loud bangjors, 50 Natural Science Ma- it's probably (See pg. 30) c*>
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What is he doing? It's DNA analy- Simple Simon met a pieman. . .
Mike Shaver, a junior Psychologysis where the DNA is suspended in
major uses Simon the rat as thean augurous gel so that it can later
be separated from the gel and stud- subjectof his research in a Behavorial
ied. Andy Southwick conducts his Analysis lab. While being tested the
senior research project on Eel Grass rats are rewarded for a correct ac-
tion with water, and their progressthat grows in the Puget Sound area.
is monitored in this special cage byThe DNA is later used to examine
the hereditary characteristics of the a computer.
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(Cont. from pg. 29)
somebody in the Chemistry
Department hard at work.
Chemistry encompasses much
more than titrating solutions
until they turn blue.
Most Chemistry majorscon-
duct research, and upper divi-
sion courses include courses
on both Physical Chemistry
and Biochemistry.
For many people nothing is
more exciting than the study
of the human mind, which
explains the number of stu-
dents who are attracted to the
Psychology Department. Psy-
chology students conduct
studieson topics rangingfrom
self esteem to sports activity,
and many majors conduct long
range projects. Popular
courses include Behavioral
Analysis, better known as the
rat lab, and courses on child
psychology.
The study of life, and its
many facets has been the sub-
ject of thought during many
long hours spent in both
Thompson and Howarth Halls.
It's a fascination that will con-
tinue for a lifetime.
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In a lab test for the Anatomy and Doesalive or videotaped presenta-
Physiology class, Angie Bagg and tion affect a child's credibility in
Amy Anderson examine intestines, court? This question is the subject of
Students in this course dissect ca- research being conducted by senior
davers in order to get a better under- psychology majors Cara Benchwick,
standing of the human body and Ruth Anne Rehfeldt, and Samantha
how it works. Springs in conjunction with Dr. Sha-
ron Hammill (not pictured). Their
findings so far? That a live presenta-
tion gives a child more credibility.
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Aftergraduatingthis May Kim Stigers plans to go
on to graduate school at UC Berkeley, and hopes to
teach high school or college chemistry. Her senior
research consists of altering a strand of DNA so that
a certain enzyme can't bind and cut the DNA. The
altered DNA will make it easier to study the enzyme.
This machine measures the Phosphorescence of a
small sample of the protein Lambda Repressor.
Aaron Sato's research includes studying the protein
and isolating where certain amino acids are located
within the protein.
"During the first summer of research, we
were trying to isolate a compound that was
trapped inside of a black Chromium salt
that looked like road tar. The compound
we wanted precipitated out of the Chro-
mium all by itself in the form of delicate
white crystals. Watching that happen was
incredible, it was really amazing."
-Kim Stigers'9399
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Knowing the Body
A big part of life is knowing how your
body works, making it stronger, helping
ao nutrition and biomechanics in addition
to beginning sports classes like dancing
it to function better. The departments of and weight lifting. Other courses include
Physical Education, Physical Therapy,
and Occupational Therapy study how back riding, and SCUBA diving,
the body works and how to make it
03
more adventurous sports such as horse-U
Although Physical and Occupational
stronger, giving students further insight Therapy are closely related, there are
about themselves.W some differences. PT works on strength,while OT works on tasks. So where PTThere's a lot more to physical educa-
tion than sports. Although students can would teach you how to walk, OT would
get credit playingvarsitysports, the Physi-
cal Education Department consists of Both of the professions require work and
much more than that. There are classes in dedication. (Continued on pg. 35)
Iteach you how to put on your shoes.
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•iHcn>, Watch that ball!Joe Brown hits a fast one in an
intermediate tennis class. This class includes all
students who have some tennis background or
who have taken beginning tennis courses, and
helps players to improve their skills and get more
time out on the court.
PM
After graduation, senior Jodie Van Hoof plans
to do two three month internships, one in Seattle
and one in San Diego. She wants to go into
Geriatrics, working with the elderly. Right now
she is involved in the OT program, and works in
the OT Clinic with Bud Rohrer.
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32 Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy, Physical Education
"Working in the clinic has
been a great experience, and
it's taught me a lot. I've
learned how to apply things,
how to relate better to cli-
ents, and how to follow
through." -Shara Ogin, Class of '93
Carrie McKenzie, a senior PE major, takes read
ings on a treadmill during an Instrumentation Lab.
The machine predicts people's maximum work
capacity. The Instrumentation course is designed to
familiarize students with the workings of equipment
used in monitoring fitness.
"She's a nice person. She's dedicated and fun to
talk to, and she's challenged me to do things I
haven't done before," says Pat Shivers of his thera-
pist, senior Shara Ogin. Patients in the OT clinic
worked with students for the entire spring semester.
over a period of twelve weeks.
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Senior Ronda Tranmer works with Robert W.
Anderson, Jr. The OT program enables students
to finish with their schooling here and then go
directly to their internships, rather than to gradu-
ate school.
ao
4 ^03 One of the manyrequirements for OT and PT
is Anatomy and Physiology. Kendra Stidolph
examines an eye in an Anatomy and Physiology
Lab. Students who want to get into either pro-
gram start in their freshman year, and apply for
admission to the program as sophomores.
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"Therapy is an integral part
of treatment. It's
times unpleasant, and thera-
pists have toovercome that.
Trust and communication
is very important."
-Robert W. Anderson, Jr,
OT Patient
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03 How fit am I? Kirsten Martig tries out the
treadmill in an Instrumentation Lab, while John
Battacan monitors her progress. From this lab the
Instrumentation students learned how to use a
treadmill , and Nutritionsaidents learned if changes
in diet and exercises habits affected their fitness.
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(Continued from pg. 32)
The Occupational and Physical Therapy
programs at UPS are very good, and very
competitive. Although many people think
the OT/PT is just a graduate program, that
isn't completely true. Students start prepar-
ing for entrance to OT/PT school in their
sophomore year, taking pre-requisites like
Anatomy and Physiology and Psychology.
Some Occupational Therapy students are
able to go through a special program that
enables them to work in the Occupational
Therapy Clinic and to be almost finished
with their schooling right out of college.
The body is a very important thing, and
its essential that we keep it healthy. The
w Physical Education Department teaches
If students how to keep their bodies in shape,
“ while the Schools of Physical and Occupa-
v tional Therapy teach students how to get
|people back in working order after injury.
"This program is a full-
time job. Everything else
has to come secondarily."
says Buffy Bufford as she
works with Don
Coddington. The OT pro-
gram is very competitive,
out of about 200 appli-
cants, only 40students are
admitted to the program.
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Affecting Us All
political and gov-13 u s i n ess , statistical analysis very competitive
politics and eco ernmental systems program for thosethat is required in
nomics are three around the world. who are talented ineconomics.
things in our lives Many graduates Students in business. Students
study to becomethat we can not the Business and take special BLP
avoid. The busi- lawyers or politi- courses, supple-Administration De
ness world decides cians in schools mented by an in-payment learn
how much we pay across the country, ternship that eachabout how to work
for an item, the gov- or at UPS's Law BLP major does thewith people, and
School. beforehow to manageeminent says summer
whether we will Economics people at work. their senior year.
pay tax on it, and may be a tough Majors in this de B u s i n e s s
major , but thatthe economy deci politics and eco-partment include
phers how the two doesn’t deter many Accounting, Public nomics will always
UPS students fromwill interact. Administration, and affect us, and by
The Politics pursuing it. Stu- learning abou tBusiness Adminis
dents in this depart-and Government them we are bettertration.
department teaches mentalso take math able to work in theThe Busi-
students about the which world.ness Leadershipcourses
different aspects of help them with the Program (BLP), is a
Deepinthought,Tamara
Welsh, Krista Wood, and
Amy Bradshaw listen to a
BLP lecture. BLP students
are trained to be business
leaders, and all students
have a mentor that works
in the business field.
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Debbie Smith teaches a
BLP Accounting Class. The
BLP program is very chal-
lenging, and the students
> that graduate from it are
$ well-prepared to enter the
2 business world.
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Hittin' the Books
Where to study?
That is a common
question, with all
of the papers, tests,
and quizzes that life
at UPS brings. It
seems that there's
never enough time
forstudying, and as
the year goes on, it
gets more difficult
to open a book.
Many students
found it hard to
study in their room.
Noisy roommates
or the distraction of
something better to
do, like reading a
magazine or watch-
ingTVsentstudents
outside of their
room tostudy. Most
people found the
library a good place
tostudy; it was usu-
allyquiet. But what
about places other
than the library? On
a sunny day, stu-
dents found all
kinds of get-aways
like the quad out-
side A/L, or sitting
in Point Defiance
Park. Places like
this gavestudents a
break from the
frenzy of college.
Freshairand a clear
head made for less
stressful studying.
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Outside Seward, a
studious freshman
gets some work done.
Some just sit and talk,
while manyfreshman
do find it easier to get
work done outside
and away from their
rooms.
Time toreallyhit the
books. Freshman Ross
Aker works on a paper
for his music class
about History, Peda-
gogy, and Literature.
Aker doesn't have a
major as of this mo-
ment, but he thinks he
might like to go into
Music Education.
"We're really studying,
I swear!" On the grass
behind Todd and Phibbs
Hall, FreshmenJulieJohn-
son and Della Conley get
a little sun. Sunny days
were few, but when they
came, everybody seemed
to be out soaking up the
rays.
"One of my favorite spots to go in the
library when I'm studying is the listening
room. It's quiet, comfortable, and it's nice
to just Sit and listen." -Ross Aker, Class of '96
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Language is not all
When studying in a for-
eign language or about a for-
eign country, it’s important to
realize that the differences
between the United States and
other countries isn't only lan-
guage. Most cultures are very
different from ours, whether it
be food, or lifestyle, or reli-
gion. The Foreign Language,
Asian Studies, and Study
Abroad programs bring these
differences to life and help us
to better see and understand
and appreciate them.
Foreign students normally
speak at least two different
languages, and our foreign
language department trys to
enable UPS students to do the
same. The department pro-
vides language instruction in
both romance languages like
French and Spanish, and Asian
languages like Japanese and
Chinese. In the campus for-
eign language houses only
foreign language is spoken,
and students are encouraged
tocomeand chat at the weekly
conversation hour.
Because the Asian culture
is so different from our own,
(Continued on pg. 42)
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P "Well, I think..." Liz Rightor dis-cusses Zen in Northern America,
while Stephanie Safholm and Jim
Sanden look on. In Northern
America the Zen culture, which is
a religious sect of Buddhism, has
become more practical.
Foreigners Out! Or at least, that’s
the opinion of the German
Republikaner party, as expressed
by Imme Kersten. In this German
History and culture class, students
picked a political party and ex-
pressed their views in various de-
bates during the second half of the
spring semester..
a
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Shake it up! Tram Trihn does the flamenco in a
Spanish 202 skit. The students staged a mock
episode of family feud, and Trihn's character was
modeled after the famous Carmen Miranda
A cold morningview of St. Stephen's Cathedral in
Passau Germany, taken from the University where
Mark Anderson spent his sophomore year studying
abroad. Anderson says, "Europeans are much more
relaxed than us, they're much less judging." The city
of Passau was founded during Roman times, and the
cathedral houses the world's largest organ.
"Being in a foreign country really helps you
to get to know your inner self . I think that's
one of the best things about studying
Mark Anderson, Class of '94abroad."
Asian Studies, Foreign Language, Study Abroad 41
T3
(Continued from pg. 40)O UPS has an en- eign languagescourses.tire department de- During their col- some are in En-
voted toAsianStud- lege careers, many glish speaking
students will countries such asCourses in-les.
elude religion, his- choose to study England or Scot-
tory, art, and com- abroad. The Study land.
merce. In these Abroad Programs at Learning about
classes students UPS provide them a foreign culture is
learn to better un- with a wide variety a good way to bet-
derstand the Asian of options. Pro- ter understand our
cultures that have grams range from own culture. NewP become such a realizations aboutone semester to a
dominant force in year long. Some ourselves and theCD business and world students country we live inmay
affairs. Many stu- choose to study give us a new out-
dents involved in through programs look on the world.V the Asian Studies offered by UPS or It is not languagedepartment couple through a number that makes us dif-(DL) their Asian Studies of other universi- ferent it's geogra-<33 courses with busi- ties. While most phyand cultural tra-
programs are de- ditionswhich diverness or interna-P tional relations signed to study for- sify people.
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X5 "We’re here to pumpNathanyou up."P Iwamoto, GlenJensenandJon Matsubara play
Hans and Franz (fromCD Saturday Night Live) in
a Japanese skit. Manya of the language depart
ments got together and
did the skits as a joint
performance.CD<
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Hmmm... Rod Peroff lis-
tens intently to Lisa Von
Bargen during a German
debate. Speaking is greatly
emphasized in all foreign
language classes, with the
professors main goal to
help the students gain flu-
ency.
I
2
During Asia Week, a
week of events orga-
nized by the Asian
Studies Department,
Sharon and Tim
Hansen talk about their
experiences in India.
The couple received a
Fullbright Fellowship to
spend a year in the
country lecturing at
several universities.
Asian Studies, Foreign Language, Study Abroad 43
In a Studio Art class, Melissa Weinmann helps
Shgen George with a color manipulation prob-
lem. The objective of this exercise was to get the
same value between two different contrastingu colors.
c/D Many students play in community groups, in-
P eluding violinist Darbi Holz. Musicians are alsoencouraged to compete in music competitions,
and play at places as far away as Poland.
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ao "The best thing about art is
that it allows you to be free.C3u Art is limitless, there are no
boundaries."p -Shgen George, Class of '95ss
PracticingtobeWoodyAllen,Greyson Mitchem
directs "Children of a Lesser God", about a deaf
girl, for his senior directing project. The plays
each had three performances, and the students
were also in charge of publicity and ticket sales.
ou
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Express
Yourself • • •
True expression often comes in the
form of Music, Art, or Drama. People are
able to work out their frustrations, telling
somebody how they feel about them, por-
traying an emotion through all forms of
“The Arts” . The Fine Arts departments here
are very strong. You can always find an
exhibit at Kittredge, a concert in Jacobsen
Recital Hall , or a stage performance in the
Little Theatre.
The music department offers classes
in music history and theory in addition to
music performance, and ensembles, which
include the Jazz Band, the Adelphians
Choir, the Symphony Orchestra, the Wind
Ensemble, the Chorale, and Madrigals, to
name a few. The Adelphians toured the
state of Washington, many other musical
groups toured this year as well. The Wind
Ensemble played in both Oregon and Wash-
ington. All music majors are required to
give a concert at the end of their senior
year, and the performances are pretty in-
credible. The music department offers well
schooled faculty that are performers them-
g selves, and it’s not unusual to hear of
concerts in which the professors are per
|forming. (Continued on pg. 46)
A scene from "Ghost"?
No, this is the real thing.
Ginny Rehberg and Jay
Gotschall really get their
hands into things, and
make beautiful things hap-
pen, like the two bowls
they are making.
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(continued from pg. 45)
The Art Department includes not
ment and Debate and Group Decision
Making. The Theater Department puts on
only the expected classes of painting several plays each year, including several
and sculpture, but also classes in pho- student directed plays. In the theater de-
tography, art appreciation and his- partment students learn about all aspects ofU tory. Class sizes are small so that the the theater, including history, acting, light-
students can get the full benefit of ing, directing, and makeup. For each of the
C/D talented professors. Individual projects plays there are students involved in every
are encouraged, and seniors do their facet of the production, and the in the
own projects before graduation. One student directed plays the students do all ofs of the many resources of the Art De- the work themselves.partment is the Kittredge Gallery, where Expression is one of our inherent quali-
professional artists display their work ties, and we all choose different ways to
throughout the year. express ourselves, whether it be throughr\m The Communications and Theater art, music, a speech or a play, or some other
ti Arts Department is a very diverse means. The fine arts departments encour-department. In addition to courses on age students to use their imaginations and
theater, they offer courses in commu- their emotions, and the results have been
nication and speech including Argu- truly amazing.
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cSu Am I doing this right? Sophomore Brenda
Sturgeleski puts a foot on the bottom of a pot ina a ceramics class. Ceramicsstudents have a project
due about every other week.
a Jammin' to the music of the Jazz Band, KellyKenney blows his stuff. The jazz band performsa throughout the year, and this year toured all overthe state. Many jazz band members also play insmaller groups, called combos, that give informalo performances on campus.u
ti<
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"For me, playing the flute is a
way to express myself , it's a
means to put my emotions
into something tangible. Ev-
erybody has an art, and this
is mine." -Heather Clawson
Class of '96
m
S'
Drew Dover performs in "Holy Ghosts", directed
by senior directing student Sara Wysocki. During the
year there were eight student directed plays, four in
the fall and four in the spring, all of which were done
entirely by students.
Freshman Floutist Heather Clawson has been
playing the flute for eight years, and now takes
private lessons from Karla Flygare in addition to
a playing in the Wind Fmsemble. Of the practice
< rooms she says, "They're really noisy, and they
^ make you self-conscious. The best time to go is in|the morning, when there are less people."
3
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Being Liberal
A Liberal Arts education is one of the
reasons that many students choose to
attend the University of Puget Sound.
What constitutes Liberal Arts? A Liberal
Arts education provides a broad based
introduction to many disciplines, includ-
ing, English, History, and Philosophy.
It's like these departments that make up
a large part of a liberal curriculum. Sev-
eral programs; Classics, Humanities, and
Women's Studies, are not classified as
departments, but they are an integral part
of the Liberal Arts Curriculum.
Classics includes the study of Greek
and Roman Culture. The religion, gov-
ernment and artistry of the two civiliza-
tions are studied in relation to tody's
society. (Continued on pg. 50)
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W 2u Scott Halsted and Jo
Leese review their stud-
ies on The Contact Hy-
pothesis and The Rela-
tionship Between So-
cial/Cultural Back-
grounds. The Contact
Hypothesis states that
people will be less
prejudiced if they have
more contact with other
cultures.
Sonja Meja gives a cri-
tique duringan English
class. There are two
emphasis in the English
major, Writing and Lit-
erature. Writing majors
may also choose to
specialize in Profes-
sional Writing or Cre-
ative Writing.
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This is good stuff!
Julia Trumbo. who
speaks German, stud-
ied Neo-Nazism in Ger-
many for her senior
Comparitive Sociology
thesis, while Rebecca
Smith explored thesub-
ject of caring for eld
erly from diverse cul-
tural backgrounds. Af-
ter graduation Smith
will spend a year in
Asia on the Pacific Rim
Program.
"I started this research in
November. It's been a long
process, including lots of trips
to the library for literary re-
views and nine interviews at
the Tacoma Senior Center.
It's been a very interesting
experience."
-Rebecca Smith, Class of '93
Seattle journalist Whit
Mason speaks on journal-
ism in Russia. Mason is
the editor of the Siberian
Review, which is an En-
glish version of the
Sibirskaya Gazeta, a Rus-
sian paper published in
Siberia.
&
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(Continued from pg. 48)
Humanities courses are designed to
teach Philosophy, Art, and History all in
one. Each course focuses on a different
time period, and all courses are very
challenging.
The Women's Studies program fo-
cuses on the way that women have
shaped the world, and how the world
has shaped women. Courses discuss
women in society, literature, and art.
The Religion Department is not fo-
cused on religions of America, but more
on religions of the world. Emphasis is
placed on religions of Asian and African
Cultures. The religion department gives
students the tools to examine religion in
history, and to see it's profound effects
on society today.
The English Department has two divi-
sions, Literature and Writing. For those
who enjoy reading and analyzing books,
a Literature emphasis is great. For those
who enjoy writing books, a Writing em-
phasis is the way to go. Professional
Writing and Creative Writing classes are
taught, and all of the classes are small,
which gives the students the necessary
personal attention that helps them to
express their feelings in writing, or gives
them the security to be able to express
their ideas on the significance of a book.
The Comparative Sociology Depart-
ment (Continued on pg. 52)
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G What did you find? Kira Reinhardt seems as-
tonished by the results of Merrileigh Dorenek's
researchonPhysical Therapyand Developmen-
tally Disabled adults. Dorenek's findings
showed that the only difference between insti-
tutionalizing patients and not instutionalizing
them is that patients tend to finish with greater
improvement ina non-instutionalenvironment.
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SteveLowdenlistenstothecommentshisfresh-
man writing group offers him on his paper
entitled ’’The Hunt." Many Freshman Writing
classes had writing groups of four or five stu-
dents that met and critiqued papersbefore they
were turned in for final review by the professor.
Dr. Bill Breitenbach helps a student with a
history assignment. Professors in the history
department are very accessible,and are always
willing to help with the writing of papers and
research.
m
"Writing groups really help.
They give you feedback on
what you're writing, and
after working with a writ
ing group for awhile it's
really easy to present your
work to them."
-Steve Lowden, Class of '96
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(Continued from
pg. 50) gives stu-
dents a chance to
examine cultures in
detail. Comparative
Sociology majors
specialize in An-
thropology, Social
Services, or Sociol-
ogy, andcourses of-
fered range from;
Women, Men, and
Society, to Crimi-
nology.
The History De-
partment encour-
ages students to
think for them-
selves. History stu-
dents attempt to
look at history
through the eyes of
the people in-
volved, rather than
the people who
wrote history texts.
Histoiy is examined
from many angles,
and the histories of
countries and
peoples from
around the world
are discussed.
Philosophy stu-
dents are encour-
aged to answer the
eternal questions
about love, life and
hapiness for them-
selves. They then
turn to others and
receive feedback.
Liberal
classes challenge
us to think about
our past and our
culture in view of
today's world. Stu-
dents learn to think
from a wide vari-
ety of perspectives
about the problems
they will face dur-
ing their lifetimes.
Arts
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Maybe it would help
if... Kristina Schulze
gives suggestions on a
paper to her freshman
writing group. Fresh-
man Writing is a course
all freshman take dur-
ing their first two se-
mesters, and it's often
the first intensive col-
lege writing course that
freshmen experience.
In a history class,
Sarah
Nimblewill Dearden,
and Zara Mitchell dis-
cuss theproblemsand
successes of history's
greatest heros.
Holt,
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Tara Dikeman and
Mary Pat Goolsbee go
over their senior the-
ses. Dikeman re-
searched Developing
Quality Assurance for
Medicaid
Goolsbee did research
on the Association be-
tween Reported AIDS
Knowledge and Re-
ported Sexual Behav-
ior in College Women.
while
"The best thing about the Comparative
Sociology Department is the professors.
They're very approachable and flexible.
It 's a comfortable environment."
-Tara Dikeman, Class of '93
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Tracye Williams edits a paper for
a Freshman Writing course. Fresh-
man Writing courses are small, with
most classes having under 20 stu-
dents. Freshmen work on analytical
writing skills, as well as expository
and creative works.
"In Zimbabwe there are no
strangers. Everybody is
treated with respect. If you
are addressing somebody
older than you it is always,
'Older Brother' ."
-Wesley Chikwinya
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If You Want More
major in various fields, but
take honors courses which
fullfill the core requirements
of the University.
In addition, students in the
Honors Program, especially
freshmen, may live in the
Langlow House. The Langlow
House allows the honors stu-
dents to live together so that
they can study together and
learn from each other,
addition they also learn from
the campus community and
the courses that surround
them.
Although life at Puget Sound
with a full load is difficult,
some students think that they
want more of a challenge.
They may find that challenge
in something extracurricular,
or academic, like the Honors
Program.
Students apply for entrance
into the Honors Program be-
fore their freshman year. The
Honors Program is an inten-
sive four year program, cumu-
lated by a Thesis Presentation
given in the spring of the
senior year. Honors students
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Makadini?WesleyChikwinya gives The Langlow House: Front Row,
a presentation on Language and left to right: Geoff Bateman, Ali
Culture in Zimbabwe during one of Gilpin, Laura Hunter, Tristin Sale,
the Langlow Teas. Chikwinya, who Syd Van Atta , Albert Einstein, (sub-
speaks six languages, talked about stituting for Steve Wills), Melinda
how colonialism has affected Zim- Sandmeier, and Mark Mitchell. Back
babwe. He also taught listeners Row, left to right: Amy Adams, Jen
words in several different African Bohn, Stefani Rossi, Navin Rao, Sun-
Languages. "Makadini" means down Stauffer, Josh McEwen, and
j> "How's it going?" in Shona , Damien Chua.
*§* Chikwinya’s native language.
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Where do I go from here?
The Academic and Career Advising
Center is there when students ask ques-
tions like this.
For students who are choosing a ca-
reer, the Career Advising Center pro-
vides files of information about different
careers and the ASK program (Alumni
Sharing Knowledge). In addition they
set up internships and interviews, and
give out information about graduate
schools.
For students concentrating on life
here at UPS, the Academic Advising
Center provides the Triad Program, the
Peer Advising Associates, and a course
in academic and career planning.
Departments like the Academic and
Career Advising Center wouldn't be pos-
sible without the Board of Trustees.
The Trustees oversee all of the major
decisions that are made concerning broad
policy here at UPS. Its members also
serve on standing committees, which
more directly affect students and faculty.
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5-HCTSu The Board of Trustees, seated from left to right:Llewelyn G. Pritchard, Julie C. Titcomb, W. HowarthMeadowcroft, Lowry Wyatt, Chairman, Susan
Resneck Pierce, William T. Weyerhaeuser, Carl G.
Behnke, and Deanna Oppeheimer. Standing from
left to right are: Calvin D. McConnell , Zachary L.
Goldberg, ASUPS President, Allan D. Sapp, Teny L.
Lengfelder, Troy M. Strong, Thomas E. Leavitt ,
Ronald B. Woodard, Lucy P. Isaki, Nancy R. Hoff,
Mack L. Hogans, Nathaniel S. Penrose Jr., George E.
Matelich, James H. Wiborg, Walter E. Lowrie,
Faculty Senate Chairman, Roy A. Henderson,
William D. McCormick, and Peter K. Wallerich. Not
pictured are Richard C. Brown, Norton Clapp, John
W. Creighton, Jr., James M. Dolliver, John M. Fluke,
Jr., Booth Gardner, George F. Jewett III, Robert B.
Pamplin, Jr., James L. Rawn, James A. Thorpe, John
A. Whalley, and Richard M. Brooks, Alumni
Association President.
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Many students train for interviews through
mock interviews, as Charles E. Miller II is doing
here. Mock interviews acquaint students with the
interviewing process and help them to feel more
confident during an interview.
56 Academics
"The Academic and Career
Advising Center did a good
job setting this internship up.
They have a good reputa-
tion, partly because of the
students that come from
UPS." -Janis Lindley, Class of '93
At the fall Career Fair, Linda K. Boyson, a repre-
sentative from PACCOM, speaks with a student.
over twenty businesses sent representatives to the
Career Fair, and many of the students gained
interviews with possible employers as a result of the
fair.
Janis Lindley, a senior studio art major, obtained
an internship at the Tacoma Art Museum through
the Career Center. She is setting up an exhibit
g through constructing a replica of one of Faith
3 Ringgold's soft sculptures.
Academic/Career Advising Center and Trustees 57
A Place to Learn
The Collins Memorial Li- If you needed extra help in a
brary contains over 327,000 class, then the Learning and
books, in addition to maga- Writing Center was a good
zines, CDs, newspapers, and place to look. They provided
academic journals. It serves as peer tutors for specific pa-VH a United States Depository Li- pers, writing consultants for<U brary, and a Washington State essays and papers, plus
Depository Library. courses in speed reading, vo-a The library was one of the cabulary enrichment, and
QJ few quiet places on campus study habits.u where voices were lowered. It The Career Center also pro-provided a learning atmo- vided the services of their
sphere, where almost every- own staff and that of englishGJO thing you needed was at your professors when help wasa fingertips. needed beyond peer advice.
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b Souphavady Bounlutay, a fresh-
man honor's student, came to the
U Writing Center when she needed
help with her paper on "Oroonoko".X) Ray Kahler, a senior english major
and writing consultant, helps in the
h-i Writing Center three times per week.
AstheLearningCenter'sAcademic
Counselor, Sharlyn Russell helps
students improve their study tech-
niques. Here she helps Laura
Dissmeyer with a textbook marking
system in preparation for a psychol-
ogy test.
58 Academics
Sophomore International Business
major Charles Reyes comes to the
library to read for pleasure. He is
reading a book entitled "The Patten
Papers", about the famous World
War II general.
To find information for a research
proposal on "Kinship in Modern
America" sophomore Kim Conner
uses SIMON, the new computer
system that replaced the card cata
logue this year. SIMON contains
lists of books and periodicals that
students can search for by title or by
subject.
"One of the frustrations about coming
into the library is that you live a limited
life. You'll only read a certain number
of books and it 's your responsibility as
a human being to read only the best
books. " -Charles Reyes, class of '95
Library/Learning Center 59
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Followingthe lead, Holly Gerla, Laura
Sanford, Seth Donsker, and Becky
Kneubuhl, join in the festivities with
Lora & the Sukutai Marimba Ensemble
at President Pierce's inauguration. The
Marimba band visited campus again in
February to celebrate Black History
Month with more dancing in the Great
Hall.
Jonathan Breen
PRELUDES AND PASSAGES
"Preludes and Pas- ronment."
sages", die nadonally ac- Passages occurs at Camp
claimed UPS fresliman ori- Parsons where for three fun-
filled days students get toentation program, boasted
another success in 1992. play in the wilderness and
The program provides an choose from a variety of
environment in which new activities such as hiking,
students can make friends sailing, canoeing, and other
quickly and become famil- workshops.
iar with the campus and Preludes concludes after
the community. two days of success, where
Coordinator Bruce new students interact
Clemetsen states the closely with a professor.
program's primary goal to The week long program is
be "helping students make simply an occasion for
the transition from where meeting people and enjoy-
they've come, to a new ing new experiences with-
academic and social envi- out the pressure of classes.
How about another bagel?
Members of the gold advanced
backpacking group stop briefly to
rest their legs and have a bite to
eat.
Teambuilding skills were just a
few of the added benefits to the
Passages program. Freshmen learn
not only how to depend on them
selves, but also on the people
around them.
62 Preludes and Passages
Swing your partner round and
round. The passages hoedown
was one of the students' favorite
events.
I don't know any of these
people! Gold group Passages
members wait in anticipation as
the leaders explain the upcoming
events.
How many marshmallows can— you stuff into your mouth while§ chanting "chubby bunny?" Sara
o Jordon tries her hardest to partici-
gj pate without laughing or quitting
g early.
The Easy Days ?
Ingredients for a hike to
Royal Basin
"We streaked base
camp, two guys stripped
down buck naked and 1 gorgeous week
8 strong-willed women
2 guys
1 winding trail, mostly uphill
20 boots, kicking up dust
1 Achilles heel
1037 Kodak moments
10 adventurous eaters
60-70 delicious bagels
1 unused fluorescent
orange trowel
1 package Stridex
2 excused Bad Hair Days
1 leader pretending to
know how to read
the map
Mix well & bake at 70 F for 3
days, stirring occasionally.
Serves 10.
jumped off the pier."
- Jennifer Templin
"In our Preludes group,
Mark Rigos threw a potato
against the wall and it ex-
ploded"
- Josh Smith
"Preludes was my first
true experience in a col-
lege classroom. There I sat
in my first college desk. A
piece of paper flew off it
(on the side no less). The
next thing I know, I' m pi-
loting the desk to the
ground. There I lay, in the
middle of the floor sur- - Julie Davidsonrounded by all."
-Holly Krejci
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During her inauguration
Street speech, PresidentLawrence Parr reveals
Celebration...displayed dancing, her plans for the University. Her
a catered meal, and live entertain- speech was titled "Can The Center
ment, including Main Attraction. Hold? A Challenge to the Liberal
This Seattle based band has been Arts" She stressed the importance
playing for 12 years and was well of diversity within our campus and
received by the UPS community. in the nation as a whole.
CONTINUING A LEGACY
and special guests looked In the evening
hen President forward with exhilaration to Lawrence Street came tc
the inauguration and week-
end full of activities.
The majority of
classes were cancelled on
that Friday, and a catered
lunch was offered on the
Karlan Quad. The after-
noon ceremony was a
smashing success. The pa-
rade of distinguished alumni
andfaculty created the mood
of a graduation ceremony.
All in attendance listened
attentively as President Parr
*
announced her intentions
for continuing the recog-
nized standards of the uni-
versity.
Phil Phifobs
made the decision to leave
tire University of Puget
Sound at the close of the
1991 school year a legacy
came to an end. Many
months of deliberation led
a committee of students,
faculty, and alumni to
choose Susan Resneck Parr
as an outstanding replace-
ment. Upon heracceptance
an inaguration ceremony
was scheduled for Septem-
ber11, 1992. Thisceremony
of great caliber was the first
one in over fifty years.
Alumni, faculty, students,
life as there was anothei
catered meal, live enter-
tainment, and dancing. Tc
conclude the memorable
weekend, comedian Larry
Miller delivered a spectacu-
lar show in the fieldhouse
Although theaction-
filled weekend was a re-
freshing break from the
norm, the meaning behind
the festivities was of most
The univer-importance,
sity was beginning a new
era, while striving to con-
tinue the traditions of ex-
cellence associated with
Puget Sound.64 Inauguration
The fivestages of drunkeness...
is just one of special guest, Larry
Miller's, imitations during his com
edy routine. As a closing to the
Inauguration weekend, Larry Miller
had the audience rolling in the
aisles with laughter.
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^ A welcome hug... Former Presi Distinguished special guests...§ dent Phil Phibbsexpresses his con-
^ gratulations to the new president,
included alumni, professors,
friends, and others. The longHr Susan Parr. President emeritus processional extended acrosscam-g5 Phil Phibbs stepped down after 19 pus to the fieldhouse.S years as leader of the University.CL
Inauguration 65
PHARAOH'S BALL
declared the winner. Sigma After an almostmances.he last weekend Chi-Kappa Alpha Theta was exhausting three hours the
of September a close second followed by dancing/rapping trio from
was once again a fun-filled Anderson/Langdon Hall , Regester hall won first
Later that evening the place. Phi Delta Theta-Homecoming weekend for
the University of Puget Kappa Kappa Gamma
wi thSound. The exotic tied Los
Vagabondos at sec-theme of Pharaoh’s
ond place with theirinitated a fullBall
renditions of ‘’Shetwo days of activities.
Talks to Angels” andFriday evening
September 25, kicked “Jane Says" respec-
tively. Third placeoff with the house
went to both The Un-decorating contest.
decided, singing a U2Egyptian pyramids
and Theclassicpharaohs and
Riverbottom Night-shinixescut from card-
mare Band singingboard and construc-
“Treat Her Right.” Astion paper could be
annual songfest competition the night came to a close.seen transforming the cam-
was held in the fieldhouse. students, alumni, faculty,As the final touchespus
Although the event won and guests were anxiouswere hurriedly thrown to-
mixed student reviews there for followimg the day'sgether judging began and
were many brilliant perfor-theBlackStudent Union was event . photo by J.Lreason. )'.ef
Walking like Egypians...
are Tri Delt members Chris Liere
Allie Lee, Sara Freeman, Kim
Herman, and Jen Ihle. While in
front of the Beta Theta Pi House
they danced, talked, and waved to
passersby.
66 Homecoming
Mummies playing thesaxaphone?
Beta Theta Pi membersVon Brustkern
Mike Lemma, and Brent Binge enter-
tain the crowd. Their Egyptian style
dress, and humerous antics were
definitely crowd pleasing.
Pharaohs playing football•••
seemed the apparent theme of the
Hall/House Decorating contest.
Seward Hall and Langlow House
worked together to create this
9 9 2 banner.Hui-O-Hawaii... performed aunique cultural dance song at the^ Songfest celebration. Their song,' ^ "Give a Little Love", had audience> *o members dancing in their seats
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Homecoming 67
Parading in Egyptian style...
are Sigma Chi members, Scott
Grover, Marcus Ryan, and Doug
Lyons. The lucky ladies riding in
royal fashion are Kappa Alpha
Theta members Jeanne
Schwenoha and Cindy Scheel.
Even the damp gray morning
couldn't ruin the day's excitement.
COMPETING TO WIN
thrilled by a close first half,
Jaturday morn-s before a letdown in defenseing dawned let the game slip away.
rainy and wet, Halftime events in-
threatening to ruin the pa- cluded the Mummy Wrap,
rade festivities for Home- in Egyptian theme, and
coming. The skies parted crowning of the 1992 roy-
just long enough for Sigma alty. Zach Goldberg and
Chi-Kappa Alpha Theta to Alma Balahadia were well
show off their recieved as the king andwinning
creativity in Egyptian style. queen.
The sign design con- As the night fell and
test, won by Harrington Homecoming came to a
Hall, provided spirit boost- close, the UPS community
ers for the football team. was graced by the presence
Numerous alumni, students of comedian Emo Phillips.
and staff were on hand to His humorous attire and
watch the Loggers disap- satirical notions about the
pointing loss to Linfield LTPS mascot had the audi-
Coliege ending with the ence laughing like crazy and
score of 42 to 25. The over enjoying thewonderful con-
4000 in attendancecheered elusion to an action packed
on the Loggers, and were weekend.
68 Homecoming
How about a riddle...
Comedian Emo Phillips was a roar-
ing success as a conclusion to the
Homecoming weekend. The days
of watching video reruns in the
SUB before his performance could
not prepare anyone for Phillips'
antics.
The Royal Couple...
Zach Goldbergand Alma Balahadia
were crowned Homecoming King
and Queen at half time of the
football game.
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Lets go Loggers...
Hall and House members de-
signed signs to boost the team and
excite the fans. UPS spirit is con-
tinually rising to support the Log-
gers.
Homecoming 69
ELECTION
REACTIONS
"In the end, we are all
Americans. The nation
has critical issues that
demand cooperation
and compromise by ev-
eryone."
- Krista Messmore
"When Bill Clinton was
elected, I thought, 'What
is Dana Carvey going to
do now?"
- Jason Werts
"It's a shame this elec-
tion was based on
change for the sake of
change rather than on
qualifications. I think
people will look back
with regrets ten years
from now."
- Jeremy Syme
"Out of a nation of chaos
and media confusion
grew Clinton. Whether
he was only a reflection
of anger or tmly worthy
remains to be seen in
the years to come."
- Alaina Fite
"You mean theelection,
the presidential election.
Well I'm glad Clinton
won and Bush lost, be-
cause we need smart
people in office. Liber-
alism rules!"
- Dan Schmitt
70 Election
CAST YOUR BALLOT
he 1992 election
brought with it
an increase in
voter awareness. Musi-
focuses of the campaign
was to register as many
voters on campus as pos-
sible. By election day over
500 students had been reg-
istered.
Theelection was marked
by the emergence of a third,
majorcandidate. During the
televised debates the na-
tion watched closely as
George Bush, Bill Clinton,
and Ross Perot addressed
domestic issues involving
family values, education,
and health care. Viewers
watched closer still when
Perot dropped out of the
race in July and reentered
in September challenging
American voters to con-
sider domestic issues.
actors, and politi-cians
cians alike urged the na-
tion to vote, while the Rock
theVote campaign focused
on the concerns and is-
sues facing young voters.
On campus, the Earth
Activists raised student
awareness through their
Rock the Green Vote cam-
paign. In an attempt to
educate the campus, the
Earth Activists put together
voter’s pamphlets where
the candidates were re-
viewed based on their
concern for environmen-
tal issues. One of the main
1
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Dominant photo caption
of the president Bill Clinton
Seattle welcomes Gore
Young voters were eager to listen
to Al Gore first hand at the Univer-
sity of Washington. Candidates, Al
Gore and Bill Clinton, made sev-
eral trips to Seattle, speaking at
rallies. After a month in office,
Clinton returned to the Northwest
to address Boeing workers.
Election 71
HOLIDAY SPIRIT
and clubs provided au-
thentic ethnic foods for
tasting including, eggrolls,
sushi, Swedish meatballs
and sweets. Martinelli's
sparkling cider and
mocktails made bv ASUPS-
added to the festive mood .
ASUPS offered big band
ballroom dance lessons
earlier in the week and the
results were apparent as
couples glided across the
floor to the sweet sounds
of Supersound . In the
mean time Professor Bill
Haltorn of the Politics and
Government department
made an appearance as
Santa Clause in order to
pose for some pictures.
The evening was brought
to a conclusion with some
holiday cartoons for ev-
eryone to watch.
ASUPS senator Eric
Herzog explained why
Mistletoast is his favorite
celebration of theyear, ''the
environment doesn' t seem
to matter as much as the
companyyou arewith, and
people actually stay on the
dancefloorduring thesiow
songs to relax and have a
good time." Everyone had *
fun despite worries of the
following finals week.
he holiday
season
is a time for spirited cel-
ebrations and this -was
proved true at the ASUPS
Mistletoast party. Each year
students enjoy an intimate
atmosphere where people
can relax and enjoy each
other's company in cel-
ebration of the winter sea-
son.
The evening of Decem-
ber fourth began with a
high school choir singing
carols in the Great Hall.
Different language houses
a
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Under the mistletoe? Kevin Sweet Supersounds... the band
Vaughan-Brubaker and Lisa Wil- offered great big band and jazz
son enjoy the Christmas spirit with- entertainment for all to enjoy dur-
out the mistletoe. The big band ing the 1992 Mistletoast.
music and dancing gave eveiyone
a chance to put aside the stress of
finals and enjoy the night.
72 Mistletoast

Bid day in the rain was typical
for women's rush in Washing-
ton. Kappa Kappa Gamma mem
This one's on you! Sigma Chi bers Amy Donavon, Shannon
social chair, Todcl Wold mixes Pustka and Heather Tucci team
pina coladas with pledge Kirk with Kappa Alpha Theta Claire
Latour at their function with Hui- Johnson as they congratulate the
O-Hawaii club. new pledges.
Choosing to Pledge
PS has a de- an opportunity for chap- idea. and not necessiarly a
ters and ruslices to get toferred Rush,
meaning that freshman are
removed from the Greek
system during the first se-
mester. Rush begins one
week prior to second se-
mester classes. The phi-
losophy is to allow new
students the opportunity to
become familiar with the
campus life and make new
friends on their own before
choosing to join a greek
house.
Although men's and
women's rush vary dis-
tinctly, the primary goal is
the same. Rush provides
specific house. Men's rush,
less formal than theknow each other before
making a serious commit-
ment.
'The 1993 Greek rush be-
women's, did not have "Go
Greek" day, and bid day
occured a day earlier.
In die beginning, 135
men signed up to go
through the process, and
after snap bids 142 men
pledged a house. This
record set a new UPS
record as the historical high
of men who participated
and pledged.
The rush experience at
UPS provides an opportu-
nity for students to ex-
plore the greek system.
gan in January, and lasted
for five davs. Women's
rush included three days of
parties before attending the
formal house preference
parties.
The major change of
the 1993 women’s rush was
a theme day for the first
day. "Go Greek" replaced
theoriginal first day themes.
The goal of this was to
encouragesimply the greek
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After fivedays of singing, Alpha
Phi members: Marci Alexander,
Heather McCrae, Nicole Bliss and
Beckie Britter are glad rush is over
and things are returning to normal.
Crossover had a shaving cream
style this year. Freshman Beta
Theta Pi pledge Derek Mills is
congratulated by David Feinberg
on his bid. Even the snow and
bitter cold could not put a
damper on the excitement.
X,
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Asia Week
Native Americans
Japanese Internment
Black History Month
Multicultural Week
A;
UPS Showcase had Lora of
Sukutai Marimba Ensemble in
the Great Hall during dinner to
entertain and give lessons.
76 Culture
’’Can I Sing For You MyVi Ruo Xiao was on campus
Brother" wasone of the eventsApril 5, 1993. She gave a work-
during Black History Month.shop on traditional Chinese
Here, Lewis Tucker sings outbrush painting in Kitterage.
to express African culture with
the audience.
CULTURAL AWARENESS
iversity and the ideas and percep
tions of the world, sen-cultural
sitivity and respect to-awareness
wardsothersemerged.were concepts that
The search continuedfloated around the UPS
for ways to increasecampusfrequentlydur- general knowledgeing the 1992-1993 around campus. Theschool year. The
featureson the follow-appearence of numer
ing three pagesarebutous new awareness
a few of the eventsgroups made it abun-
and activities that tookdantly clear that stu-
place at the Universitydents had concerns
in the hope of raisingabout the issues. As
awareness and under-|the Puget Sound corn- standing.§. munity strived toward
on—
3
Dance withme... Lora of the
Sukutait Marimba Ensemble in
the Great Hall performing, and
teaching students some of the
African dance techniques.
African pagenl: queens talk
with Lewis Tucker after his per-
formance.
AFRICAN CULTURES
PS joined the
nations' recog-
nition of Black
History Month. February
was an attempt "to inform
and enlighten the UPScam-
pus and community on the professor at Harvard law
historical accomplishments
and current achievements
of peoples of the African
dispora,"according toTerry
Carter, president of the
Black Student Union. BSU
along with other groups
oncampusorganized many
.successful events through-
out the month.
Lewis Tucker, an ac-
claimed African performer
was on campus, giving an
outstanding performance:
"Can I Sing For You My
Brother," The show
encompassed singing,danc-
ing, and acting to share Af-
rican culture with the audi-
ence
Derrik Bell, a profes-
sional writer and former
schoolspokeabouthis book
Faces at the Bottom of the
Wei, Bel Is a civil tights
activist and explained his
dimissul from Harvard after
he refused to end his two
year leave protesting the
absence of minorities on
the law faculty.
Other events included a
Deans salute to commend
the twenty year history of
the BSU. Movies, lectures,
and musical performances
also aided in the desire to
raise cultural awareness.78 Black History Month
Lewis Tucker enticed the audi-
ence at Killworth with his spec-
tacular performance in "Can I
Sing For You My Brother."
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"Wecanmakeyoulaugh" was
the popular entertainment one
evening during Black History
Month. CocoJennings tries her
best not to give in as she is
provoked to laugh.
Black History Month 79
In Karate & BambooJude Narita
plays a rebellious teenager, rather
than the stereotypical shy polite
Japanese girl.
CherryTrees symbolizeJapanese
Internment by displayingthe names
of Japanese-American UPS stu-
dents interned during WWII.
s Cherry
U blossomsslowly
began to bloom around the
UPS campus, the University
recognized the Japanese In-
terment of WWII. Fifty-one
years ago in February of 1942,
30Japanese American students
were forced to leave the cam-
pus. President Roosevelt's Ex-
ecutive Order stated thatJapa-
nese-Americans living on the
West Coast had to relocate,
giving up their property and
way of life. The 30 students
are remembered each year,
their names hung on theCherry
trees in front of the SUB.
In addition to this year's com-
memoration. Jude Narita , a
80 Japanese Internment
Japanese-American , per-
formed “Coming into Pas-
sion: Songs for a Sansei” ,
which tells the stories of six
Asian women; a Vietnamese
prosistitute, a Philipino mail-
order bride, a storyteller dis-
cussing the bombing of
Hiroshima, a Nisei woman in
a camp during WWII, a Cam-
bodian woman who has
moved to America , and a
young Sansei trouble maker.
By illustrating the issues many
Asian women must face ev-
eryday, Jude Narita contrib-
uted a greater knowledge and
understanding to the Japa-
nese Internment Week.
SHIGEO WAKAMATSU
AIKO KIMURA
lifestyle there. They spoke on
human rights and social jus-
tice, as did Ain,die Embree
ne of the
constant topics
Liter in the week. Finally, dur-
ing a panel discussion titled
•'Political in Asia" professors
on campus this year was
‘awareness’, a key word being
muIticu Ituralism. Toget her
spoke on democracy in Asia.with student committees and
Traditional celebrations amispecial guests, the UPS emu-
new events such as Asiannutility discussed and ques-
W'cek, black History Month,tioned the ideas of cultures'
JapaneseInternment, Studentsgrowing interdependance on
Against Sexual Harrassment,one another.
Healthy Sexuality Week, Na-Asia Week was one of
the many examples of cam- tive American pcriormances
Jambalya,Sexual Harrassmentpus awareness focusing on
discussions ami the StudentI the theme “Freedom is My
s Birtliright”. Tim and Sharon
= Hansen shared their exjx-ri-
Diversity Committee, have
broadenedour undenstatidtog
* ences in India , describing the < »t other cultures and groups.
During Asia Week,
Professors Carl Fields and Chris
Lupke discuss view points con-
cerning human rights in Asia.
A Ka-Tee-Ya dancer from Chief
Lechi performs in the Inside The-
ater as part of the North American
Indian Summit.
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Tish Hinojosao and the Tex-
Mex performers in the Great UPS Showcase had the group
Hall entertained during Venus Envy on campus for
Multicultural Week. Multicultural Week .
The following is a replecation
of the flyers that circulated
around campus during Multi-
cultural week.
If the world was the UPS
campus with 2,800 inhabit-
ants, the population would
include:
1,580 Asians
588 Europeans
241 Africans
244 South Americans
168 North Americans
1,960 Non-White
1,960 Illiterate
1,400 hungry
168 who call slums their
home
168 Owners of half the total
wealth
840 Christians
280 Gay men or lesbians
560 Bisexuals
Think about it: This is a
world with diversity.
82 Multicultural Week
MULTICULTURAL
ambayla was
the theme for
multicultural
veek, meaning the "coni-
ng together of many differ-
•nt elements,” as stated by
'eny Carter, president of between the Student Diver-
he Black Student Union. sity Committee and the
he week of April 5-9 was University Diversity Com-
et aside as a week full of mitteeorganized a full week
presentations and celebra- of events. Included were
ions of different cultures.
Multicultural ism does
J flyers outlining a break-down of the UPS campus if
it were to acccurately rep-
resent the diversity of the
world.
"Students have become
more aware of the need to
educate the general com-
munity about issues of di-
versity.”
Carter commented, "InA coordinated effort
college the whole idea of
diversity is to learn about
and appreciate different
perspectives. There is so
much value in understand-
ing different races and cul-
tures.” This easily sums up
the purpose behind
Jambavla, which was to
raise the level of awareness
about diversity, and bring
to light the lack of diversity
on the UPS campus.
open forums, poetry read-
ings, and musical presenta-
tot simply mean other lions,
aces and nationalities, but
irrually every conceivable Student Diversity Commit-
iiiman grouping that sepa- tee. notes that cultural
ales from the "norm.” Stu-
Sarali Pritchard, chair of
awareness on campusis be-
coming more of a priority.lents may recall the
>-d
Takio Drummers perform as Venus Envy performs in the
part of the UPS showcase in the Rotunda at lunch time for stu-
Great Hall during Multicultural dents and staff to enjoy.
i? Week.
Multicultural Week 83

STARLIGHT EXPRESS
six hoursdecorating theSta-rt February 26,
tion in purpie and black1993,
before the guests arrived.
ASUPSSpecial Eventsspon- Two special guest were
sored the Spring Formal President Susan
“Starlight Pierce and
Express” . her newnI had fun, it wasDespite the h u s b a n d
well planned andcrowd of K e n n e t h
well set up, but1 50 p e op le Pierce.They
which was poorly advertised were pre-
considered sented withso there weren't
s m a l l . a cake tomany people there."Those who c e l e b r a t e- Camille Riggsa t t e n d e d theevening.
had a fabu- The swing
lous time in the newly re- band, Best Sound Around,
modeled Union Station, which entertained dancers
which made part of the fun during Mistietoast , again en-
exploring the station. The couraged couples to try the
Special Events group spent Swing.
Union Station at Night
This Union Station sign greeted
guests as they arrived at the
Formal.Thestation, which had been
renovated throughout the last three
years, served as a travellers point
to those who travelled across the
countiy by Amtrack in the past.
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The President in jail?
While enjoying Casino Night, Presi-
dent Pierce is thrown in the County
Jail as to the surprise of all.
Throughout the night many have
the chance to enjoy this experi-
ence when friends spend some of
their precious gambling money to
keep them there.
Them's Fight'n Words
Jon Atkinson confronts a suspi-
cious gambler, Ken Fox, and a gun
fight ensues. Meanwhile innocent
gamblers have to dodge gun fire
on their way to other tables.
86 Casino Night
Concentration is the key
The brave the bold ... the for gamblers Bill Halton, Jonunlucky Like many others who Wolfer, Scott Henderson, andStacy
had lost their money,Eric Van Roorda at the craps table. All
Nood, Eric Cook, Noah Megowan, evening people squeeze around
andJonSchell, resort to borrowing the tables hoping to win enough to
from a loan shark and end up on earn them prizes at the end of the
night.stage singing to pay their debt.
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GUNFIGHT IN THE
GREAT HALL
walk around the Great Hall.
A fight near the craps
tables interrupted the gam-
bling and soon turned into
a gunfight. Later it was also
rumored that President
Pierce had been thrown in
he Good ,
The Bad and
The Ugly
was the theme for the 1993
Casino Night. It attracted a
number of campus neigh-
bors as well as a crowd of
UPS students. The night
began in the Great Hall,
where gamblers flocked to
roulet wheels, crap tables,
and black jack stations. At
the door ticket buyers were
handed $30 in script to tty
their luck and possibly win
prizes later in the night.
Unlucky gamblers pleaded
with loan sharks for more
money. In return, many
had to sing in front of the
crowd or even wTorse, crab
jail.
While most of the crowd
upstairs scrambled to get
their bets in before 11:00,
many were eager to see
Comedian Greg Wingo in
the Cellar.
Despite a smaller turn out
than in years past (587
people), the volunteer's
dedicationallowed the night
to be one of the most orga-
nized Casino Nights, with
over $1585 raised for Push/
Excel.
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A raquetball's life
Toby Graves, here passing his fans,
and Leon Price created "Node",
Walking Down the Runway
Chase Stephens and Mike Bir-
mingham starred inJuggling Zone,
which told thestory of a raquetball's Jon Howell directed this silent
adventures in Tacoma. film where two highly skilled jug-
glers blow themselves up.
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UNEXPECTED PLEASURES ?
ovie meltdown
and naked
filmakers?
its first moments on the written by Jason Saffir. por-
projector’s reel, the film was trayed a female professor
devouered, so badly dam- having a problem with her
position at the university.
The Golden Camera film.
fhesecond I5th anniverserv aged that therewas no hope.
>f Foolish Pleasures was Despite the tragic loss,
other films successfullyleftnitely a memorable ex-
>erience. For the past 15
'ears
his 8mm film festival lias
vowed and astonished
Towels, but never before
tas it been so eventful.
ComedianJohn Rodgers
tested the night comprised
)f three movies from past
cstivals and nine judged
ilms. Peak of Evolution di
voted by John Tocher was
tever even seen, but re-
vived the status of “most
aIked about film”. During J'essor Doris Figures it Out
Blind Date written and di-
made their debut and out of rected by Jay Allen, told of
or should we say 16, the many entries the three
top films were chosen. The
second runner up was cre-
ated by Alpha Psi Omega,
the theater fraternity. Their Carly Marasco,Chris Hamer,
Security Man featured the Jay Allen, and Justin
adventures of a ‘cool7 UPS Wheeler as the Shroomer.
two guys who craftly steal
some other guy’s blind
dates. It cast Grant Hatton,
Jim Sanden. Laura Sanford,
security guard, who ends When commenting on their
up riding off into the sunset acheivement , Jay Allen
with a girlon the back of his stated sarcastically, “I think
motor-cycle. Being both the success of this piece
hilarious and somewhat fa- was due to the fact that we
miliar, the runner up. Pro- shot and edited completely
naked.”
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start to care and struggling with the erao-
will do something to pro- tional difficulties. With a
tect themselves and help friend's assistance he en-
others,” stated Rodney rolled in a depression re-
Watts, a national AIDS covery center and has been
awareness speaker and working on getting his life
person with AIDS. Watts back together.
was brought tocampus in a Watts finally came to the
coordinated effort bvy realizaton late in 1988 that
Panhellenic, Associated Stu- AIDS is fatal and may even-
dents, UnderstandingSexu- t ually kill him. He took this
ality. and Residential Pro- knowledge and awareness
gramson March 2. Hespoke and began speaking to
about AIDS, how it has ef~ groups, hoping to raise na-
fected his life and what tional awareness.
Rodney Watts shares with stu-
dents about the difficulties one
experiences when they are diag
nosed with AIDS.
"Bit by bit my whole world fell
apart, the only thing I could do
was walk my dog...I was totally
dysfunctional...!was dying from
depression."
90 Rodney Watts
UPS College Bowl members
compete in the regional tour-
nament in February.
^ The answer is... Matt Drago3. Kate Lonborg, Tim Glessner
£ and Mike Birmingham are
S' quick with the buzzer to an
8 swer questions.
ollege Bowl is
moderator has finisheda contest that reading. To prepare, theinvolves the team practiced twice a
muscles of the mind. Five week, by playing Trivial
students from UPS had Pursuit, reading almanacs,
enough muscle to power and perusing Time and
themselves to the National Sports Illustrated. Lonborg,
Championship in Southern who was named to the all
California during the month national team said,”...it's
of April. Team members euriousitv about wierd de-
Tim Glessner, Stephen tails.”
Mirth. Mike Birmingham, The UPS team beat other
Kate Lonborg, and Matt teams from the region to
Drago represented UPS in get the chance to go to
the competition. nationals. There the team
"Aggressiveness on the faced bigger challenges. It
g buzzer is the key*1 say the is a change when UPS has
theopportunity tocompete§ team, asmostquestionsare
8 answered before the against the larger schools.
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President Pierce speaks before I don't understand? A con-
a large crowd of students and cerned student asks English pro-
faculty at Killworth Chapel to ex- fessor Florence Sandler to ex-
plain the University's position on plain her position during the Sex,
the issue of sexual harassment.
he 1992-1993 mary goal of the group is ment charges. Many con-
school year came to educate the students cerned students took the
toa controversial and faculty about issues opportunity to voice their
conclusion. Stu-
dents gathered for rallies
and open forums to dis-
cuss the University's sexual
harassment policy and ten-
ure policy.
Students Against Sexual
Harassment* (SASH), put
on ''Sexual Harassment
Awareness Week,” during
the first week of Decem-
ber. Shortly after return-
ing from winter break
SASH was formally recog-
nized by ASUPS as a stu-
dent organization.
SASH president, Syd Van
Atta, stated that the pri-
concerning sexual harass-
ment. She also strongly
felt that, "There must be a
reassessment of the
concerns. Several days
following the rally. Presi-
dent Pierce invited the
campus community to a
forum where she ex-
plained the position of the
University and the steps
that were being taken to
review policies.
In early May, Bernice
Sandler , a nationally
known researcher in the
field of sexual harassment,
held workshops for fac-
ulty and students. She
provided suggestions for
more precise policies and
programs on campus.
University's policies for
handling the issue of
sexual harassment, and
services suchasawromen's
center must be provided
for students on campus."
In April, students gath-
ered for a rally in the Ro-
tunda asking for a reform
of the sexual harassment
policy in addition to an
advocate that could guide
students through the legal
process of filing harass-92 Student Concerns
Freedomtospeak... Pam Russell
asks a question about the tenure
policy and sexual harrassment
during the student rally.
Standing Room Only At Presi- Concerned Students display
dent Pierce's forum in Killworth signs that express issues of con-
Students and faculty squeezed in cern during the April rally.
wherever there was room to listen
to Pierce explain the University's
position
Student Concerns 93
LET THE GAMES BEGIN
Legged Race. This year
the rain made things a
little more interesting.
One player said that
the ground was so
wet that duringTug-
O-War other play-
ers were falling into
the mud face first .
The teams pulled to-
gether well during
such trying times
and pushed even
harder to do their
best. On Sunday
night, players and
fans were able to relax
on a cruise around the
Sound.
the announcement of
Mr. UPS. On Saturday,
the rest of the games
he volleyball
t o u r n a m e n t
kicked off
Spring Weekend on
Friday, May 7th .
After long practices,
each Hall and Greek
team arrived to test
their skill. The teams
played well , but in
the end only one
could be the win-
ner, and the Regis-
ter Team came out
on top. The festivi-
ties contiued later
that night in the
Fieldhouse where ev-
eryone was eagar to
watch the lip syncs and
continued with the tra-
ditional Charriot Race
Keg Toss, Orange Pass,
Tug-O-War, and Five- -photo by Einar Jensen
TheCharriotRaces...The Circle
K team rounds the corner in front
of Jones Hall.
Up close and personal, the or-
ange pass requires a great deal of
concentration. Once it is dropped,
the team must start over again.
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94 Spring Weekend
s> Ready . . . Set! Volleyball tradi-
tionally kicks off Spring Weekend
every year.
The Keg Toss ...Throwing a keg
would seem difficult in the best
weather, but with the amount of
rain that fell on Saturday it makes
the accomplishment twice as re-
warding.
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ALOHA KA MANA OU HAWAII
he 1993 Parent 's
weekend
officially began on Friday
April 16th, however, many
parent's arrived early. They
explored the Universityand
thearea around it, and spent
time with their sons and
daughters. A few parents
even attended classes on
Friday.
While IIui-o-1Iawaii was
preparing for the Luau Din-
ner Saturday, parents had
the chance to have coffee
with President Pierce,
By four o'clock Saturday
the pig had been cooked,
T “The Spirit of HaAmong the perforfood was ready and stu-dents and parents lined up
to taste the Luau feast, Hui-
O-Hawaii members proudly
served the traditional dishes
Karina Pig, Lomi Lomi
Salmon, Chicken Teriyaki,
Chicken Long Rice rice,
pineapple, and Pol,
In the rain the guest ar-
rived at the Piddhouse af-
ter dinner, the guests lined
up around the building as
far back as the tennis pavil-
ion in order to grab seats
for the Luau performances.
This year's themewas Aloha
Ka Mana ou Hawaii, which
means
wait”.
mances, children joined llw
Hui-o-Hawaii members in t
train dance and the Maor
dancers spun Poi balls a:
part of their dance , Then it
the Tahitian dance, womei
wore headresses and gras:
skirts. Finally the firedancs
excited the captivated audt
ence.
Hui-O-1Iawaii did su
excellent fob of entertain
ing students and parent:
during this special eveninj
of tradtionalHawaiian foot
and culture.
>
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Hole Waimea was chanted dur-
At the end of the Luau perfor- ing the men's Kahiako dance. The
mances, everyone sings Hawai'i dance speaks of King Ka Meha
Aloha. Phil Phibbs, President Su- Meha's warriors returning from war
san Pierce, Ken Pierce, George to be greeted by the women.
Mills,Kimberly Dougharty, and
Housten Dougharty link together
to sing this final song.
Hawai'i Pono'i
96 Hui-o-Hawaii
Anyone for Poi?
During the Luau dinner, Wayne
Women's Kahiako
These women performed twoHondo serves traditional Hawai- dances during the Women's
ian Poi to many who had never Kahiako. One paid tribute to thetasted this treat before. The best people of Kawaii who were hit byway to eat Poi is with the salmon the hurricane. The second danceand pig, using your fingers.
Fire! Chris Rice amazed the
crowd in the Fieldhouse with
the Fire Dance.
Luau & Show 97
Dealer Looses! Casino NightThe Native American Confer-
included musical perfor- goers try their hand at the Black
mances in traditional Native Ameri- Jack tableas theygamblefor money
ence
to win prizes.can dress. The Rotunda was filled
with a near true Native American
atmosphere.
98 Campus Happenings in Rview
H
Gary Miller has the campus audi-
ence rolling in the isles with his Roast that pig! The fire to roast
comedy routine at the closing of the luau pig took much prepara-
the inauguration festivities.* tion to cook it well.
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Can I Sing ForYou My Brother?
This expression of the African
Americanstruggle helped enlighten
students about issues of race dis-
crimination during African Ameri-
can Month.1
Joining in the festivities! Stu-
dents attempt to follow the lead of
African tribal dancers following
President Pierce's inauguration.
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Caps, Gowns, and Balloons?
The Final Hour OccupationalTherapy majors had
Waiting outside the Fieldhouse, pink helium balloons attached to
the class of 1993 takes time to their arms as tribute to their Re-
adjust their caps and gowns, joke, loved1 pink OccupationalTherapy
building.and share anxieties
be completewithout: a float-around the SUB, the class
ing parrot balloon?of 1993 was ready to move
Among the speakers wason. After months and even
guest, Karen W. Brazell,years of nervous anticipa-
Professor of Japanese Lit-tion, the long awaited
erature and Theater atgraduation day finally ar-
Cornell Universitywhogaverived . As they lined up to
the Commencement Ad-the Fieldhouse, students
dress.stored the traditional black
As diplomas were re-caps and gowns but many
ceived, the graduateshad graffited their caps with
reached the end of their'Will work forsayings;
undergraduate life at UPSfood', 'Greencard wanted'
and looked toward the op-'Who R U% and 'Finished in
portunities for graduate4'. But the great anxious-
school. internships, andness and sentiment was
jobs. The class of 1993 willinterupted by a few who
be missed yet their experi-tried to lighten thesituation
ences here will serve themwith bongo playing, bal-
well.loons, and gifts for Presi-
100 Graduation
Playin' Around
While in line, Tony Gomez plays
his bongos for pre-graduation en
tertainment.
'Green Card Wanted'
Many students filled the tops of
their caps with pleas for their fu-
ture, but none as origional as this
student's.
Graduation 101
We made it!
Kyle Powell takes a fewseconds to
show her excitement upon fin-
ishing her studies at UPS.
Looking Ahead
With diploma in hand another
senior walks pridfully away from
the stage.
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All Alone?
Spike relaxes as he awaites hie
turn to be presented with his di-
ploma
102 Graduation
Moving Up
Joanna Leese anxiously recieves
her diploma from President Pierce.
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It's over !
After the graduation ceremony
seniors celebrate their last mo-
21 ments as UPS students.
Graduation 103

The ,
World
In Focus
Theatre and Arts
Layout and Copy:
Tammy Thorpe
Oh what a tangled web we weave
when first we practice to deceive. La
Marquise cle Mertuiel (Amaya
Egusquiza) started the web of seduc-
tion in the fall play, Les Liasons
Dangereuses. Her plan included Le
Vicomte de Valmonte (Todd Bay) se-
ducing the innocent Cecile (Sara Free-
man).
Ilan Angwin
I es Liasons Dangereuses
^ prize. Unfortunately, Merteuil
and Valmonte discovered, too
late,that revenge is not al-
ways so sweet.
Amaya Egusquiza, Leslie
Murray, Sara Freeman, Todd
Bay, John Tocher, Jenn
Krokower, Darby Stanch-
field , Sara Wysocki, and
Alexander Pryor made up
the extremely talented cast.
The set, by Scott Weldin, was
as equally captivating with its
elegance and splendor.Yet,
the most important factor was
that John Rindo, director,
managed to produce a play
that aroused deep emotion.
The audience quieted,
the music commenced, and
Christopher Hampton’s in-
famous Les Liasons
Dangereuses began. As the
first fall play of 1992, Les
Liasons wascaptivating. The
production was full of cor-
ruption, deceit, and tragedy
that entranced the viewers.
The story line consisted of a
handful of rich aristocrats
who soon fell into a web of
seduction. La Marquise de
Merteuil and Le Vicomte de
Valmonte devised a game of
revenge and sexual plea-
sures. The two plotted the
ruin of the innocent Cecile
Volanges, and the torment
of Mme. de Tourvel. Satis-
faction in succeeding in their
endeavors was their final
Mme. de Tourvel (Darby
Stanchfield) shares herexcitement
over an unexpected visit from
Valmont. Tourvel is unaware of
Valmont's viscious plans.
Deviously, La Marquisede Mertuiel
(Amaya Egusquiza) convinces
Cecile (Sara Freeman) to give into
her desires for Valmont when he
visits Cecile's bedroom at night.
Little does Cecile know that she is
part of Meurtil's plot of revenge.
The mischevious Le Vicomte
de Valmonte (Todd Bay) and
his servant , Emilie (Sara
Wysocki), write a nasty letter to
Mme. de Tourvel. The two
throughly enjoy their wicked
plan.
106 Fall Play
utchman & Funnyhouse
actors had difficulties in mas- engaged in a disturbing ex-
tering their roles, but Diana change of insults. In the sec-
felt they perfomed superbly. ond play , Adrienne
The audience could not help Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of a
but be drawn into the perfor- Negro, the main character is
Sara (Paula Perkins), who is
In Amiri Baraka’s, Dutch- also trying to integrate her-
man, the subject of racial self into a white culture
integration was told from the through her eight different
view of a black man named personalities. Her struggle
Clay (Jock L. Carter). Clay was most difficult because
and an extremely provacative her mother (a white woman)
woman named Lula (Sara was raped by her father (a
Laird) met on a subway and black man), and she could
not accept her own black
features; she had grown to
love everything that repre-
sented the white society.
Unfortunately, both Clay and
Sara figuratively hung them-
selves by tiying to deny their
black heritage.
According to Diana Marre,
the plays “present the down-
side and the dangers of try-
ing to assimilate by ignoring
the beauty of who you are.”
Beginning November 13,
992, the Jones Inside The-
ter became alive with the
ghts and sounds of two
ne-act plays, Dutchman
nd FunnyhouseofaNegro.
he plays, directed by Diana
larre, focused on racial
lemes that were somewhat
nsettling. The hardships
f the blacks tiying to inte-
rate into the white culture
.'as the controversial sub-
ct of both dramas. The
mances.
"Insanity” is the best word toPoor Sarah (Paula Perkins) is
describe Clay (Jock L. Carter) andsurrounded and unable to escape
Lula 's (Sara Laird) new subway-her painful personalities that con-
established "relationship." Poorstantly remind her that she is black.
Clay is oblivious to Lula's danger-Sarah's only wish is to be pan of
ous, flirtatous, andsuggestive ges-the white society; she does not
know that she cannot successfully tures.
deny her true black heritage.
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A Chorus Line
muscial cast.The production’s
The evening of Feb- rehearsals began in Decem-
ruary 25, 1993 kicked off the her as the actors worked on
beginning of she incredible perfecting their dancing and
shows of dancing, singing,
and acting, performed by performances,
many talented students. The
1993 spring play was A Cho- story of a group of young,
ms Line , directed by John ambitious dancers audition-
Rindoand choreographed by ing for the chorus of a Broad-
way musical. During the
the director
fifteen singers comprised the (played by Todd Bay) at-
tempted to get each per- the show,
former to share a part of his
or her life in order to person- were also outstanding due t<
alize the auditions. Such several beautiful voices an<
personal stories ranged from excent musicians, directet
childhood events to previ- by Paul W. Schultz. Musica
ous performances. Diana performances include*
(Heather Steckler), Ritchie “Dance: 10, Looks:3”, “Wha
(Ajala Acholam), Val (Christa I Did for Love” , an increclibf
Corazin), and Bobby (Kevin finale, “One”, and man
Hageman) were just a few of other excellent show num
the many characters who bers. Overall, AChorusLin
brought humor and talent to was a musical sensation.
The musical number
singing skills for the final
A Chorus Line tells a
StephenTerrell. Twenty-one
characters and a choms of auditions
Armed with a hair dryer.
Todd Bay prepares for the last
performance of A Chorus Line.
Todd has performed in previous
UPS productions.
of the dance routines during the
show's last informal rehearsals.
Chelsea , one of the many talented
freshmen, had a part in the cho-
rus.
108 Spring Play

Senior Art Exhibits
This year the senior art or oil on canvas and even
show could bearly display infrared photography. The
the extreme talent of the se- senior art show was an ex-
nior art students. The various cellent way to see the artistic
mediums used ranged from abilities that remain hidden
oils, to clay and even wood. in the studios of Kittridge.
The broad use of mediums
Sosmall! C. Marie Hickel showedproved that the interests of her unique style in the designingthese art majors were as dif- and creating of these miniture high
ferent as the pieces they cre- fire pots. On careful examination,
many wonder how she made
such little pots on the wheel. Ac-
ated. Each senior art major
had the opportunity to show
cording to Marie it was easy, usingcase some of their art. Some the handle of a paintbrush andchose stoneware sculpture, other homemade tools.
Look, at the large eyes of this
piece named, Abstractions of
Ilany.Kyle Powell did this painted
cermanic sculpture which main
tains a Picasso like quality with the
soulful eyes.
Incarceration: And his strips by
Su-en Wong had many parts to
this extravegently painted set of
striped sittting and standing
sculptures.
I
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Slimy!Jay Gotschall portrayed big
banana slugs just as they were,
slimy. The approach he took in-
trigued the entire campus into ac
tually catching a glimpse of these
oversized garden eaters. Here he
displays six of the slugs with beauty
bark and a game of Twister, show-
ing the title Slugs do not play by the
rules is a fitting for this bizarre
ensemble.
One or two? The bulb shape of
these vases seem to be stacked,on
top of each other, but it is really
one pot. Jim White threw these
unique masterpieces on the wheel
in different parts and then put the
entire claysculpture together. Many
have square openings, which
proves that he paicled much atten
tion to detail as well as making the
pots very large.
I Can't Get No... seems like the
lyrics to a song, but in this case it
is the titile of Masanori Shimazato
apple like sculptures. His other
piecesdisplayed in the background
include his three pastel self por-
traits. Mas showed that he could
2 master many mediums, from sculp-
B. ture to infrared photography, he
j, attempted it all.
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Senior Directed Plays
The year’s senior di- line was exciting and intrigu- presented was The Shadow Childrenofa LesserGod enc
rected plays were amazing, ing for the audiences.
Talent on both the part of the
Box, directed by Sara B. the series of Senior directe
In the second play, Wysocki. The play was pow- plays. Grey's love of si£actors and the directors were Holy Ghosts, directed by erful and dramatic in its con- language came out in th
Eileen Ryan, a tale of reli- tent. An issue of death is compellingstoryof the phyj
For the first play of gious confusion and human evident and the story helps cal disability of deafness. Th1
the series, K2, directed by desire runs throughout the provide reasons for life and ifficult play challenged tf
Todd A. Wine, was a story of theme of the play. In short relationships. The cast in- actors and the audiene
physical and mental chal- the characters are all enam- eluded nine members who Hard work and strong em<
lenge. The story involved ored with the Holy Ghost , presented the complex is- tion made this play a wondi
only two characters, Taylor Ryan’s cast was somewhat sues of the play quit success- ful poece of artwork for tf
(Jesse Hinds) and Harold larger with fifteen actors.
(Patrick Carter), but the story
astounding.
fully. hearing and especially f(
Grey Mitchem's play the hearing impaired.The next play to be
DirectorofChildrenofa Lesser
God , Grey Mitchemshows instructs
the actors in the art of signlanguage,
which played a key role in the
performance of this play.
112 Senior Directed Plays
InHoly Ghosts , the Cancer Lady
(Linnea Walters) expresses her un-
w dying faith to God by holding the
£ poisonous snake in front of the
g Reverend Obediah Buckhorn, Se-
g nior
Billy Boggs (Todd Bay) looks on
as Muriel Boggs(Christina Schulze)
and the Cancer Lady (Linnea
^ Walters) discuss the brand newbaby.
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/ xdelphians and Madrigal Singers
Adelphian/Madrigal Singer Redmond, Walla Walla, and recipient of the J. Bruc
Christmas concerts. Selec- Spokane. Rodgers Adelphian Scholai
tions for these concerts were Later in the spring ship, a prestigious award fc
taken from a variety of semester, the Adelphians also students of music,
countries and composers in- held concerts during April in This year's Adelphian
eluding Faure, Mozart, Rutter, Kilworth Chapel. These con- andMadrigalsingers brougf
Rachmanioff, Clausen, and certs were dedicated to late beautiful music to both th
Victores. Concerts were per- Adelphian conductor, J . winter and spring seasons.;
formed in two local churches Bruce Rodgers, who con-
a well as Kilworth Chapel. ducted the Adelphians for 30
In the spring, the years. Music included works
Adelphians and their direc- from such composers as
tor, Dr. Paul Schultz, toured Brahms, Mozart, and Bach.
Washington to spread music At the conclusion of the April
all over the state. They trav- 2nd concert, Danni Munsell
elled to the areas of was announced to be the
The Adelphians and
Madrigal Singers had a suc-
cessful series of concerts
during the ’92-'93 academic
The Adelphians, ayear.
group of men and women
chosen by audition, began
tours early in the fall semes-
ter. The Madrigal Singers,
who had all been Adelphians
at a previous time, often per-
formed in conjunction with
the Adelphians.
Christmas
During a rehearsal , th
Adelphians pause to take a brea
The Adelphians spent four da;
each week and many rehearals ;
prepare for their concerts af
musical tours.
time
brought the annual series of
114 Adelphians and Madrigals
Heather Steckler stands to per-
form a part in a trio during the
Christmas Candlelight Service.
Heather auditioned to be in the
Adelphians during her freshmen
year.
Professor Paul Shultz leads the
Adelphians in a rehearsal to pre
pare for the spring Home Concert.
In addition to conducting the
Adelphians, Shultz also conducts
the Tacoma Civic Chorus produc-
tions.
This year's group of Adelphians
included eighteen men and twenty
eight women. Some members of
this group performed in the Uni-
versity Chorale and the Vocal Jazz
Ensemble.
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Ellis Marsalis
the piano and then rehears-On Saturday April
ing with the the band. At3rd, Ellis Marsalis appeared
8pm the doors to Kilworthon campus. Marsalis, a well-
Chapel finally opened, andknown jazz pianist and a
Ellis Marsalis and the bandprofessor at the University
put on an incredible concertof New Orleans, came to
of jazz music that capturedperform with the University
the hearts of jazz lovers.Jazz Band. He is credited
with influencing such per-
formers as Harry ConnickJr. Before the concert, Ellis Marsalis
, Terence Blanchard, and addresses the audience. Marsalis
captivated the audience with hisDonald Harrison.
mastery of the piano.Before the jazz band’s
night concert, Marsalis lec- Ellis Marsalis and jazz band direc
tured that afternoon, show- tor, Hal Sherman, study a piece of
music during the public lecture.ing some of his talents and
Marsalis demonstrated some of hissharing his knowledge of
musical techinques.
116 Ellis Marsalis
- :SfiPr some of the best known jazzalbums of the year.Before the Sundayevening concert, Sandovalpresented a trumpet master
class, demonstrating the
musical components and
techniques of trumpet play-
That evening, Arturo
Another special
guest joined the jazz band
on April 8th .
Sandoval, a Cuban immi-
grant, brought his knowl-
edge of the trumpet to cam-
Sandoval has been
Arturo
pus.
known for his mastery of
the trumpet in many musi-
cal styles, such as be-bop,
classical, and baroque. His
albums, “Tumbaito”, and
“Flight to Freedom” became
ing.
Sandoval’s trumpeting talent
and the UniversityJazz Band’s
well-known talent brought
amazing jazz music to con-
cert goers. Arturo and his
trumpet will be long remem-
bered at UPS.
In preparation for the evening
concert, Arturo rehearses with
the jazz band, advising them on
technique.
3'
Arturo Sandoval demonstrates Duringhis trumpetclass, Arturo
a musical technique tosophmore shows the capabilites of the trum-
Travis Harrington. Several stu- pet. He mentioned that he had
dents joined Arturo on stage dur- recently turned to funk and jazz
ing the trumpet class. rhythms.
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f^Jazz music lovers
found contentment in listen-
ing to this year’s University
Jazz Band. Throughout the
course of the year, the band
performed four concerts.
Their first concert of the year
was held in October, allow-
ing the campus to preview
the band’s talent. Before
winter break in December,
the band held another con-
cert in the Great Hall. In
conclusion, they ended the
77 Band and Vocal Ensemble
yearwith a musical bangwhen vided jazz music through-
the band held their last two out thespringsemester. The
concerts in April. First joined Jazz Choir consisted of five
by Ellis Marsalis, jazz pianist, women and four men, cho-
the band performed in the sen by audition, who spent
New Orleans style. In their two days each week prac-
second spring concert they ticing vocal jazz numbers,
performed with the well- The ensemble, directed by
known trumpet musician, Stephen Moore, spent the
Arturo Sandoval. The talent year working on voice qual-
of the band and their guests ity and voice blending in
packed full houses for both jazz music,
concerts.
cital Hall and the other at
nearby retirement home. Fc
their campus concert, th
group performed “All thj
ThingsYou Are”, “Here’sThi
Rainy Day Feeling”, and se^
eral songs from the famou
group Take 6. Various stf
dentgroupsaccompanied th
choir with Blues an|
Dixieland music.
Together, the Jaz
Band and the UniversityJaz
Choir provided a variety c
entertaining music for Pug<
Sound.
During the second
In addition to the mu- semester, the choir per-
sic produced by theJazz Band, formed two concerts in
the vocal Jazz Choir also pro- April; one at Jacobsen Re-
D
cl
5
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AaronCummings stands up for a The five women of the Jazz Choir
solo in theJazz Band's first perfor- perform one of the musical num-
mance. In addition to playing in bers from Take 6, a popular jazz
the band, Aaron is also a member band,
of a campus jazz quartet.
118 Jazz Band and Vocal Ensemble
TheJazz Band warms up during a
w practice rehearsal. They are pre-
§ paring for their concert with guest
artist Ellis Marsalis, a true master ofP
C/lg jazz piano.
tr*
o
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The choir gathered together to
perform the musical number
"Here's That Rainy Day Feeling".
In preparation for the spring con-
cert the choir started practicing in
September.
Jonathan Turnidge quickly
glances as he waits to play his part
during the Jazz Band's first con-
cert.
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T Thiversity Chorale and Dorians
from beginners to those with mas which required the ac- pianistJulie Knerr. The Cho-
several years of experience, companiment of a piano, rale, accompanied by organ-
The Dorians, also under Nace’s violin, tambourine, and gui- ist Kyle Haugen, sang a vari-
direction, is an auditioned tar. The Dorians sang the ety of works by Brahms,
group of eighteen women nine Christmasselections of Haydn, and Pierce,
who work three and a half Britten’s Ceremony of Car- The year’s concerts
hours each week to develop ols. provided a wide variety of
their individual voices. In their May 1st con- music for all that attended.
For their first concert cert at St. Charles Borromeo
of the year, the Chorale and and their May 4th concert in
the Dorian Singers performed Kilworth, the Dorians per-
a “Christmas Concert” on De- formed Gabriel Faure’s
cember 8th in Kilworth. The Messe Basse and Antonin
Chorale performed Antonin Dvorak’s Moravian Duets.
Tucapsky’s TheTimeofChrist- They were accompanied by
The University Cho-
rale and the Dorian Singers
brought musical pleasure to
campus for the’92-’93school
The University Cho-year.
rale, directed by Richard Nace
is a non-auditioned ensemble
consisting of sixty-four mem-
bers who meet two hours
Goals of theeach week,
chorale were learning the
basics of singing and per-
fecting voice techniques.
Abilities of thesingers ranged
For their final run through, the
chorale practices Haydn's Gloria
The chorale performed a combi
nation of eight classical and foil
songs for their final concert.
Director Richard Nace prepares
the chorale for the spring concert.
Nace specializes in musical litera-
ture, vocal development, and con-
cepts of motivation for choirs.
120 University Chorale and Dorians
The DorianSingers rehearse Ave
Maria for the May 1st concert for
St. Charles Borromeo church. The
Dorians performed six musical
If numbers for the concert.
&a<
S
The Chorale alto singers warm
up for their evening conceit . The
altos are noted for strength and
consistency in their vocal abilities.
Caressa Allen steps forward to
sing her solo for the last rehearsal.
Caressa is a first year Dorians mem-
ber.
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Symphony Orchestra
1992-1993’s Symphony ers included Ronnee Fuller-
Orchestra was spectacular, ton and Rene Reder on vio-
With conductor Edward lins, Ruth Anne Rehfeldt on
Seferian, the orchestra was the viola, Matt Kelzenberg on
destined for success. Due to the cello, Stefan Hahn on the
their large size, the sym- bass, Jonathan Breen on the
phony had particularly french horn,Jon Turnidge on
strong violin, viola, and cello the trombone and Walker
sections. The first concert Kermodeon the bassoon.The
included musical selections talent of the symphony or-
from Lawrence E. Ebert, chestra brought enjoyment to
SergeiRachmanioff , andJean concert goers throughout the
Sibelius. Pianosoloist Duane year.
Hulbert was an added plea-
sure to the fall concert with
a rendition of Rhapsody on
a Theme by Paganini, Op-
era 43-
Some of the section lead- phony section.
Katrina Cordi, a violinist, is in
deepconcentrationduringtheSym-
phony Orchestra's first concert of
the school year. Katrina holds the
second chair in the Violin II sym-
>
1
Talented violinist and profes-
sor of music, Edward Seferian,
leads the orchestra during the
November 6 ,1992 concert .
Seferian has won several teach-
ing awards and performed in
various musical festivals through-
out his music career.
Ruth Anne Rehfeldt, first chair
viola, awaits her turn to resume
playing.
122 Orchestra
Band and‘Wind‘EnsemSk
the University of BritishThe 1992 - 1993 Band and
Columbia's Band Festival inWind Ensemble was excel-
Canada.lent , to say the least . Robert
The band had particularMusser, the conductor, held
musicians that were noteda total of four concerts in
standouts, such as flutistKilworth Chapel that cap-
Alison George, oboe playertured the crowd in a festival
Michael Leon-Guerrero, Jodiof soundswith music byErnst
Albrecht and Ray Kahler onToch, Percy Grainger, and
the clarinet, Morris NorthcuttGioacchino. Musser felt the
on the trumpet , Johnband’s main strength was its
ability to play a “variety of Turnidge on the trombone,
and Jason Gilliam on themusic with musicality and
euphonium. All in all, thepolish.” One of the band's
talent of this year's windgreatest honors was receiv-
ensemble was a musical hit!„ ing an invitation to play at
>
2 Lewis Griffith, intensly plays his musical introduction before the1§ clarinet in the October concert's rest of the production began.
&
CfQg.
A noted senior stand-out, Robert Musser, conductor, is
Alison George, is in excellent captured in a moment of emotion
form asshe leads the flutesection during the band's first concert on
in the wind ensemble's first con- October 16 , 1992.
cert. Alison had one of the ten
parts in Vincent Parsichetti's Ser-
enade No. 7 .
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Organ Recitals
Though the organ
recitals and workshops may
not be widely known, they
still brought great musical
enjoyment to those who
have attended. Throughout
the year, seven fifty-minute
recitals were preformed on
Fridays for the campus in
the Organ at Noon series.
For various musical artists,
three organ workshopswere
held through the course of
the year. Additionally, for
the whole community’s en-
joyment, a recital by Gillian
Weir, a general organ re-
cital , and the Bethel-
Schneebeck Recital were
hind the organ performances
were Edward A. Hansen and
Peggy Kelly Reinberg. Pro-
fessor Hansen, a well-known
music teacher and performer,
and Ms. Reinberg, a member
of the University Community
Musicand Dance Department
performed in most of the re-
citals and led all of the work-
shops. Together, the two of
them made the 1992-1993
organ performances a suc-
cess.
During an Organ at Noon con-
cert, Edward Hansen and clarinet
player, Michael Leon-Guerrero ,
perform a duet. Students often
perfonn in the noon recitals.
performed .
The masterminds be-
CD
Q-
3
Professor Hansen speaks to a Peggy Kelly Reinburg an-
group of students during the Day nounces the next item for the
for Exploring the Organ work-
shop, held on October 31, 1992.
The workshop was designed to
introduce the organ to high school Church in Mercer Island,
keyboardists.
workshop's agenda. Ms. Reinburg
is the organist and director of
music at the Holy Trinity Lutheran
124 Organ Recitals
Chamber Music Festival
On Sunday, Febru- hearsed in small ensembles
ary 7, 1993, a group of 10th, throughout the day to pre-
11th, and 12th grade stu- pare for the evening’s con-
dents joined together at cert.
the School of Music for the The music festivalwas
second annual Chamber designed last year to provide
Music Festival. Violinists high school students with
violists cellists and an opportunity to work with
doublebass players gath- the music school’s string fac-
ered to practice foran infor- ulty members. So far, the
mal concert. festival has been a success in
Under the instruc- providing young musicians
tion of Edward Seferian with an opportunity to work
and together in a university set-Joyce A. Ramee
Cordelia Wikarski-Miedel ting.
the student orchestra re-
§ Two bass players study their Edward Seferian stops to ex-
5, music during one of the day's plaina musical piece. xMr. Seferian
§' ensemble rehearsals. The bass play- is the conductor of the University
S ers were instructed by Cordelia Symphony Orchestra and the Uni-
° Wikarski-Miedel. versity String Orchestra.
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The Sound of Music
On the evening of De- ert McPherson, performed
cember 4th , the lights with the chorus and orches-
dimmed, the audience qui- tra , directed by Paul W.
eted, and the Tacoma Civic Schultz. The concert capti-
Chorus and theTacoma Sym- vatedaudience membersand
phony Orchestra brought set the mood for the ap-
forth beautiful sounds of proaching Christmas season,
music. The musical groups
performed their first concert winter concert, the chorus
during December in the Rialto and orchestra performed
Theater, located in down- once more at the Pantages
town Tacoma. Audiences Theater on April 30th and
were mystified by Handel’s May1st and at the University
Messiah. Soloists Stephanie on May 3rd. Joining the
Dudash, William Mouat, Tacoma Civic Chorus and
Janeanne Houston, and Rob- the Tacoma Symphony Or-
chestra for this performance
were the Adelphian Concert
Choir, the Tacoma Youth
Choir, and the BalleTacoma.
Together, these groups put
on the Carmina Buranaora-
torio. Carmina Burana con-
sisted of twenty-five poems
and songs from a 12th cen-
tury manuscript from
Benedictbeuern, Germany.
Featured soloists in-
cluded Robert McPherson,
and Rachel Coloff, who are
UPS alums, and Daniel
Arthun. In order to coordi-
nate the performance, direc
tor Paul W. Schultz, choreo^raphers Jan Collum and Eri
Ceragioli, and conductc
Judith Herringtonspent man
hours in rehearsal to prepai
for the show. Their har
work resulted in an increc
ible musical performance.
Overall, the Tacom
Civic Chorus and th
TacomaSymphonyOrche:
tra brought musical plet
sure to the audiences c
Puget Sound.
In addition to their
a
Before the opening of the
evening's show, Messiah, director
Paul Schultz looks over the Tacoma
Symphony Orchestra. Schultz is
the coordinator for university cho-
ral activities.
ReneRederandJanetUtterback
pause for discussion during the
Messiah intermission. Rene plays
violin and Janet plays the viola in
the University Symphony Orches-
tra.
126 Tacoma Civic Chorus and Symphony Orchestra
Darbi Holz takes a moment to
practice before the beginning of
Messiah. Aside from performing
in the Tacoma Symphony Orches-
tra, Darbi is also a member of the
University Symphony Orchestra.
3>
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Daniel Arthun, one of the fea-
tured soloists, practices his solo
during the last rehearsal of
Carmina Burana.
The BalleTacomadancers prac-
tice their dance during the last
rehearsal. The dancers range in
age from thirteen to twenty-seven
years of age.
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Kittredge Fall Shows
tinued with the works of the Andre Sampson, Lowell
Washington Potters Associa- Hovis, and Chris Watts, dis-
tion called, “Plates, Cups, and played their work, each with
Bowls.” Forty-five of the a unique method of looking
association’s members con- at rational systems of geo-
tributed their work to the metric images and color,
exhibit. Floral prints and Sculptor, Milton Freewater,
geometric designs appeared designed his sculptures
on some of the pottery items, around the irrationality of
while others had simple tex- abusive behavior,
tures and color tones.
In the beginning of semester’s art exhibits be-
November, a series of paint- ganin Decemberwith Charlie
ings and sculpturesappeared Nathan’ssculpturesand Elissa
in Kittredge for the “Rational Greisz’s mixed media paint-
Systems” art exhibit. Four ings. Nathan’ssculptures had
painters, Spencer Moseley, a sea theme that incorpo-
Kittredge Gallery Ex-
hibits for the fall began Sep-
tember 2nd with John
Tylczyk’s “A Dog’s Collec-
tion of Ghost Stories” and
the media exhibit, “Invita-
tional Dog Show”. Art in-
cluded Tylczyk's black and
white photos of dogs in
sometimes humorous poses
as well as a variety of paint-
ings, drawings, and sculp-
tures of 'man’s best friend'
contributed by twelve addi-
tional and very talented art-
ists.
ratedsuch materials as wooc
fiberglass, and steel. Pain
ings by Greisz included se
forms presented in an arti;
tic foil on linoleum style a
opposed to actual paints.
Due to gallery direc
tor, Greg Bell, the Kittredg
Gallery’s fall art exhibil
were successfully diverse art
pleasing.The last of the fall
This plate appeared in the Octc
ber "Plates, Cups, and Bowls" et
hibit. Colleen Gallagher andjoh
Benn created this artwork entitle
"Trilliums."Gallery exhibits con-
-
4
Cfl—
JohnTylczyk took this picture of
the well-known dalmation.
Tylcyck gives each of his dog
pictures personality with his un-
usual photographic style and long
descriptive titles.
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Spring Art in Kittredge
Spring art exhibits for paper-mache, chicken wire,
Kittredge began in February and paint. Amdur believed
with sculpture by Hans her painting was “a monu-
Nelson and media art by mental painting that people
Barbara Barnes Allen , can walk through.”
To conclude the
wooden masks of a primitive spring art exhibits, Jill
style. Allen’s artworks were Reynolds andJi Ruoxiao dis-
woven fabrics that had rich played their talents. Reynolds
composition and style. Both displayed "Mud Love", a col-
artists showed traditional lection of works in bronze,
crafts but with unique glass, and print. Ruoxiao,
from China, presented a dis-
Spring shows contin- play of watercolor and ink
ued with Margery Amdur’s paintings in contemporary
impressive art exhibit. With style,
the aid of Western Washing-
ton University and Univer- were mesmerizing and
sity of Puget Sound artists, unique. These artists gave
she created “Toying with Na- the Kittredge gallery the op-
ture” and “A Paragraph of portunity to present artistic
Purses”. Exhibit pieces were diversity.
Nelson’s work included
changes.
All three art shows
Margery Ardmur designed "Toy- Hans Nelsen's wooden sculpture
ing With Nature" for the March appeared in the main gallery in
Kittredge exhibit. She created this February. Nelsen often tried to
painting for people to experience show a primitive style of art in his
of walking in a painting. sculptures and masks.
S
3
BarbaraBarnesAllen's three art-
<>g works of shoes were displayed in
fAg the February artshow. Allen's work
^ consisted of many layers of fabric§' weaved into intricate designs.
Spring Art 129
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"We’redoingitright," laughs women's
volleyball player Wendy Weise (right)
as she and Melissa Goellner (left) suc-
cessfully block a return from a Linfield
outside hitter. The team had a remark-
able season, the Linfield game being
just one of the many victories cel-
ebrated by the Loggers. The final scores
were 15-3, 15-9, 15-10.
o The Logger Cross Coun- josh Montgomery to the na-try team enjoyed remarkable success during 1992. shed the 8 kilometer courseWith 7 returning women, 6 in under 28 minutes. Thereturning men and many women sent a team of 6 to
promising newcomers, nationals: Wanda Howlett,
CoachesJoe Peyton and Sam Emily Kellman, Elizabeth
Ring began the season with O'Brien, Vicki Johnson, Katy
high expectations. "If work- Rein, April PlattnerandShawn
ing hard and dedication are Perkins,
any indication of how the
season will go, we're going rated number 2 in the polls
to have a great season." behind George Fox of Or-
stated Joe Peyton.
Both the women and the showed their superiority at
men had successful seasons, nationals, bringing home
The men sent Matt Ellis and UPS's first national title.
tional meet. They both fini-
Z $ After consistently being
* egon, the Logger womenK W H A T ' S T H E
Q MEET UPS PLACE/ NUMBER OF TEAMSWOMEN MENLewis & Clark InvitationalWilliamette InvitationalCWU InvitationalWWU Invitational 1 / 11 1 / 103 / 1 2 8 / 1 31 / 11 3/ 1 13 / 1 2 6 / 1 4
1 / 11NAIA District 1 4 / 1 1z
PM
TheCross-Countryteamseniors
enjoy their last year together ,
taking time out from practice to
smile for the camera. This last
year was very successful for the
seniors.
Coming around a bend in the
trail is Emily Kellman, with Wanda
Howlett hot on her trail. Both
Emily and Wanda represented UPS
at Nationals.
132 Cross Country
Keeping good pace with Jen
EBurningham is Elizabeth O'Brien.
£} The strength and endurance of
g" Cross Country athletes is tremen-
56 dous.
Preparing for Nationals, Matt
Ellis works out with the cross-
country team. Ellis competed well
at nationals, finishing his eight
kilometer race in under 28 min-
utes.
Finishinghisrace in second place
Josh Montgomery at the Western
Invitational Meet. Montgomery
represented UPS at Nationals with
Matt Ellis.
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in many areas, especially in rushing per game, and
fense wins games." stated their defense. This was evident Aaron Foster received for
linebacker Craig Chamberlin, in the twenty interceptions the 521 yards on the season.
While the record shows
a losing season, the team
"Offense sells tickets. De-o The 1992 Logger football defense made, gaining 164team excelled beyond what yards off them.However, the offense gained and coaches felt that thetheir record displayed. Al-though a 3-6 record seems ground thisseason as well. Gary season had been success-dismal, the team improved McCurty averaged 93- 2 yards ful and several goals met .0z V5
h-l 0
Front Row: John Batacan, Mitchell Kain , Brian Spang, Brandon Stoner , Craig Chamberlin ,
Charlie Perry, Doug Elam , Mike O ' Neil , Gary McCurty . Second Row: Marty Pujolar , Justin
Johnson, Aaron McCoy , Sean Donohoe, Danny Ballough, Eric Martin , Chad Johnson , Darryl
Lewis , Duaine Miller , Joe Little , David Ramos , Ricardo Aguire , Phil Stiffler , Craig Kuntz,
Matt Guyette , Ryan Liddicoat , Greg Fisher, Mark Acohido. Third Row: Erin Clendenin,
Steve Feeney , Cy Bohnnin , Manager Unknown , Manager Bob Clemens , Coach Mike Roberts ,
Coach Chuck Bingham , Coach Sean Alexander, Head Coach Ross Hjelseth , Coach Mike
Williams, Coach Steve Kain, Coach John Poyteneer, Secretary Terry Smith , Brodie Carmichael,
Chris Kruthaupt, David Young, Glenn Veil . Fourth Row: Joe Younger, Joe Dethman, Chris
Allen , Aaron Foster , Jamie Hicks, Bill Weiss, Joel Epstein , Roland Schendel , Allan Galanti,
Damon Finley, Phil Smith , Karl Rains,Gray Marnhout , Greg Lockett , Eric Gustavson, James
Ward, Aaron McCrary, Paul Ringstad. Fifth Row: Chris Cokis , Todd Cooley, Ian Wells,
Steve Ritchie , Jason Olson , Steve Saalfeld , Jason Kauanui, Chris Schlecht , Rodney Emmons ,
Adam Kiezer, Ron Fitzgerald , Lucas O'Connell , Rick Messmer, Matt Carlson , Mark Giese,
Rob Hoag Sixth Row: Don Oakes, Robb Wilson , Jake Bange , Steve Chamberlin , Scott
Beebe , Earl Fitzpatrick , Craig Brown , Mike Preston , Tim Pfeiffer , Christian McDonald , Jason
Morin , Dylan Carroll , Zale Crawford , Jeff Vaughn .
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26Lewis & Clark
Southern Ore.
Linfield
28UPS 0 WWU
* UPS 42 Whitworth
UPS 6 Simon Fraser
UPS 29 PLU
* UPS 31
UPS 34
UPS 25
* UPS 49 Oregon Tech
UPS 20 CWU
4140
42 30
5626
29
s Indicates UPS Victory
134 Football
Avoidingthe sac, quarterbackJa-
son Olson scrambles from the Or-
egon Tech defense. During this
game, Olson'sfourthquartereighty-
two yard touchdown run was the
longest quarterback run in Colum-
bia Football League History.
Cornerback Justin Johnson
reaches out to intercept a pass
during the Oregon Institute of Tech-
nology game. His interception
helped the Loggers win 49-26.
CoachHjelsethgives mnningback
Gary McCurty a pep talk before the
season's pinnacle, the UPS-PLU
game at the Tacoma Dome. The
F1 Tacoma schools' rivalry has al-
ways been one of the strongest in
the league.
Football 135
With determination could beat the three top-
and dedication, the UPS ranked teams - Seattle
women's soccer team University, George Fox
made the C o l l e g e ,
Carefully handling the ball
Kirsten Bruns dribbles it down th!
field.0 and SimonNAIA Dis- fttrict I play- Fraser Uni-offs. versity. ButNot We are playingonly were after theywith a lot of confi-z didthey post- thedence... Loggersgots e a s o n8 -Head Coach Colinbut they enough re-Stewarthosted the spect tod i s t r i c t earn a top99playoffs as r a n k i n g .the num- They fin-ished this season rankedber one seed.
At the beginning of number 14 in the national
the season , nobody polls.
thought the UPS women
u $
I
Kirsten Bruns protects the ball
from an opposing player and
teammate Stacey Mayfield is ready
to help out.
136 Women's Soccer
* UPS vs. Seattle U. 2-0UPS vs. Seattle U. 0-3
* UPS vs. G. Fox College 2-0* UPS vs. Pacific U. 5-0
UPS vs. PLU 1-2* UPS vs Evergreen State 5-0
UPS vs. Willamette 0-0* UPS vs W Washington 1-0
0-2 * UPS vs. Portland S. U. 2-0UPS vs. Chico State
UPS vs W. Washington 0-2UPS vs. U. of CA-Berkelev 0-2
* UPS vs Simon Fraser U. 3-1UPS vs. Sonoma State U 0-2
UPS vs. Oregon State U. 1-3UPS vs. Gonzaga U. 2-2
* UPS vs. Whitworth 2-0UPS vs. Washington State 1-2
UPS vs. PLU 1-3UPS vs. U. of Portland 0-9
* denotes UPS victory
Coach Colin Stewart care-
fully watches players Shannon
Powlesland and Alison Moser
practice.
Goalie Brandy McKeague, w'ho
averages two or more saves per
D game, makes another great save.
<a
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Filled with determination
and inspiration, PugetSound's
Men's soccer team finished
their season with a 9-9 record.
Although they missed the
District Play-Offs by one goal,
they still had players named
All District and All Confer-
ence. All District players were
Nate Simpson, Jason Me Gib-
bon, Drew Dillon, Joel Gates,
DaveWescott, andMark Beny.
All Conference players were
Nate Simpson, Jason Me Gib-
bon, and Dave Wescott.
The team was really close
and that made it easy for the
players to work together as a
team, beating many difficult
8
0
*This year's team is really
close. We hang out
together on and off the -field. There is a sense
of belonging. j I
Junior Captain Mark A
Benym
schools. The team had a very
competitiveseason with many
close games.
Some of the season high-
lights were the defeat of PLU
(the top team) on their home
field and the defeat of Ever-
green which was a first in six
years.
The Men's Soccer team was
coached by Randy Freeman
and Kelly Bendixon.
Sophomore defender, Keith
Swartz streaks up the wing,
while teammate Drew Dillin is
ready to lend his support..
138 Men's Soccer
W H A T ’ S T H E
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* UPS vs. Linfield College 6-0 UPS vs. W. Washington 1-2
UPS vs. Willamette 2-3 UPS vs. C. Washington 0-1
* UPS vs. Trinity Western 2-0 A UPS vs. Gonzaga 1-0
UPS vs. G. Fox College 0-3 UPS vs. Seattle U. 0-1
UPS vs. C Washmton 1-2 OT * UPS vs. Evergreen State 2-1
UPS vs Concordia 0-3 UPS vs. S Fraser Univ. 1-2
* UPS vs. Gonzaga Univ 2-1 * LIPS vs. PLU 2-0
3-1 OT* UPS vs. Western Baptist * UPS vs. Whitman College 2-0
* UPS vs. Co. Christian 4-2 UPS vs. Whitworth 2-6
: denotes UPS victory
SeniorCaptain and defender Nate Sophomore Jason Me Gibbon
Simpson aggresively steals the ball dribbles toward the goal with an
from the opposing team opposing player in pursuit.
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o The1992 Women's volley-ball team was young andhighly successful. A pair offreshman middle blockers,Wendy Weise and AndreaEgans, brought new spirit to
veterans, sophomore Heidi
Moritz, junior Nancy Volkel
and seniors Melissa Goellner
and Kendra Matthews.
Coach Robert Kim was
excited about his team's ac-
complishments. Kim was
also named NAIA District 1
Coach of the Year.
The women won Puget
Sound'sfirst district title since
1987. That in itself is some-
thing to be proud of, but the
Loggers kept on bumping,
setting and spiking their way
to Nationals.
Although they drew a
tough pool at Nationals,
which was held in San Diego
December 3-6, the Logger
women did remarkably well.
They placed and had several
competitive games.
The UPS women's volley-
ball program was one of the
strongest sports in 1992, and
with so many talented young
players, it looks like it will
continue to slam their oppo-
nents in 1993!
2•to8
0
0
•to
< Heidi Moritz saves the ball fromgoing out of bounds during thePLU game as Wendy Weise tries to
help. The Loggers won all three
games with PLU during this match.
Playing close to the net, Kendra
Matthews sets the ball, as Andrea
Egans prepares to spike it over.
The Loggers' exciting spikes and
kills attracted the home crowd to
many meets.cn
140 Volleyball
h1W H A T *
UPS 3 Whitman College 1* UPS 2 George Fox 1
0+ UPS 3 St. Martiin'sUPS 2 Oregon Tech 0
* UPS 2 Oregon Tech 0* UPS 2 St. Martin's 0
UPS 0 Willamette 2* UPS 2 Pacific 0
* UPS 2 PLU 1* UPS 2 Willamette 0
* UPS 2 Linfield 1* UPS 2 Willamette 0
UPS 0 Western Or. St. 2Montana Tech 0* UPS 2
UPS 2 Southern Or. St. 0•UPS 2 N.W. Nazarene 0
* UPS 2 Western Wa St. 0* UPS 2 O I T. 0
* UPS 3 Simon Fraser 1* IPS 2 Whitworth 0
* UPS 3 Central Wash. St. 0* IPS 2 Central Wa 0
* UPS 2 Carroll College 1 UPS 1 Simon Fraser 2
* UPS 2 Lew is & Clark 0 A UPS 3 Western Wa. St. 2
UPS 3 SPU 1 f UPS 2 PLU 0
* UPS 3 Linfield 0 1 LPS 3 Central Wa. St. 0
* UPS 3 St Martin's 0 * UPS 3 Whitworth 0
LPS 0 Portland State 3 UPS 3 Western Wash St. 1
IPS 0 Central Wash. 3 * LPS 3 Simon Fraser 1
* UPS 3 Lew is & Clark 0 * UPS 3 Central Wash. St. 0
After a victory, Nancy Volkel,
Kendra Matthews, Janice Lwin and
Wendy Weise to shake theirgo
opponents hands. Win or lose, the
Loggers were a gracious team.
Teammates Nancy Volkel and
Sarah Zeisler back Heidi Moritz
up as she sends the ball across the
net. Teamwork was a natural part
of UPS's volleyball success.
Preparing to bump the ball is
Nancy Volkel Volkel was an out-
side hitter for the Loggers
Volleyball 141
0 The UPS women's basket-ball team finished their sea-sonwitha14-15overall recordand 5-9 in district. Through-out their season they playedvery hard. Senior playerKeely Running comments,
"we have a great defense and
team play."
Thisyear's team reallycame
together and it showed. This
was the first time in years that
the Loggers have gone to dis-
trict. "This is a better all-
around complement of play-
ers," Coach Beth Bricker said.
"We've improved our outside
shooting and overall quick-
ness."
iII
2
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D ftThis year's team wasmore intense. We hada strong unity and we
played a lot better
together.
-Sarah Heytvelt2 <0 The team made basketballall the more fun by beingfriends on the court as well as
off . There were no conflicts
and the team was very open
with one another. "This is the
closest team we have ever
had," said Running.
The Loggers have finished
with a better win-loss record
this season than any other
season in UPS history. "I am
pleased with the year," Coach
Bricker said, "they did very
well."
3 o
PH Senior Keely Running jumpsto make a shot. Her teammateDana Newbold looks on.
142 Women's Basketball
X*
T H EW H A T S
F--1
"DPS vs. Univ of BC
UPS vs. Alumni
UPS vs. DC Davis
UPS vs. S. Oregon
"UPS vs. U of W Florida
UPS vs. Seattle U
"UPS vs. W Wa.
"UPS vs. SPU
UPS vs. St. Martin's
"UPS vs. Humbolt
UPS vs. Simon Fraser
UPS vs. Lewis & Clark
UPS vs Whitworth
UPS vs. SPU UTS vs. S. Jackson
"UPS vs. S. Jackson"UPS vs W WA Univ. "UPS vs. Montana Tech
UPS vs. Concordia UPS vs. C Wa.FTPS vs. Seattle U
UPS vs. Pacific U UPS vs. Lewis & ClarkTIPS vs S Jackson
UPS vs. St. Martin’s UPS vs. Lewis & Clark
"UPS vs. Lewis & Clark UPS vs. CWU
"UPS vs. PLU LJPS vs. Simon Fraser
Denotes LPS victory
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Coach Beth Bricker discusses Amy Rebich passes the ball to teammate
strategy with the team before the Wendy Davis while an opposing player
leans into Angie Bagg.game.
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eluded top three-point shoot-
ers Todd Doolittle and Marshall
The Logger Men's Bas-
ketball team was definitely
a highlight of UPS sports
this year. Many exciting
home games drew large
crowds to watch our team
in action.
Enriched by a team di-
verse in age, UPS had
outsanding players from
senior Charles Miller to
freshman Dominick Carter.
Sophomore Matt Droege
had an impressive average
of over 17 points per game,
leading the Loggers to an
overall record of 17-11 and
a second place in the dis-
trict. Other key players in
Bennet, and freshman Whitney
Dixon with his impressive
shooting.
During the playoffs, excite-
Gamesment heightened,
against the district leader, Cen-
tral Washington University,
were especially well attended.
Unfortunately, the Loggers
lost to Western Washington
University in the Semifinals of
the NAIA District1Comp etition.
However, Matt Droege and
Charles Miller were named to A
the NAIA District1all-star team
and point guard Todd Doolittle
got an honorable mention.
R
0H
H
U Dribbling the balldowncourt isLogger point guard ToddDoolittle. Doolittle was a valu-able asset to UPS, with his lead-ershipskills and three point shoot-ing.
Lookingforateammate to passx to is Scott Brown at the gameagainst Fresno Pacific. Thanks togreat offense, the Loggers wonthis game 88-81.
H
144 Men’s Basketball
makes putting the
height and strength were im-
:ant to the success of the UPS
; a fabulous rebound is
Miller. Because of his
isketball skills, Miller was
to NAIA District 1 all-star
T H E
68 UPS* UPS 98 Bethany College 70 Simon Fraser
66* UPS 69 Western Baptist * UPS 99 Sheldon Jackson 81
* UPS 99 Seattle University 88
* UPS 90 Lewis & Clark
UPS 80 Pacific University 68
63 * ups 100 Western Wash.
* UPS 88 Simon Fraser
* UPS 87 Seattle University 71
* UPS 54 Lewis & Clark
* UPS 103 Sheldon Jackson 88
* UPS 87 Western Wash.
UPS 69 Central Wash.
LiPS 74 Chico State 81
* LIPS 88 Fresno Pacific 81 73
UPS 42 Standford Univ. 92
UPS 58Pacific Univ. 90
UPS 78 Western Baptist 77 86
74UPS 71 Western Baptist
UPS 71 Central Wash. 85 50f 76* UPS 84 BYU ( Hawaii)UPS 62 SPU 82 81
UPS 100 British Columbia 74 82
UPS 101 St. Martin's 98 UPS 93 St. Martin's 89
Denotes UPS victory
A fastbreak gives Matt Droege an
easy two points from an
undefended lay-in. The Loggers'
fast breaks gave the game excite-
ment for the fans and troubles for
their opponents.
w Shooting a jump shot is Mattg Droege. Droege was a versaitle
?T player in that he could shoot, re-
n bound, defend and assist well.
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holiday training, the ski team
traded Snoqualmie Pass, their
usual training ground, for
Big Sky, Mon-
MA trip
the
This season for the
UPS ski team was indeed
a good one. There was
s o m e
p r e t t y
t o u g h
competi-
tion allsea-
son, but
the team
came out
t r i u m -
p h a n t .
B o t h
men's and
women's ski teams went
0 II tana,worthtravel ," ChrisHildreth com-
mented. "The
hill was incred-
mu The training in
Montana did a lot
of good for devel-
oping team unity.
-Stephanie Nelsonl ible, steep andlong, perfectfor training."The tripto Montanaalso helped the team de-velop a sense of unity. Both
teams enjoyed working with
and supporting one another.
ft
to regionals. This was a
great a great accomplish-
ment.1f> This year for
***
D J
CQ
Freshman Wynne Kennedy
practices for the slalom. na-
'£
r-1
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W H A T ' S T H E
February 5-6
Conference Championships
# Crystal Mountain, WA
January 16-17
Seattle University Shiniest
@ Snoqualmie, WA
February 15-19
Regional Championship
@ McCall ID
January 23-24
UPS/PLU Initational
% White Pass, WA
**The women's ski team fin-
ished their season with an 8th
place slalom finish and a 10th
place giant slalom finish at
regionals. The men's team
finished 9th in the slalom at
regionals.
January 30-31
UBC Canadian Cup
@ Grouse Mt., British
Columbia, Canada
Women's Ski Team: Stephanie Nelson, Lisa Demmons, Wynne
Kennedy, Hilary Solomon, Karina Jensen, Megan Wilson, and Christine
Laney. Men's Ski Team: Brett Meyer, John Hildreth, Rob Thomas, Jad
Simpson, Jeson Rogers, Eric Herzog, Marc Ikegami, Jason Haggar,
Garrik Hull, Jake McTigue, Mike Mitchell and Clark Ritchie.\ Cutting the turn close, MikeMitchell speeds down the slope inthe slalom.
n
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u Puget Sound has a tradtionof very strong swimmingsuccess. With many impor-tant returning women on theroster, the team was headedfor success once again in1992-1993.Jennifer Kuhn led the wayfor returnees. She was the
defending nationalchampion
and record holder in the 200
yard backstroke. There were
also eleven All-American re-
turners.
However, the freshman
class was one of the stron-
gest in UPS swimming his-
tory. Erin Halton, Kendra
Lavik and Michelle Parrish
all had very successful sea-
sons.
Parrish set two meet
records and won three events
at the Bi-District champion-
ships. After this meet, eigh-
teen women qualified for
Nationals, which were held
in San Antonio.
The swimmers did out-
standing at Nationals as well.
They placed second overall
and had several excellent
individual performances.
Parrish took second in the
100 butterfly and third in the
50 freestyle. Amy Miller was
third in the 500 free. The
women's relay earned third
place in the 200 free and in
the 400 medley. Overall, it
was another successful year
of UPS swiming.
Diving in, UPS swimmers begin
the race. A good start is key to any
victory.
>5
§
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148 Women’s Swimming
Preparing for a race, womens
swim team members take their
places in the lineup.
Amity Feaver is pleased with her
performance as she discusses it
with Kirsten Martig.
J.L. Reasonover
g3 After a vigorous race, Kristin At the sound of the gun, the§ Watson adjusts her goggles.
3 swimmers begin the race.
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This year, the Loggers re-
turned letterwinners Jason FreshmanJoal Miller exits the
Livermore, Brian Best and 8 pool after a grueling race.
NAIAAll-Americans, Rich But-
ler, Kirk Abraham, Mark
Hendrickson, Roger Woods,
Roman Brent, Greg Kabacy,
Bryce Maxwell, and John
Wieland. Withso manystrong
swimmers returning, the Log-
gers simply picked up where
they left off. Theydrowned all
competition. In their first
Husky Invitational of the sea-
son, they took second, in their
second HuskyInvitational they
took 4th. They won the Bi-
District team over Linfield and
Central. They also placedsec-
ft
I think we have a
chance to be the best
Puget Sound swim
team ever.
-Chris Myhre,
Women's Swim Coach
ft
ond in Nationals which is a
step upfrom lastseason. They
ended their winning season
with a 9-3 dual meet record.
This was Coach Don
Duncan's 36th campaign with
the Loggers. He is an NAIA
Hall of Fame Member and he w
is currently an associate pro-
fessor and director of aquatics
in the physical education de-
partment at UPS. He holds a
level five USSwimming certifi-
cate and has served as a past
president of the NAIA Swim-
ming and Diving Coaches As-
sociation.
Junior Rich Butler takes a
break and watches his fellow
teammates compete.150 Men's Swimming
W H A T ' S T I I E
r-—i
Husky Inv.-4th
UPS vs. U of CA-Davis
*UPS vs. Univ. of Pacific
‘'UPS vs. San. Fran . vSt.
‘“UPS vs. PLU
UPS vs. Univ. of BC
*UPS vs. Simon Fraser
“l PS vs. Evergreen
*UPS vs. cwu
*UPS vs. Alumni
njps vs. osu
UPS vs. WSU
’“UPS vs. Whitworth
Flusky Relays-2nd
*UPS vs. UA-Anchorage
“UPS vs. CWU
UPS vs. UW
“UPS vs, Linfielci
“UPS vs. Willamette
Men’s Swim Team: Kirk Abraham, Ace Blair, Roman Brent, Don Frye,
Mark Hendrickson, Gregory Kabacy, Bryce Maxell, Joal Miller, John
Wieland, Roger Woods, Casey Antonson, Brian Best, Jack Brace II, Rich
Butler, Barry Cartwright, Kevin Churchill, Paul Churchill, Peter Haslett,
Wade Hondo, Jason Livermore, Stephen Lowden, Corey Ries, and Derek
Wong.
“Denotes UPS victory
S w i m m e r s
Roger Woods
(2nd lane) and
Rich Butler (4th
lane) confidently
diveintothepool.
Intopform,Joal
Miller forcefully
approaches the
finish.
151 Men's Swimming
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Senior Jill Kallas takes a great
cut.
154 Softball
In the beginning of scattered wins,
le season, a cancelled scrim-
tage by Pacific Lutheran team
Dreed the
)ftball team,
nder the di-
action of new
oach Julie
lrevstad,.to
ice their first
aal opponent
old. In their
e a s o n
pener, they
titered and
lis trend continued through-
>ut their season with only and 3-18 overall .
Although the softball
had a lot of tough W H A T ’ S T H E
competition,
they did
their best .ft
This year’s team had
lots of fun together.
We're all good
friends.
-Amber Lierman,
Pitcher
The Loggers
worked hard
to improve
and as a
team, they
all got along
very well.
The Log-
gers fin-
ished their season 3-9 district
UPS vs. Pacific Univ.
UPS vs. Western OR St. Col
UPS vs, PLU
UPS vs. Simon Fraser Univ.
UPS vs. Simon Fraser Univ.
UPS vs. Western WA Univ.
UPS vs. Central WA Univ.
UPS vs. Portland St . Univ..
UPS vs. Simon Fraser Univ.
"UPS vs. Western WA Univ.
UPS vs. Simon Fraser Univ.
UPS vs. Unfield College
UPS vs. Central WA Univ. is )
UPS vs. Univ. of OR
UPS vs. PLU
ft
"Denotes UPS victory
(s) denotes split
Left fielder Lynn Clapp catches
the ball and teammate Trista
Dawson backs her up.
Watching intently, teammates
(1-r) Heidi Hanson, Kristen Wilson,
and Lori Buck await the next hit.
First basemen Lori Buck steals
second.
155 Softball
The youthful Puget Sound
baseball team had many ob-
stacles to its success. The
tough NAIA District included
defending six-time national
champion Lewis&Clark State
College.
The Loggers also lost two
valuable players to gradua-
tion, but gained enthusiastic
athletic freshmen to add to
the team.
Veterans included center
achieved a fieding percentage
of .935.
The Loggers concluded the
year with a losing record, but
the outlook for the next few
years seems brighter. The tal-
ented freshmen have gained
experience that will hopefully
lead tosuccess in years to come.
u r . t
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Meeting on the mound is the UPS
pitcher, catcher, and coach. Con-
stant communication betweeen these
three people is key to baseball suc-
cess.fielderJason Olson, pitchers
Robert Wickstrom, Gary
Brooks and Brad Loveless,
and shortstop Matt Guyette.
Freshmen Dan Ballough,
Chris Schlecht Tom
Mogensen and Adam Keitzer
helped fill in the lineup.
The overall team batting
average was a respectable
.246. There were two home
runs, by Jason Finnigan and
Chris Perkins. Justin Maloof
led the team in RBI 's with 18.
Defensively, the Loggers
u
m
m
Powerfully hitting the ball is a
Logger batter for a single in the
home game against Whitman.
Swinging the bat is first baseman
John Huber in a game against
Whitman. UPS ended up losing
although they scored four runs.
156 Baseball
Preparing to throw a fastball is
Logger pitcher John Haralson. A
variety of pitches that are thrown
well is important to the defensive
side of baseball.
\/ ) MLP.
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w Waitng for the throw from the
§ catcher is Brad Loveless after.
g1 pitching a strike to the opposing
g team. Loveless finished the sea-
son with the most strikeouts for
UPS - 32 in all.Pitching to Whitman, the visit- Taking a big lead off first base is
ing team, is Brad Loveless. Pitch- Dan Ballough preparing to steal
ing is an integral part of baseball second base.
strategy.
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I Both the men'sand women'
crew programs were hit hard
by graduation. The women's
crew team rebounded well
with a large turnout. In addi-
tion to numbers, the women's
crew team benefited from the
individual physical power of
its members.
Returning rowers were se-
niors Erica Johnson, a three-
year letter winner, and Eliza-
*We have a really
strong women's
program. It's the
strongest we've ever
had since I've been
here.
-Head Coach
Rodney B. Mott
ff
beth Wood. Juniors Anna
Todd, Rachel Bosi, Lynee Bra-
dley and Hope Alexander, all
two-year letter winners, also
returned.
This year's team was very
dedicated and stuck together.
Theyworked well togetheron
water as well as on land.
The women's novice "A" boat,
flys across the lake to the finish.
158 Women's Crew

With a roster loaded They had stong returning row-
with freshmen and sopho- ers like seniors Stan Nelson, a
mores, UPS head crew two-year letter winner and Kent0 c o a c h Yamadaa aRodney B. three-year letter££Mott fig- w i n n e r .0 ured the J o n a t h o nSchell , Chris1993 sea- This year's men'sson would Fischer, Setht crew had just
be a season Knowles andenough turn out
Z for the team Derrick Laneto fill a shell. also returnfromto get theirfeet wet. last year's pro-ft whichgramThis year's saw the men'svarsity eight finish third at themen's crew team wasn'tslowed down by the small San Diego Crew Classic andnumbers of men who second in the PCRC petite final.& turned out for the team.£o
ft
QuinnWeber and Jeff Chackel
of the men's novice crew team row
thier hardest in the two man boat.
160 Men's Crew
The men's novice boat, warms
up on the water for the upcoming
event.
Prepping the boat are a few
members of the men's novice crew
team.
1
April 10March 20
OSU InvitationalClass Day
April 17March 27
Cascade SprintsDaffodil Regatta
May 2April 3-4
Meyer/LamberthCrew Classic:
May 8April r
NW RegionalsUW Husky Invitational
Men's Crew l6l
This year the PugetSound Several key players led the
Women's Lacrosse team had way to the Loggers’ success-
^ the best record in school ful season. Goalkeeper Mel-history, with twelve wins issa Judge was “.. .the best
• and only four losses. goalie in the league,In lacrosse, a club sport, easily. ..’’according to Kim
UPS played different schools Nyhous, a co-captain. Lucy f 'and teams than they would Benedict, another co-captain, ff 91 * 55g
have in a sport such as crew displayed amazing offensive |f ,
or soccer. A major rival was skills. * 19| ll
the University of Washing- Besides individual talents, ' 1
ton. Also in their division the team succeeded because
wHIlt
i Hfc i2H. fi*ItK00
tiivJml1
o il*4P4 i
I
Z‘ It*was the post-collegiate Se- of their unity and cohesive- tattle Women's Club, the ness. Teamwork was an inte- fPNLA champions.0 gral part of their game plan.
u niiwmWMs f f r u f i ' fat'ii
i *'/***;3 flit!SI
Lacrosse team members play Ready to score a goal isa lacrosse
tenacious defense against the team member on the offensive. * » 4^1visitng Western Washington Uni-versity. The Loggers went on to
defeat Western.
f
162 Women's Lacrosse
After a satisfying victory, the
Lacrosse teamleaves thefield. The
Loggers were able to defeat all
their competition in the regular
season except UW.
Attempting to steal the ball away
from her opposition is a womens
lacrosse team member. As in any
field sport, defense is key to the
game.
Women's Lacrosse 163
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164 Women's Lacrosse

TheLogger'sWomen'sTen-
nis team was strong from the
start. They wiped out almost
all of their opponents. They
opened their season strong
with two wins against Central
Washington and Western
Washington. Their first defeat
of the season came at the
handsofSeattle University, the
team's most difficult competi-
tion.
0
This year's team was almost
half made up of freshman, but
theyonlyaddedtothestrength
of the Loggers. After the per-
formance of the freshmen this
season, they have proven that«1%§ Let the gamesbegin!!
-Team logo0
they will ensure a successful
tennisteaminthecomingyears.
The returning players were
stronger than ever. Lisa Wong
(number one singles) and
Karyle Kramer (number two
singles) had a successful sea-
son as number one doubles.
The Loggers finished then-
season 11-4 overall and 7-3 in
district.
Number 2 singles player Karyle
Kramer rushes in to reairn a low
shot.
166 Women's Tennis
T H EW H A T ' S
-1
*UPS vs. Whitman
UPS vs. Seattle University
UPS vs. University of Oregon
*UPS vs. Pacific Lutheran
*UPS vs. Western Washington
*UPS vs. Central Washington
*UPS vs. Western Washington
UPS vs. Seattle University
*UP$ vs. Pacific Lutheran
•UPS vs. Linfield College
*UPS vs. Lewis & Clark
*UPS vs Lewis & Clark ^Denotes UPS Victory
UPS vs. Gonzaga
*UPS vs, Whitworth
'UPS vs. Gonzaga
Junior Lisa Wong uses her stong
forehanci to return a tough shot.
Senior Karyle Kramer meets
her opponent at the net.
Aggressively, Karyle Kramer takes
control at the net and doubles partner
Lisa Wong is ready to help.
Women's Tennis 167
The men's tennis Coach Steve Bowan fin-0 team started their 1993 ished his fifth season as theseason off strong with vic-tories overCentral andWestern intheir firstweekend .
Returning
this season
were a lot
of strong
p l a y e r s
and turned
t coach of the men's tennis team.
Bowan found
successwith the
UPS men's pro-
gram. His five-
year mark
stands at 69-27,
with his best
t
S 6»
0 For us eveiybody isinterchangeable, and for
us it's good we've got
the depth to do it.
-Coach Steve Bowanl season comingin 1991 whenhe lead the Log-gers to a 14-4finish.The men's tennis teamout. Their entire season finished off a successful seasonwas successful, with only with a 12-4 overall record and5 99out sometalented freshmen turned Defending the net, senior JohrRice rips his opponent, to shreds!o The next Becker? Junior Scot
Twito seves a monster shot.
four losses. 7-3 in district record.
0
0
if ] ’ * f>
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168 Men's Tennis
W H A T ' S T H E
'‘UPS vs. Central ’'UPS vs. Gonzaga
*l.IPS vs. Portland State*OPS vs. Western
UPS vs. Seattle U. *UPS vs. Central
*UPS vs. Eastern UPS vs. WSU
UPS vs, Seattle U.UPS vs. PUJ
*UPS vs. Lewis & Clark !TJPS vs. Whitman
*UPS vs. Gonzaga *UPS vs. Western
*UPS vs. Whitworth UPS vs. Lewis & Clark
"Denotes UPS victory
Men's Tennis 169
The men's track squad was
small this year with only 25
members, but thatdidn't hinder
their abilities. This season
JohnRogelstad, KirbyLeufroy,
Roger Bialous, Lane Seeley,
Josh Montgomery, Darryl
Fitzhugh, Matt Marta, Keith
Burgess, Alan Bumingham,
Ricardo Aguirre, Earl
Fitzpatrick, Adam Sowards,
Jock Carter, and Tim Henon
all qualified to participate in
the district meet. Some of the
events were 100 M, 800 M,
1500 M, 10,000 M, steeple-
chase, 400 M hurdles, sprint
medley relay, marathon,
decathalon, heptathalon, high
I W H A T ' S T H EI
March 6-University of Washington Open
13-FLU Satan Relays
March 20-UW taxational
March 27-Seartle spring Break Open Meet
April 3-Lewis Clark taxational
April 10-Western WA Invitational
Apri 11-12-NAIA District 1, Multi Events
April 17-UPS J.D. Shotwel Invitational
April 24-Central WA Invitational
May 7-8-1NAJA, .Dbtrict 1 Championships
May 20-22-NAIA Championships
We are really a tight
knit group.
-CoachJoe Peyton
S3 §f* jump, pole vault, long jump,shot put, javelin, and discus.Coach Joe Peyton finishedhis 25th season with a total of19 All-Americans that he hascoached in his career. Peyton
alsoservesas the UPS Director
of Cross Country and helped
to lead thewomen's team toan
NAIA national title last fall.
Known as one of the great-
est athletes in UPS history,
Peyton won a total of 11letters
in football, basketball, and
track between 1963 and 1967.
WhileatUPS, PeytonwasTrack
All-American and the Pacific
Coast high jump champion.
He still holds the UPS high
jump record. In 1973, Peyton
was inducted into the UPS
Athletic Hall of Fame.
S
170 Men's Track
Clearing the bar, Adam Sowards
competes in the high jump competi-
tion. He tied for first with a district
qualifyingclearance of 6feet, 4 inches.
HandingoffthebatontoJockCarter,
Darryl Fitzhugh has ensured a lead in
the final leg of the 400-meter relay.
$ Confidently leading the pack, the
g men of the UPS track team bringhome
g yet another victory.
m
m
5'
Membersofthemen'strackteam:
Ricardo Aguirre, Eric Bacher, Roger
Bialous, Richard Burgess, Alan
Burningham,Jock Carter, Eric Cook.
Josh CoulterJohn Duncan, Brendan
Dundas, Matthew Ellis, Darryl
Fitzhugh, Earl Fitzpatrick, Tim
Herron, Steve King, Timothy Leary,
Kirby Leufroy, Matt Marta, Michael
McManamna, Noah Megowan,Josh
Montgomery, Mark Morrison, Matt
Murawski, John Rogelstad, Lane
Seeley, Adam Sowards, Ryan Troy,
and David Young.
Men's Track 171
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Overthe topKahleia Crane clea
the bar in the high jump at a tra<
meet held at UPS.
172 Women's Track
Giving it her all. A UPS Logger
pushes herself to the limit during
a relay on the UPS track.
Traveling in a pack. Runners
group together in the race for the
finish. UPSappears tobemaking
a try for the lead.
Women's Track 173
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0 Inis year intramural sportsat UPS has the same basicfomiat, but Todd Williamsbecame the new director. Wil-liams comes to UPS with fiveyears experience teachingsportsanddirecting intramurals
in Canada at a high school
community center.
Some goals were set at the
beginning of the season. The
main one was to increase par-
ticipation and they did. Wil-
liams comments, “This year
we got a lot more students to
participate than in the past
couple of years.”
Thesports that wereoffered
8z l
ft
0 This year was a goodyear for intramurals.-Todd Williams,
Director of Intramu-
ral Sports
ft
this year were flag football,
outdoor soccer, volleyball, fall
basketball, indoor soccer, ten-
nis, 3point contest basketball,
racquetball, softball, 3 on 3
volleyball, spring soccer, ulti-
matefrisbeeand9foot basket-
ball.J As usual, there were somepretty bizarre team names like
Short But Slow, Woogie's Re-
venge, Boo Yan, Wedgies,
Prophets of Rage, ElectricTur-
nips, Tools-O-Thunder, and
Beasts of Love.
Enthusiastically, an intramural
volleyball team poses for its team
photo after an exciting game.
176 Intramurals
Poised and ready, an intramural
volleyball player returns the ball
and her twoteammatesare ready to
lend their support.
Covering the ball, an intramural
soccer player makes his way down
the field with opposing players
breathing down his neck.
Diving for the ball, an intramural
volleyball player throws himself on
the floor to keep from losing the
point.
Intramurals 177




Coming Together in Faith
UPS Religious Life
brings students of
many faiths to-
gether for good
times and group
worship
f “ *-=-
Religious organizations
at UPS helped students to
discover more about their
own personal spiritual life
while building and creating
friendships with other stu-
dents who held similar be-
liefs.
Both the Intervarsity
and Young Life Christian Fel-
lowship held weekly meet-
ings and invited guest speak-
ers who discussed religious
topics. They also sponsored
retreats which allowed stu-
dents to socialize off campus
while becoming stronger in
their faith.
Other sponsored activi-
ties included prayer con-
certs and social dances.
Prayer concerts were de-
signed to allow students to
understand their personal
faith. Social dances allowed
students to come together
and have fun. Intervarsity
held a Christmas carrolling
event that took the group
into the hilltop area to share
the joy of Christmas with
others.
IntervarsityChristianFellowship1992-93Members, Don Everts, Laurie Gass, Vikki Meyer, Wendy
Osweiler, Sue Sage, Karen Wardin, Lewis Griffith, Dave Wright, Tim Herron, Anna Davenport, Wendy
Bergman, Christina Camp, Rebecca Simmons, Stephanie Nitz, Chris Lish, John Howell, Holly Hendrick,
Karla Charnholm, Linda Yoshida, David Nakamura, Jon Juilfs, Michelle McDermid, Concetta Dugan,
Juli Dyble, Jen Lucas, Rocky Pruitt, Shelley Ryan, Kara Berg, Stephani Rossi, Mike Enz, Laura Hunter,
Ben Ringe, Chris Walters, Kim Ferguson, Mike Sandwick, Elizabeth Boehm, Julie Dennis, Jeff Trimble,
Scott Henning, Jon Hammar, David Platt, Mike Bridgman, Kelly Jackson, Jenny Stephens, Jill Penney,
Gina Yang,Julie Knerr, Megan Fossum,Jennifer Calkins, Todd Miller, Geoff Staton, Diane Carney, April
Sutton, Derek Young, Larry Simonsen, and Jonathen Breen.
o—3.
£
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Young Life ChristianFellowship 1992-93, met weekly for their large group fellowship to share their
faith with one another. During the year the group attended conferences with other students who held
similar beliefs. The group also held social events, such as Club TNT Night where students came and
danced with their friends.
182 Religious Life
Having a good time, Stephanie
Nitz, Christina Camp, Lewis Griffith,
and Michelle McDermidspend time
with each other during one of
Intervarsities' many retreats. Mem-
bers of the group went for the
weekend for fellowship and to
celebrate their faith.
The gang's all here, at an Spending time together,
Intervarsity retreat Theresa Miller Johnathan Juilfs, Larry Simonsen
Karla Charnholm, Laura Hunter, Lewis Griffith,and Don Everts, trek
Chris Lish, David Nakamura, Jon off in the mountains during
Howell, Lewis Griffith, Wendy Intervarsities1 fall retreat.
Bergman, Todd Miller, Kara Berg,
ChristopherWalters, and Elizabeth
Boehm share a moment together.
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UPS Students are. . .
Lending Helping Hands
Circle-K, Habitat For Hu-
manity and Earth Activists all
kept busy throughout the
year planning projects to help
the surrounding area and to
inform students about issues
that should be of concern to
them.
Habitat For Humanity
planned work days where
students could paint, dig
ditches, and drywall houses
for families. They also had
many fund-raisers through-
out the year to raise money
for work projects in the local
area. Fund-raisers included
bake sales, shanty sit-ins, and
meal point donations.
Circle-K also held ser-
vice projects for the Tacoma
area such as street clean-ups.
Membersattended a Fall Con-
ference held in October dur-
ing which all of the Circle-K
members from around the
area came together to learn
what each group was doing
and the basic theory of a
Circle-K organization.
Earth Activists worked
throughout the year to keep
students informed about the
environment around them.
The group also canvassed
the local area providing in-
formation about the environ-
ment and organized Earth
Week. For Earth week E.A.
sold t-shirts and brought in a
number of lectures and en-
tertainers including, environ-
mental activistJeremy Rifkin
and Dana Lyons & Lone Wolf
Circles.
$
Habitat ForHumanitySteeringCommiteeMemebers Dan Vera,
Seema Ahmed, Robin Harris,John Raymond, Kady LaBarre, Brendan
Dundas, ChaplainJim Davis, and Heather Jaasko planned the work
projects to build houses around Tacoma.
H
5
Circle-K Club 1992-93 Front row, Rebecca Simmons, Elizabeth
Boehm, Rocky Pruitt, Tanya Miller, Katie McCann, Kelley Pulver.
Second row: Wynne Lewis, Justin Jarrett, Jen Meech, Ellen Boomer,
Kathy McOsker, ChrisJenkins, Kim Ferguson, Tammy Thorpe. Third
row: Tomoko Matsuda, Linda Martinez, Kim Stigers, Concetta Dugan,
Juli Dyble,Josh McEwen,Jenny Tenlen. Fourth row: Mike Rucier,Jen
Lucas, Colleen Wilson, Allison Hoffman.
>
>31
EarthActivists 1992-93 Front row, JennieJaeger, Era MacDonald,
2nd row, Tracey Pope, Elena Moon, Mark Dix, Michael Jones, Sara
Jordan and Dan Schmitt.
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Time for a pizza break, after the
Union Ave clean-up project, Chris-
tina Camp, Kathy McOsker,
Concetta Dugan,Juli Dyble, Allison
Hoffman, and Jay Gumbiner relax
to have some pizza.
In the spirit of Halloween, Re-
becca Simmons dances the night
away at Circle-K's Pacific North-
west Fall Conference in October
1992.
Cuddling up next to eachother,
Heather Clawson and Katherine Dean
share the experience of sleeping in Habi-
tat for Humanity's display shanty house.
Helpingoutwithbuilding, Seema Ahmed, HeatherJaasko,
Dan Vera, Lora Liebreich, and Jim Davis assist in the building
of Habitat's shanty house.
Earth Day! Era Mac Donald and David Coleman, mem-
bers of E.A., promote Earth week by selling reusable mugs
and T-shirts.Both arewearing radiationsuits to express the
importance of conserving natural resources. They hope
that wearing rad suits will not be a reality in the future.
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TheAPACbakesalemakes money
for APAC activites. Winnie Yee
helps to bring awareness and good-
ies tothe UPSstudent body through
her involvement in the bakesale.
Hope for the Future within thisPeace and prosperity. The writ
Salchan community is the reasonings on this Salchan monument
for this colorful arch. This gatewaysymbolize the hopes of the com
is the entrance to a low incomemunity and their desire to better
housing development, whichthe environment.
houses many Asian immigrants.
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Awareness of Pacific Asian Cultures &
Community for Hispanic Awareness
This year
Awareness Association cific culture to the UPS com-
The Asian the importance of Asian-Pa-
changed their name to munity.
Awareness of Pacific and Community for Hispanic
Asian Cultures or APAC to be Awareness exists as a strong
inclusive of Pacific Islanders support group for students
as well as Asian cultures, and faculty of Hispanic back-
Their activities included vol- ground. This club however
unteer work with Asian-Pa- stands as a representation of
cific communities in Tacoma the growing diversity of the
and Seattle and participating students and faculty at UPS.
in cultural events that dealt Julie Davidson serves as
with Asian-Pacific identities president for the 1993/94
such as Jude Narita 's show school year. Her goal is not
Coming into Passion. An only to provide support for
important goal for the future American Hispanic students,
of this group is to increase but to increase the aware-
the amount of books, peri- ness and understanding of
odicals and movies in the the prominent Hispanic cul-
library about the Asian-Pa- ture within the UPS commu-
cific identity within Ameri- nity. Lectures and other en-
can society. The main goal tertainers have been brought
of APAC is to create a social to campus in an attempt to
atmosphere for students to educate the campus about
get together and understand Hispanic cultures.
APAC: Front Row; Eunice Florendo, Becky Sienicki, Becka Smith,
Robyn Ohashi, Serni Solidarios (advisor). Back Row; Brooke
Lindsey, Alison De La Cruz, Alma Balahaddin, Sophia Flores,
Damien Chua, Derek Wong, Shane Concepcion, TomokoMatsuda,
Andy Ma, Winnie Yee.
CHispA: Front row; Dan Vera, Melanie Hernandez, Tony Gomez,
Dan Monk. Back row; Ricardo Aguirre, Michelle Sandoval, Liz
Villalobos, Julie Davidson , Becky Garza.
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Black Student Union &
Jewish Student Organization
munity. Lorie Liebreich, this
year's president arranged a
celebration of Hanukkah and
then a Passover dinner for
the whole campus. This
seven year old club has
regular participation in
Mistletoast and does an Ho-
locaust Remembrance Day.
They also do an annual re-
treat during the fall term at
the University of Washing-
ton. As a group they go to
services every Friday at
Temple Beth El and some
members work with the
youth group on Sundays at
the temple.
The Black Student Union
has become more than just a
group for African American
students. Terry Carter felt
that as a freshman there were
certain things he needed help
with, but had a hard time
finding assistance. His goal
for the club was to provide a
place for Black students at
UPS, giving them guidance
with academics, personal
enrichment and future ca-
reer opportunities.
The Jewish Student Orga-
nization conducted a few
events which enhanced the
cultural and religious envi-
ronment of the campuscom-
Black Student Union
Jewish Student Union
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i
g* Posing for a silly picture, JSO
|members show that their club not
^ only servesas a support group, but£ is also a group of friends with a|common spiritual bond.
CD
“
3
23.
Lorie Liebreich poses with the
2 citement at his graduation in May. menorah during a JSO meeting.§ The work he did as president of Lorie organized many activities for
^ BSU helped many African Ameri- Jewish students, which includedf can students and dealt with impor- programs with the youth group at
o tant issues on campus, such as the the Temple Beth El in Tacoma.,g. Rodney King rally.
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SPURS: Front Row; Karen Finney (advisor), Lorie Liebreich, Katie Carroll, Jenny Tenlen. Back Row;
Alethea Daniels, Janice Eide, WEndy Harless, Holly Hendrick, Kristen Frost, Jenny Tenlen.
AISEC: Talia Welsh, Cami Dillard, Louis Lopez (intern from Argentina), Jeff Woford and Derek
Kolterman.
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SPURS & AISECC
mile! AISECC members pause between
ps of coffee at an informal meeting during Service, Patriotism, Under- interdependence among all
standing, Responsibility and nations, and it achieves its
Sacrifice is what the letters goals mainly theough the
SPURS stand for, this is also InternationalWork Exchange
the goal of this unique ser- Program. The main focus of
vice organization. The motto this group is to get intern-
of SPURS is "At your ser- ships for foreign students. In
vice!", which can be heard turn many AISECC members
on at the University and the from UPS get an opportunity
community. The focus of to go abroad,
this nine member club is to This year AISECC of UPS
support the activities the stu- sentMatt Kupka to Germany,
dent body and the university As well as hosting many
wishes to participate, and to people from other countries,
foster among all students a The main importance of this
spirit of loyalty and helpful- organization is the way they
ness. SPURS is not mearly a arrange and link corpora-
UPS club, it is run completely tions with foreign students,
by students in nine regions
throughout the United States, dents the crucial, practical
together to understand the business experience needed
importance of Asian-Pacific in order to become effective
culture to the UPS commu- global managers.
AISEC is able to offer stu-
This
nity. unique experience is
AISEC is a French acornym acheived by offeringstudents
for the International Associa- the opportunity to manage
tion of Students in Econom- the university chapters, to
ics and Business Manage- attend national and interna-
ment. AISEC seeks taoa pro- tional seminars, and to par-
mote international under- ticipate in th International
standing, cooperation, and Work Exchange Program.
Matt Kupka joins AISEC after returning
from Germany, where he spent a year,
working, thanks to the AISEC program.
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Business Fraternity & Music Fraternity
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity of Music: Ross Aker, Peter Blau, Richard Davies, Robert Dennis, Travis
Harrington, Kyle Haugen, Carl Heinrichs,JonathanJuilfs, Wayne Ledbetter, Angelo Manzo, Ken Pacquer, Forrest
Pierce, Ben Ringe, Danial Roberts, Monte Scholz, Jeremy Syme, Jeff Trimble, Mike Frasier, Ted Gibson, John
Dammeier, Nat Whitman.
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Alpha Kappa Psi: Front Row; Eric Eide, Jason Wood, Kim Langston. Second Row; Sandy Miller, Heather
Thomas, Angela Forest, Angela Tweeden, Bwn Dillingham, Lisa Sternoff, Monica Wells, Michelle Recc-
hartley, Lesley Green. Third Row; Brian Frei, Rod Greenshields, David P. Wenderoff , Brian Jolin, Amy
Bradshaw, Julie Gilman.
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Transition time. Previous Vice-
President Mike Mcmanamma and
President Zach Goldberg wel-
come newly appointed Chuck
Edwards andJason Werts toASUPS
after the inauguration in the spring.
Pulling it all together. Melissa
Jackson, Student Affairs Assistant
in the Dean of Students Office
oversees the coordination of stu-
dent events. Her office is adjacent
to the ASUPS office upstairs in the
SUB.
Weighing the possibilities . . .
President to beJason Werts pauses
by the window while considering
the pros and cons of a difficult
ASUPS decision.
Always at work, Senator, Erika
Konopka types away at the com-
puter. Each senator completed
projects that improved the Univer-
sity in some way. These projects
kept them busy for most of the
year.
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When a student has a concern
what office to they
go to for help?
ASUPS
The second floor of the
SUB contains many impor-
tant offices and the one that
concerns most UPS students
is the ASUPS office.
President, Vice-President,
and Director of BusinessSer-
vices have offices there and
the Senators all serve offices
hours.
There are many avenues
towards having your voice
heard in ASUPS. Concerned
students are encouraged to
stop by and voice their con-
cerns or sign up to serve on
a committee.
The SUB houses many of-
fices for clubs and the media
which are funded by ASUPS
such as, Hui-O-Hawaii,
AISEC, and Cross Currents.
The Dean of Students office,
another important resource
for students is located next
door.
The
An office of his own . . .Chuck Edwards the 1993-1994 Vice-
President works at his computer in preparation for the upcoming
year. Chuck's time will be spent serving on a variety of committees
and overseeing the budget.
Where the real power lies. Faye Teel, the ASUPS secretary
coordinates much of the activity that takes place in the office. She
will usually have the answer to any question a student may have
and she usually knows the whereabouts of the busy senators.
Busy at work, newly appointed,
Kelly Begley begins her work in
the ASUPS publicity office. Her
job will include making posters,
flyers and signs for ASUPS events.Always on top of things ASUPS President for the 1993-1994
school year, Jason Werts, juggles the phone and the computer at
once. He has a busyyear ahead of him and is already off toa good
start.
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Don't drop it! Jon Howell and
ChaseStephens Juggle Clubs, while
Adam Armstrong juggles balls.The
Juggling Club, enjoys practicing
outside, and can often be spotted
at the SUB Plaza
Someday I’m gonna be in tlJuggling Club: Chris Best, Chase
Stephens, Megan Weber, Jon circus! Mike Birmingham juggl
Howell, Mike Birmingham, Adam three clubs, which are the me
common juggling tools next
juggling balls.
Armstrong, Tanya Isaac, Heather
Jasko, Lori Meamotto.
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Sailing Club Front: Julia Stearns,
Greg Perotto, Justin Miller, Rachel
Williams, Brian Zachary. Back:
Cindy Brandt, Dan Tougas.
Whether in front of the SUB or out on Puget
Sound, the Sailing and Juggling Clubs always
have a great time...
PLAYING
AROUND
It wasa trulywise person together and allowsfor last-who once said that most of ing friendships.
Memories will always be
happens out of the class- treasured, whether they be
room. For many that learn- the feeling of the wind in
ing takes place in extracur- your hair as you sail across
ricular clubs and activities, theSound, or the great feel-
two of which are theSailing ing of making a catch you’d
always thought was impos-
The Sailing and Juggling sible, students will not for-
Clubsboth provideUPSstu- get their times with theSail-
dents with a pleasurable ing and Juggling Clubs.
what you learn in college
and Juggling Clubs.
activity that brings people
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That's Entertainment! KUPS &
Campus Films
I
*
What kept UPS students
sane after those long hours
of studying? For many stu-
dents listening to their favor-
ite radio show or catching a
flick in the basement of
McIntyre provided the per-
fect break.
Though it was a bumpy
ride, KUPS pulled through
1992 better than ever. A block
format was instituted includ-
ing Alternative, Reggae,
Metal, Rap, Blues/Jazz, Clas-
sic Rock, Countiy and World
Music. KUPS manager, Julie
Leydelmeyer felt that the year
was centered around the lis-
tener. Her message: "KUPS is
always looking for ways to
better serve our listeners, so
keep listening to 90.1 FM!"
Sporting a cool look, David
Kupferman is prepared to start his
weekly jazz show that brought
listeners simply the best in jazz;
from the classics of Duke Ellington
to the sounds of Kenny G.
>
c.
2
Damthis projector! Holly Bosch Showing off the best in music,
gets caught trying to fix one of the Kekoa Beaupre1 displays what he
projectors during a film. With the thinks to be the best in modern
help of the projectionists, Campus music. Kekoa had a weekly show
Films 1992-93 became a success. every Saturday morning that
brought Hawaiian to Reggae to
ears of listeners.
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Jeremy Roberson, pro-
grammer for Campus Films,
worked diligently with his
staff to bring students the
flicks they wanted. The1992-
93 films ranged from old
favorites to new releases.
Campus Films
Fall 1992
Wayne's World
Fried Green Tomatoes
Star Trek IV
Lethal Weapon III
Father of the Bride
Beauty and the Beast
Patriot Games
Alien 3
The Prince of Tides
White Men Can' t Jump
Grand Canyon
Batman Returns
The Player
KUPS Staff 1992 From Left to Right: Julie Leydelmeyer (manager), Sabrina Moss, Imme Kersten,
Mike Tierney, Phil Navallo, Steve Schultz, Jen Roy, Matt Phinney, Todd Wine, Derek Taylor, and
Jason Stuck helped to form KUPS' staff for the year. Each individual brought their own ideas for a
radio show.
Spring 1993
Little Man1ate
Henry V
Zebrahead
Prelude to a Kiss
Sarafina
Deep Cover
Sneakers
League of Their Own
Foolish Pleasures
North by Northwest
Last of the Mohicans
A River Runs Through It
Noises off
Singles
The Mupet Movie
Campus Films 1992! brought an array of movies to campus to give a brief study break between
tests and papers. From left to right they are Ed Matuskey represented by name, Martin
Rebensteiger, Christie Eden, Stefan Hahn, Mickie Wehr, Katie Carroll, Adam Armstrong, JasonCarter, Eric Bacher, Jeremy Roberson, Mike Birmingham, Joal Murakami, and Jenna Schmahl .
Watching the best in movies, A little bit of broadcasting, dur-
> Joal Murakami, Katie Carroll, Holly ing KUPS' summer show, Matt Rig
T Bosch, and Ann Gilmore take a ger brought music to summer§• break to catch a flick. school students.
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A. DAMON : SHOWCASE
A. Damon "showcases" anything from music groups to improvisational theater. Eac.
Showcase can be found on varying days of the week in the SUB during breaks betwee
classes. Damon emphasizes groups from the Northwest and tries to give students a
opportunity to experience groups that they may not have otherwise seen.
MIKE DE ARMY : COLLEGE BOWL
As programmer for the College Bowl, "The Varsity Sport of the Mind," Mike De Army
spends his time coordinating matches and organizing the team. The UPS team did
particularily wrell this year. Winning matches with Whitman, Whitworth and other small
liberal arts schools, the UPS team went on to compete nationally.
ANDREW PRITCHARD : POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
After finding out what kinds of bands students are interested in. Andrew Pritchard sets
out to bring those bands to campus. He is responsible for booking the performance,
finding a placefor them to perform, setting up thestage, staffing the event and advertising.
CHRISTY KITSU : SPECIAL EVENTS
As the Special Events Chair, Christy Kitsu has her work cut out for her. She organi;
Homecoming, Mistletoast, Spring Weekend and Spring Formal. Being in charge of four
the largest events on campus, Christy has a committee to help. But, she admits that "th<
is still a lot of work that I am responsible for making sure gets done."All Photos by Ilan Angwin
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Hours of behind the scenes work by
Student Programmers
Made for a year that was anything BUT
>NY GOMEZ : CULTURAL EVENTS
tural Events include any lectures, films, musical groups or productions that focus on
lticultural issues. Because the series challenges the audience to consider the intellec-
l significance of a performance Gomez feels that, "a more fitting name for the Series
uld be the 'multicultural forum for innovative and cultural arts' ." MUNDANE
Glancing through the tat- tures, Parents Weekend
tier, a student looking for a Popular Entertainment
way to spend their evening Showcase, Special Events
could find a seemingly end and Tours and Travels.
less list of activities to attend. Included on this page are
These activities range from descriptions of six program-
visiting performers to yearly ming positions. The goal of
campus events and they are all of the programmers is to
all organized by students. provide co-curricular activi-
Programming Chair posi- ties for students outside of
tions are Campus Films, Cam their academic program and
pus Music Network, College in most cases from outside
Bowl, Cultural Events, Lec- of Tacoma.
3
JEN SHEPARD : PARENTS WEEKEND
Parents Weekend involves events led by numerous campus groups and Jen Shepard is
responsible for coordinating the information and scheduling for all of the events during
the weekend. Her goal for Parents Weekend is to, "bring students together with their
parents to participate in a fun weekend of activities."ABIL AYERS : CAMPUS MUSIC NETWORK
ie Campus Music Network is new to campus this year. Nabil Ayers, the Network Chair
omotes events such as The Cellar Concert Seriesand Music Buffet. Ayers hopes that with
e help of the network campus bands will be more visible to the campus. Bands on
mpus include, The Undecided, the Riverbottom Nightmare Band, and the Spontaneous
ink Whorehouse.
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Hui-O-Hawaii
Biology Club
Association of
Computing Machinery
Biology Club: Front: Tracey Pope. First Row: Traci Rose, Becky
Hemmen, and Erica DePaula (President). Back Row: Alicia Fagaly,
Lisa Mill , Bill Hall , Mindi Petersen, and Cari Franzmeier.
Hui-O-Hawaii:Emily Abalahin,
Mark Acohido, Myrna Bagalayos,
Alma Balahadia, Kekoa Beaupre,
Klara Bergtholdt, Lisa Berthoud,
Michael Birmingham, Beckie
Britter, Jenna Brostrom, Keith
Burgess, Robert Butler,Jon Callejo,
Russell Callejo, Margaret Castro,
Kevin Chock, Joss Choy, Lainie
Chun , Sungil Chung, Kevin
Churchill, Stacie Cortez, Katie Dav-
enport, Ted Day, FlodeGrandprey,
Ben Dillingham, Petra Elsperger,
Robyn Endo, Liz Evans, Stacie
Fong, Cari Franzmeier, Shgen
George,Julie Gilman, Tara Griffen,
Christine Hammer, Alex Hanger,
John Harding, Alia Harper, Natalie
Hasegawa, Vicki Heilman, Vicki
Higby, Jaylani Higginson, Keith
Hirata, Wade Hondo,Julie LIulten,
Marc Ikegami, Jarlo llano, Coren
Ing, Nathan Iwamoto,JoleneJang,
Kokojennings, Darrelljung, Kristie
Kagawa, Paula Kajimura, Jason
Kauanui, Sandi Kawahara, Uncle
Keoki, Katie Kincaid, Christy Kitsu,
Regina Koclani, Jason Lambert,
Tamara Le, Ray Leon-Guerrero,
Duncan Levine,Julie Leydelmeyer,
John Lindquist, Lisa Loo, Jamie
Lusz, Shelby McDonald, Brandy
McKeague, Jen Maeda , Cora
Makimoto, Elaina Malaki, Chandra
Manibog, Kara Marn, Harvey Ma-
son, Tomoko Matsuda , Miles
Matsumoto, Heidi Moritz, Joal
Murakami, Byung Na, Melinada
Nikkei,Jaymie Nishimura, Kathleen
O'Grady, Kim Osada , Joy Pacheco,
Shilpa Patel,Jennifer Patterson, Tara
Pearman, Debbie Powell, Kela
Pritchard, Stacy Reid, Chris Rice,
Vanessa Rutgers, Reid Saito, Mich-
elle Sandoval, Dina Shampine,
Aulani Silva, Amy Skinner, Chris
Soria, Hariharan Sreenivasan, Myja
Stuart, Kara Taguchi, Shuuhei
Tajima, Amy Takahashi, Jennifer
Takenaka, Leslie Takeuchi, Akemi
Tanemura, Josie Tufa, Glenn Veil,
Deanne Waterhouse, Shawndra
Weed, Jaime West, Kelly Wheeler,
Derek Wong, Emily Wong, Kalani
Wong, Rachel Yahn, Mike Yamada,
Shari Yamamoto, Winnie Yee, Dan
Yoshimoto, Glenn Young, Kristine
Yoza, and Lisa Yu.
What is this? Asks an astonished visitor as Kris Yoza serves her
shoyu chicken at the luau dinner during Parent's Weekend. The
scrumptious dinner was sold out, and included dishes such as poi,
lomi lomi salmon, and kalua pig, all traditional dishes of the
Hawaiian Luau. The dishes were prepared by the Hawaii Club, and
by the end of the evening the line to get food ran from the rotunda
to the Info Center.
Association of Computing Machinery: Front row: Chuck
Hommel, Kim Syms, and Jordan Brower. Back row: Chase
Stephens, Jen Skidmore, Jeremy Gulley, and Tanya Miller.
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In the traditional Men's Kahiko
the warriors chant and danceabout
getting wood for spears. All of the
flowers and greens for the event
are flown in by Hawaiian Airlines.
The senior dance, Ho'Okena, is
about a fish. Can' t you see him
swimming through the water in
the form of Joal Murakami's hand?
In the Tahitian Dance, H-O-H Lainie Chin dances the Maile Lei,
President Alma Balahadia flashes a which was done as an Honarium
smile. Audience members were for President Pierce. Dr. Pierce
invited to try this dance, and found was given several Leis during the
that it is tougher than it looks. show.
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Didn't wedo a great job? Editors
Al Brown and Kevin Vaughn-
Brubaker look over the spring
edition of Cross Currents Review.
Is this spelled right? The Trail's Ready for the Press? Jason Saffir
copy editor Katie Dvorak looks prepares a piece for final paste up.
over the latest issue, checking for All of the pre-press work for the
spelling and grammar mistakes. Trail is done at the office, and the
The trail comes out weekly, and finished boards are sent to the
press for printing.covers most campus events.
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If you've ever wandered into the SUB base-
ment in search of pizza from The Cellar you
may have noticed busy people across the
hallway in STUDENT
MEDIA
Howdo UPSstudents keep and campus diversity. Sev-
up with the current trends on eral exchanges between stu-
campus? Those interested in dents and faculty also took
the most current, news- place on the editorial page,
breaking events turn to The The Cross Currents Review
Trail and those who enjoy has reached more students
poetry and art read up on the than ever this year. With a
latest in The Cross Currents greater number of student
submissions and readers
The Trail Staff this year has Cross Currents has spread
tackled issues surrounding the artistic talents of UPS
tenure, sexual harassment students around campus.
Review.
Cross Currents Staff from left to Wood, Lisa Wilson, Alethea
right. Row one: Steve Wills, Drew Daniels. Row five Kevin Vaughan-
Brown, Paul LaBarre,JoanneDrew. Brubaker (AssociateEditor)Debbie
Rowtwo: BartFullan, BethMeinert, Dodge (Co-Editor) Jonathan
Suzy Smith, Camille Riggs. Row Schneider (Associate Editor) Back
three: EdMatuskey, Elaine Nelson, Row: Al Brown (Co-Editor)
Kyle Powell. Row four: Courtney
The next Robert Frost? Aaron
Cummings reads his poem at the
Cross Currents Poetry Reading,
where many ot the authors in the
issue came to recite their works.
-ailStaff: Front row, left to right: Reasonover, Ann Harris, Sundown
itie Dvorak, Jen Wong, David Stauffer , Bruno Zalubil, Erika
azen, Tracy Burch, Sara Free- Konopka, Leslie Murray, and John
an. Back row, left to right: J.L. Tocher.
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GREEK HOUSES
EAE Sigma Alpha Epsilon
rOB Gamma Phi Beta
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON Front Right
to Left , Chris Allen, Don Frye, James
Wittkop, Andy Iweida, A.P. Parks, Mike
Chandler, Vic Davis, Brandon Huck,
Greg Holt, Steve Hock, Brandon Linster.
2nd Left to Right, Marc Ikegami, Todd
Edebrock, Mark Hwen, Rodney Swift,
Greg Baker, Paul LaBarre, Lome Neil ,
Todd Milbrandt, Jamie Fowls, Chris
Ramage, Andy VanOrnum, BryanJohn-
son, 3rd Right to LeftJoe Younger,Rob
Swierkos, Matt Tabor, Peter Stamnes,
TrevorJay, Matt Woods,James Forenza,
Roger Woods, Greg Barton, Robb Wil
son, Steve King, Brian Best, T.J. Rich
ter, Mike MeManamna, Aaron Ausland,
Charles Sipos, Dan Baginski, Malcolm
Me Culloch, John Hildreth,Jack Brace,
Bryan Rosselli, Nabil Ayers,John Kreis,
Steve Bondi, Brad Loveless.
Banded together fraternitiesA Little Rest Stop Sigma Alpha
Epsilon membersSteve Bondyand Sigma Alpha Epsilon with Nabil
Ayers and Sigma Nu with ChrisLauren Neil take a break from
Rafoth, and Luke Miller combineroller-blading to talk with sorority
members in theAnderson/Langdon talent to contribute to the campus
band Spon t aneous Funkquadrangle.
Whorehouse.
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HDELTA DELTA DELTA Front: Caressa Allen, Jennifer Clark, Jessa Santeford, Danielle Weintraub, Jennifer Gall,
Souphavady Bounlutay, Tracye Williams, Heather Paulsen, Angela Blackburn. Second: Katrina Cordi, Shgen
George, Laura Bainbridge, Erika Garlitz, Juliana MacDonald, Margaret Lawrence, Stephanie Brown. Third: Ann
Gilmore, DebbySchuh, Lisa Larson, Rae Stacy, Elizabeth O'Brian, Kim Herman, Stephanie Davis, StephanieJaouen,
Karen Harkins, Jennifer MacDonald, Michelle Ward, Susan Grace, Karyn Summers, Rebecca Page. Fourth: Shelley
Barton, Susan Christensen, Krista Finnie, Kristina Fatur, Erica Thiessen, Allison Shukraft, Chris Liere, Liane Dodge,
Tami Bradshaw, Carrie Barton, Jamie Lusz. Back: Renata Sykorova, Heather Seeley,Jenn Ihle,JulieJohnson, Lynne
Trebilcock, Shelly Simpson, Kristin Watson.
p
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One of the Seven Wonders The
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house is all
decked out with a giant pyramid
and other Egyptian paraphernalia
in front for Homecoming. Pi Beta
Phi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon were
paired together for all of theevents
that took place during Homecom-
ing weekend.
GAMMA PHI BETA Front: Hoa Sierra, Lisa Wilson, Jocellyn Miller, Angie Bagg, Kellie Densmore, Tiffany Ross,
Kathy Bright, Eileen Lynch, Ilatilie Anderson. Second: Julie Ness, Amy Anderson, Claudia Eberspacher, Alison
Moser, Lisa Anderson, Claudia Stickler, Liz MacKinnon, Karen Phillips, K.J. Wing. Third: Tori Fredrickson, Jackie
Liao, Nicole Slocum, Megan Wilson, Alison Scott, Poppy Dodge, Laura Rasmuson, Jill Hoven, Kate Phillippay, Beth
Maxman, Kelly Boyden, Jen Calame. Fourth: Dori Dismeyer, Kimmelin Parks, Amanda Vedrich, Holly Helzerman,
Robin Huesgen, Katherine Hammaker, Amy Larkin, Kirsten Bruns, Stacy Yamamoto, Emily Littlefield, Shawn
VanMeter. Fifth: Holly Krejci, Kari Brown, Jen DeBoer, Becca Smith, Kari Eckberg, Maureen Boyd, Julia Trumbo,
Erika Riddle, Bree Young, Megan Helzerman, Christy Henry. Back: Erica Stevens, Alison Spencer, Megan Garnsey,
Malli Croker, Kim Petrie, Shannon Ries, Kim Goodman, Kendra Nelson, Vicki Owen, Sarah Zeisler.
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PI BETA PHI Front: Kristin Elliot, Anna Todd, Alissa Mahoney, Val Vandervort, Jen Comstock , Jen LeTourneau,
Aimee Everts, Jody Nichols, Bobbi Layton. Second: Katie Vranizan, Sara Wetzler, Julie English, Michelle Sandoval,
Maria Sanders, Cami Wahl, Wendy Davis, Natalie Coleman. Third: Annie Brooks, Katie Adams, Laura Thompson,
Ann McCormick, Kelsey Abel, Susan Stockhouse, Tana Steiner, Kelly Begley, Kathy Speraw, Adrienne Landry, Lori
Conway, Jenny Tsoulos, Carly Marasco, Lacey Kadel, Lisa Hammar, Duncan Levine, Kirsten Braithwaite, Emily
Miller, Becca Keil, Nicole Martin, Katie Newman, Jen Anthony.
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Rounding the corner of Jones
Circle Beta Theta Pi members Cary
Hendricks, Kinder West and John
Blan push their Kappa Alpha Theta
teammate though the course.
$
KAPPAALPHATHETA Front: Leslie Gray, Michelle Mislang, Karen Markin, Stefanie Lange, Calisse Hughes, Kendra
Matthews. Second: Erin Jelinek, Laura Brown, Sindy Scheel, Michele Lisenbuiy, Danielle Coughran, Sarah Colby,
Amelia Young, Casey Moores, Laura Mitchell, Kathy Hawley Katrina Lincoln. Third: JenniferJackson, Jenny Smith,
Brooke Peterson, Amy Schumacher, Brenda Davis, Kim White, Stephanie Jacobsen, Lanida Wright, Shauli Beach,
Christi Tercek, Ali Gilpin, Gina Yang, Jill Penny. Fourth: Kierstin Buchner, Nina Howe, Jeanne Schwenoha, Betsy
Kreager, Shelli Bogue, Claire Johnson, Kelly Stein, Jin hee Yim, Natalie Shaw, Jerilyn Reasonover, Katie Cross,
Stephanie Dunbar. Fifth: Stephanie Dorsey, Kathleen Quinlan, Erin Hart, Jennifer Schofield, Mama Hammer,
Heather Williamson, Stephanie Sigafoos, Kelley Pulver, Corinne Lindsay, Christy Smith, Rachael Bergner, Anclrea
Egans, Katie Dvorak, Leanne Shinn, Kari Stull , Sarah Kurtz, Stephanie Dombek. Back: Jenny Stephens, Becca
Valentine, Gail Kelso, Kristin Lewis, Jessica Nylund, Dora Baldwin, Karen Fenner, Stephanie Barnett, Traci Jarvis,
Samantha Me Gowan, Amiee Voelz, Brianna Besen, Temre Stanchfield.
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GREEK HOUSES
Pi Beta Phi IIBO
Beta Theta Pi B0IT
Kappa Alpha Theta KA0
Let that keg fly! Beta Theta Pi
new initiate Allan Galanti heaves a
huge keg into the air for the Spring
Weekend Keg Toss.
A quick save keeps the Pi Phi
team in the competition for the
Spring Weekend volleyball tour-
nament. Players had to dodge
raindrops during many of the out-
door games that weekend.
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GREEK HOUSES
ZN Sigma Nu
AO Alpha Phi
KE Kappa Sigma
SIGMA NU Left to Right: Jesse Baker,
Chris Brooks, Demitri Medoff, Scott
Wurster, Steve Ritchie, Tyler Broyles,
Rob Houston, Dave Tranby, Steve
Kauffman, Dave Ichikawa, ChrisSoria,
Grant Meyers, Darren Minami, Scott
Twito, Eric Akines, Chris Smith, Rob
Vaughn, Ken Magness, Clark Ritchie,
AndrewGarabedian, Brandon Cornejo,
Kevin Murray, Jeremy Soine, Mike
Roden, Drew Lambert, Mike Smith,
Richard Zucker, Jason Baker, Brian
Petersen, Steve Chamberlain, Byung
Na, Kirk Alexander, Jim Trapp, Chris
Benson, Mike Allen, Steve Showalter,
Ramsey Phipps, Aeneas Gooding, Jon
Roach, Grey Rhodes, Chris Rafoth,
Charlie Toillion, Andy Southwick, Matt
Fields, Mike Mason, Andy Koenig,
Kirk Abraham,Jeff Shous, Chris Rainey,
Brent Olson, Andrew Hull, Seth Ely,
Miles Matsumoto, Jason Boone, Josh
Udesen , Ryan Hirschberg, Mark
Spengler , Jason Albright , Hari
Sreenivasen, Eric Johnson, Dave
Movius, Mike Mitchell, Rob Hoag,
Derek Kuykendall, Marc Cummings,
Bill Jacob.
Racing for the finish, Sigma Nu Onlookers Sigma Nu , Andy
Koenig and Alpha Phis Brendamembers Jeff Leid and Andy
Sturgeleski and Kris HostetterKoenig pull Alpha Phi Margaret
O' Neil around Jones Circle. watch the annual Keg Toss during
Spring Weekend.
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KAPPA SIGMA Front: Brad Cleveland, David Yamamota, Erik Holmberg, Craig Tyler, Jay Banks, Steve Cho, Darrel
Jung, Sam Wagner, Shane Smith. Second: Michael Priutt, Brett Rudy, Travis Eschame, NathanJohnson, Evan Foster,
Nick Contento, Keith Bittner, Dave Platt, Korby Parnell, DominickJohnson, Craig Kibbe. Back:Joel Servatius, David
Greenberg, Josh Anander, Chris Volk, Brett Meyer, Phil Bognar, Dan Cuevos, Carl Heinrichs.
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Incoming Keg! Kappa Sigmam
members Shane Smith and others
keep their eyes on the flying kegs
during the Keg Toss.
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ALPHA PHI Front: Shannon Powlesland, Anita Reddy, Jeanette McKelvey, Robin Taylor, Nancy Morlang, Kell
Grady, Cory Stromme, Dtacey Wilson, Marcy Simons, Katie Hurst, Emily Peters, Nikki Hall, Amy Fritz, Angela
Chung, Kari Aadland, Anne Pamplin, Jennifer Templin, Michelle List, Jumi Sakurai, Holly Nakatani, Shawndra
Weed, Alex Hogan. Second: Amy Bradshaw, Rachel Bosi, Heather Carr , Collene Parrott, Heather Tinker, Brenda
Sturgeleski, Candy Lord, Meredith O' Neil, Susan Poole, Sen Robin, Jenny Meyers, Sarah Compton, Megan Biggs,
Karen Bush, Heather Lankhaar, Cabrelle Abel, Kim Albee, Nikki Powers, Carrie Crace, Melissa Benzel, Karla
Scharbrough, Heather Steckler, Mari McMaster. Third: Corynn Marcum, Holly Berla, Diane Pehl, Julie Brigman,
Victoria Gillam, Kristine Hostetter, Nicky Combs, Rachael Grogan, Sabrina Tatta, Becky Kneubuhl, Tamera Hansen
Tara Watkinson, Camaron Miller, Aulani Silva , Hillary Marshall, Jennifer Green,July Kunz. Fourth: Cindy Hokenson,
Terri Starks, Julie Irwin, Jenny Bayne, Tammy Crosby, Lisa Arner, Jolynn Parker, Kelly Paddock, Jennifer Lagana,
Nicole Bliss,m Heather McCrae, Becky Britter, Lisa DeRosier, Amanda Midgett, Stephanie Silvernail, Stacey Metcalfe,
Lori Yound, Lori Fischer, Heather Hagerman, Susan Sprague, Allison Peters, Katrin Hansen. Back: Kristen Daniels,
Laura Hebeisen , Amy Bush, Ericka Konopka,Jennifer Takenaka,Jenny Boeh, Marci Alexander, Renee Reichenbach,
Lynette Mischot, Sarah Stewart, Corinne Lewis, Erika Schlaitzer, Melissa Hawken, Staci Neuman.
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PHI DELTA THETA Front: Jared Liebert, Matt Guyette, Zale Crawford, Joel kuhl, Earl Fitzpatrick, Joeal Epsein,
Rodney Emmons, Garrick Hull, Bill Wittress. Second: Gred Fisher, Steve Feeney, Michael Preston, Brent Steiner,
GlenJensen, John Batacan, Chris Kuhl, Todd Doolittle, Cary Flanagan, Brian Buan. Third: Matt Marta, Chris Fischer,
Jon Matsubara, Brandon Dean, Roland Schendel, Matt Cohen. Fourth: ChadJohnson, Sean Donohoe, Aaron Foster,
James Ward, Lominic Karaba, Brad Perry, Harvey Mason, Troy Hirsch, Nathan Iwamoto, Paul Ringstad, Seth
Knowles. Back: Matt Popma, Mariner Kemper.
Influenceinhighplaces? Sigma
Chi, Chuck Edwards will serve as
the ASUPS Vice-President during
the1993-1994school year. He caus-
ally relcines on the couch in his
newly acquire office before the
real work begins.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA Top to Bottom, Left to Right: Momque Carroll, Jurinda Kahl, Allison DeLaCruz, Joy
Trenhaile, Amy Donavoz, Liz Demaris, Jen Jurgensen, Michelle Beadle, Allison Hatfield, Heather Brandon, Carrie
Carson, Megen Stoffregen, Drea Hardy, Robyn O'Hashi, Sally McNais, Sherry Ruybal, Brenda Longfellow, Victoria
Williams, Margret Weaver, Natalie Petrice, Cynthia Groshong, Beth Siverston, Renee Hauiesen, Niclole Hillesheim,
Terri Helpenstell, Kathy Condit, Shannon Rock, Valerie Campbell, Kim Alexander, Heather Thomas, Kim Spencer,
Wynne Kennedy, Leslie Takeuchi, Shawndi Wright, Srenda Freeman, Holly Bosch, Fen Sulhvaie, Alaina Fite, Amber
Hough, Pam Wood, Sabrina Yasuda, Steph Schliecher, Chandra Manibog, Andrea Johnson, Kristin Olson, Julia
Weinsoft, Amy McLeod, Sarah Gilroy, Colleen Wilson, Michele Whitehead, Carrie Law, Sue Kow, Mandy Faison,
Katie Showalter, Tammy Thorpe, Mari Strand, Heather Smith, Melanie Hernandez, Julie Bright, Katie Carroll,
Shannon Pustka, Gretchen Grey, Christine Hammar, Tisha Gresbreen, Regina Kodani.
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Sigma Chi ZX
Phi Delta Theta ®A@
Kappa Kappa Gamma KKT
Front: Chris Barrack,SIGMA CHI
Tom Baumgartiner, Kirk Latour, Brian
Galacia , Chad Summers, Ezra Snydo,
Mark Rigos, Keven Shelton, Chris Ellis,
Don Wilson, Ryan Troy, Dave McElroy.
Second : Brock RodSatoris ,
Greenshields, ChrisJacob, BrianKeevy,
Kevin Sair, Kevin Hageman, Tory
Woodard , Greg Rosenblatt , John
Rogelstad. Third: Brian Riley, Jason
Werts, Drew Meyer, EricTuninga, Chris
Harner, Matt Aujla, Seth Donsker, Matt
Cleveland, Piper Roland, Jim Hugerin,
John Williams, Jon Harlson, Doug
Lyons, Eric Borne, Robjohanson, Mark
O’Connor, Mike DeArmey, Paul Freed
Steve Stone, Scott Grover, John Schell
TimPierson, Jon Wolfe, Justin Weeler,
Brendon Riley, Brant Godwin, Dan
Mathewson,Jolynn Parker, Matt Smith,
Mike Stewart, Brianjolin, Chris DeGraff,
Dave Wescott, Graig Koontz, Jay
Simpson. Fouth: Eric Herzog, Peter
Johnson , Dean Grindley, Adam
Flnklein, Kerry McAllister, Brian
McGuire, Jason Miller, Kevin Vaghan-
^ Brubaker , Grant Hatton , Roger9r Hamilton , Jim Sanden , Sean
2r Christensen, Marcus Ryan Melvin
TT Charles Edwards.
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g Gettin’ Down! Sigma Chi new A favorite UPS pastime, Sigma
|initiate Ryan Troy shows his stuff Chi members Jusin Wheeler andg for the camera. Drew Meyer rollerblade around
Jones Circle.
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RESIDENCE HALLS
Anderson Langdon
Hall
Study Session
Mark Achido, Kathy Condit,
Russel Leon-Geuerro prove
study.
The A/L crew
is decked out in red, white, and
blue for Homecoming. A/L's theme
was 4th of July.
Time Out
A/L RA Sarah Stewart and resident
Jason Schuman pause along the
path outside McIntyre.
Quality Bonding Time
Roommates, Lisa Sandberg, Slit
Ruybal, and Karen Hughes
caught relaxing in their room.
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Up Late?
In the A/L lounge Russel Cullejo
and Kevin Chock concentrate on
their studies.
Getting into the Homecoming
spirit, Jacinda Johnson and Ginny
Rehberg help decorate A/L.
Anderson Langdon Hall: Front row; Shane Smith, Gen Palmer, Rachael German, Josh Weldin, Sarah Stewart, Krista Messmore,
Eustacia Mahoney. 2nd Row; Deborah Shuh, Sherry Ruybal, Kara Hughes, Brenda Freeman, Chris Barrick, Camille Riggs, JenniferGall, Stephanie Dubois, Kim Spencer, Nikki Hall, Katie Hendrickson. 3rd Row; Paige Coker. 4th Row; Katie Hurst, Susan
Stockhouse, Allison Schatz, Susanna Selig, J. Matt Bell, Wendy Weiss, Brian Sundahl, Linda Lundgren, Cabrelle Abel, Katie
Winslow, Angela Chug, Lisa Anderson. 4th Row; Christy Gove, Kathy Scott, Jason Sohuman, Kevin Lapp, Mandy Faison, Jeremy
Justice, Kyle Hasu, justin Hult, Wynn Kennedy, Annbel Prutt, July Kunz. 5th Row; Stephen Cho, Ann McCormick, Stephanie
Adams, Donald Holberg, Danell Jung, Jennifer Meineit, Rebecca Skeen, Spencer Lee, Carrie Law, Amy Macled, Mary Philbrock,
Dan Yoshimato, Kirk Latour. Back Row; Peter Jacobson, Greg Ogburn, Kristen Gruenthal, Ragan Singh, Heather Schumaker,
Jennifer Boeh, Erika Konopka, Stephanie Parry, Lisa Mill Carrie Siegal, Rick Messmer, Anne Harris,Jennifer Green Adam Gromko,
Ross Calleso, Christine Yoza, Ryan Bouchard, William Humphry, Tom Mondrous.
Anderson Langdon Hall 215
TheStudentUnionBuilding may
look like a simple building, but all
the action occurs here, from eating
to lectures to studying.
Snacking
Heather Lankhaar and Ezra Snyder
stop unexpectedly for a picture on
their way back from a snack run to
the SUB.
Sunshine?
With all the beautiful weather of
2nd semester came students push-
ing their studies aside to enjoy the
Washington sun.
216 Residence Halls
RESIDENCE HALLS
Harrington Hall
University Hall
A sigh of relief
Chris Charles breathes in the fresh
Tacoma air while contemplating
his busy semester and hoping the
summer will be as sunny.
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Harrington Hall, University Hall 217
RESIDENCE HALLS
Seward Hall & Langlow
House
Phibbs Hall
Yah got it
Preparing to catch the frisbee, a
freshman enjoys the easy life on
the lawn of Todd/ Phibbs hall.
Two random freshman
These unnamed students seem to
be eating and talking out on one of
those metal benches by the SUB.
What's Up ?
Antony Chapin stands on the grass
outside Jones Hall.
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Seward Hall & LanglowHouse, Phibbs Hall 219
CAMPUS HOUSES
Livin' It Up
The rush ison. Yourfresh-
man year comes to an end
and you wonder, 'Hey where
am I going to live?' The
optionsare endless, but what
could be better than living
on campus in your very own
house. Competition is fierce
as students apply for the
luxurious Adobe Castle, the
apartments, and many oth-
ers. The Lottery process can
be brutal but in the end ev-
eryone is happy.
The allure of living in your
own home may begin with
wanting your own room, but
later you find that campus
houses provide a worthwhile
experience in living on your
own. Cooking your own
meals, havingyourownlaun-
dry room, and inviting guests
over for dinner make living
in campus houses like living
at home without parents
nagging at you to clean up
your mess.
Aviewdown Lawrence ...Is made out of gingerbread? No, it's
wood. Dark shingles and white trim give this campus house on
Lawrence a Hansel and Gretel story book effect.
Hurricane Andrew? Caught during the end of the year rush, the
living room of 1141 N. Lawrence appears to have been hit by a
hurricane or a tornado or a cyclone. Ed Matuskey graciously
shared his house with the yearbook photographer.
Are we in Albuquerque? The
houses on campus each have a
unique style and exterior appear-
ance like the Adobe Castle on
Lawrence.
Fast food! Students that live in campus owned housing leam to
cook for themselves. The process usually requires large messes
and a through cleaning at the end of the year.
All Photos by Andy Ma
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Making the grade. The Langlow
house is unique in that it is associ-
ated with Seward Residence Hall.
It houses freshmen in the honors
program and Langlow Tea's are
held there weekly. Students have
the advantage of living with their
fellow classmates and studying
together.
' i
Classically different, this house Separate but not Divided. The
has four large bedrooms, two bath- house at the end of Lawrence
rooms and a kitchen. This year the street is divided into six apart-
residents were all women. ments, each with their own en-
trance. It is a popular alternative to
a room in Regester.
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THEME HOUSES
Marching to a
Different Theme
The theme houses at UPS the Music House the
add a unique touch to the Outhaus, the Play House, the
appearance of the campus. Tocqueville House, the Sail- 1Houses with all kinds of ing House, the Contempo-themes line Lawrence Street rary Music House, and the
and the surrounding area. Women in Science House.
There are several Language
Houses including the Span- Current events, are on the mind
ofJapanese House member, Keithish, Japanese, Chinese, and
Hirata. TheJapanese House holdsFrench houses. Theme
weeklyjapanese Hours where stu-houses include the Hawaii dents are encouraged to speak
House, the Health House, entirely in Japanese.
c
A -
Everyone's Here! Hui-O-Hawaii
club members Jaymie Nishimura,
Deanne Waterhouse, Emily Wong,
Coren Ing, Kim Osada and Aulani
Silva pose for a picture in front of
the Hawaii House's fireplace.
Je nes'ai pas? The French House
proudly displays the French flag
above their porch. French stu-
dents living there make an effort to
speak French as often as possible
222 Theme Houses
Music box? The Contemporary
Music House was literally a music
> box this year as they put on musi-
< cal events of all tastes for the
§• campus to enjoy.
Hanging out all over the
place. Outhaus members Barry
Cartwright, Betsy Beekmann,
Ilan Angwin, Tamara Robins,
Kady LaBarre, and Jesse Ryan
demonstrate their climbing abili-
ties.
Kick backandrelax. Outhaus
member Ilan Angwin reclines
in the living room. The Outhaus
sponsors a number of expedi-
tions around the western United
> States from backpacking to
*§* kayaking. All UPS students are
^ encouraged to participate.
Theme Houses 223

Ilan Angwin
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Sit back and relax...Among the many places on the UPS campus that will be missed by graduating seniors is the Student Union Building,
which has been a popular area for food, fun and friends.
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Cezanne Anderson
Math
Economics
Deborah Anderson
Asian Studies
Leslie Austin
Psychology
Kimberly Alexander
Psychology
226 Seniors
Dan Baginski
Finance
Marketing
Betsy Baker
Science
Physical Education
Alma Balahadia
Mathematics
Marie Barber
Comparative
Sociology
Carrie Barton
Economics
Maurie Baty
Politics and Governmen
Michelle Beadle
Psychology
Steve Bauman
Accounting
Doug Behse
Politics and Government
Cara Benchwick
Psychology
James Berghll
Biology
Monica Besel
Ocupational Therapy
Seniors 227
Colette Bogar
Occupational Therapy
Julie Bowles
Business Leadership
International Business
Kristi Bowman
Communication
Tamara Bradshaw
Psychology
Cynthia Brandt
American History
Kathy Bright
Psychology
Julie Brigman
Economics
Communications
Roman Brent
Business Administration
Cassandra Brinson
Comparative Sociology
Tim Brines
Communication
Tami Brockschmidt
Occupational Therapy
Kari Brown
Foreign Languages
International Affairs-Chinese
228 Seniors
Michele Brown
Natural Science
Biology
Matthew Budke
English
Creative Writing
Barbara Bufford
Occupational Therapy
Tara Brown
International Business
Tracy Burch
Business Marketing
Rachel Calkins Bridget Callaghan
Physical Education
Karen Camplese
PsychologyBusiness Finance
Mary Card
Natural Science
Biology
Shanan Carney
Communication
Heather Carr
Foreign Languages
International Affairs
Terry Carter
Foreign Languages
International Affairs
Seniors 229
Stephanie Cessna
Psychology
Carol Chambers
Physical Education
Barry Cartwright
Biology
Juanita Celix
Biology
Lainie Chun
International Business
Deborah Chaplin
Physical Education
Exercise Science
Andrea Cirillo
Foreign Language
International Affairs
Sarah Colby
History
ii^wwwiu' inwntna
Eric Collins
Business Administration
Finance
Katrina Cordi
Business Administration
Danielle Coughran
Physical Education
Linda Craver
Biology
230 Seniors
Allison Creer
International Business
Marketing
Cornelius Daniel IV
Mathematics
Susan Crumpton
German
Jen DeBoer
English
Professional Writing
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Chris Degraaf
Studio Art
Florencia DeGrandprey
Foreign Language
International Affairs-French
Satcha Dearborn
Biology
Tracy Derum
Mathematics
Mark Dix Erin K Driskell
Anthropology
Donald Edee
PIistory
Matthew Ellis
English LiteratureMusic
Seniors 231
Maranatha Espeland
English
Lisa Erickson
Communication
Aimee Everts
Politics and Government
Beja Embry
German
232 Seniors
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Alicia Fagaly
Biology
Matthew Ferchen
Politics and Government
Amity Feaver
History
Kathryn Fisher
Philosophy
Amanda Flynn
Politics and Government
French
Alison L. George
Music Education
Brooke George
English Literature
Joanne Frese
History
Julie Gibson
Computer Science
Math
Julie Gilman
Business Administration
Zach Goldberg
Biology Business
Psychology
Seniors 233
Adam Goodman
Physics
Aeneas Gooding
Politics and Government
Susan Grace
Psychology
Antonio Gomez
Comparative Sociology
Spanish
Meredith Gueck
Natural Science
Shannon Grosswiler
Communication
Rod Greenshields
Economics
Anne Grande
Psychology
Roger Hamilton
Politics and Government
Scott Halsted
Sociology
Lisa Hammar
Accounting
Darshini Gunawardena
Accounting
234 Seniors
Cary Hendricks
Business
Mark HendricksonRobin Harris
English
Traci Harris
Biology
Kristina Henricks
Psychology
Marie Hickel
Studio Art
Jeff Holland
Business Administration
Laura Houchin
Business Management
Darrell Hunt
Music
Carolyn Ingram
Politics and Government
Michelle Iverson
Business Administration
ChrisJacob
History
Seniors 235
Michael Javins
Music
Business
GlenJensen
Economics
Asian Studies
AmyJennings
English
AndreaJohnson
Communication
Theatre Arts
Peter Johnson
English
EricaJohnson
Psychology
TylerJones
Politics and Government
Jurinda Kahl
Politics and Government
Art History
Ray Kahler
English
Paula Kajimura
Foreign Language
International Affairs
Steven Kauffman
English Literature
Sandi Kawahara
Business Leadership Program
Accounting
236 Seniors
Jerald Keister
Chemistry
Rebecca Keil
Psychology
Communication
Garrett Koehn
American Politics
Business
Merrileigh Korener
Comparative Sociology
Karyle Kramer
English
Professiona Writing
Chris Kuhl Paul LaBarre
English
Jennifer Lamerdin
EconomicsBusiness
Sarah Lande
Psychology
William LaValley
Business
Thanh Le Allison Lee
English
Professional Writing
Computer Science
Business and Accounting
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TOP TEN THINGS TO DO BEFORE
YOU GRADUATE FROM UPS
10. WALK DOWN UNION AVENUE IN THE FALL
9. MAKE OUT IN THE LIBRARY (main lobby)
8. RUN NAKED ACROSS CAMPUS
7. PUT SOAP IN THE FOUNTAIN (always a popular one)
6. GET A 4.0 BY KILLING YOUR ROOMMATE®
5. MOON YOUR FAVORITE PROFESSOR
4. FAIL AT LEAST ONE CLASS (Freshmen Writing Seminar )
3. EAT FOOD FROM THE SUB AND ACTUALLY LIKE IT (mac and cheese)
2. SEE THE LOGGERSWIN A FOOTBALL GAME
1. PASS ALL YOUR CLASSES
Beth LindenmanEmily Lenherr
Occupational Therapy
Joanna Leese
Sociology Music
238 Seniors
Lorinda Lipscomb
English
Professional Writing
Erik Lit]a
Biology
Kimberley Loehr
Natural Science
Biology
Nanette Los
Occupational Therapy
m
Greg Luethe
Physics
Math
Lee Lundquist
English
Mary Eileen Lynch
English
Robin Lynch
Communication
Douglas Lyons
Computer Science
Japan / Business
Jennie MacDonald
French
Hillary Marshall
English
Creative Writing
Kirsten Martig
Athletic Training
Sports Medicine
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Linda Martinez Lisa Martinez
Business Leadership Program
Marketing
Edward Matuskey
English
Creative Writing
Jeffrey Maudsley
International Business
Asian Studies
Sharon McKenna Krista Messmore Stacey Metcalfe
Biology EnglishAccounting
Business Administration
Politics and Government
Vikki Meyer
Business Leadership Program
Finance
Todd Milbrandt
Biology
Kirstine Miller
Asian Flistory
Leslie Miller
Psychology
240 Seniors
iSandi Miller
Accounting Management
Melissa Moffett
Literature
Lori Miyamoto
Accounting
Asian Studies
Jacquelynn Mote
Mathematics
Kristen Mrzena
Communication
Joal Murakami
Politics and Government
James Muir
Religion
Sean Murray
Mathematics
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Leah Myers
Psychology
Buckley Nieraeth
Philosophy
Staci Neuman
Business Administration
Michelle Nopp
Psychology
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Maria Orth
Accounting
Mark Ozias
Politics and Government
Cassandra Palmore
Business Administration
Anne Pamplin
Communication and
Theatre Arts
Shilpa Patel Shawn Perkins
Mathematics
Allison Peters
Business Management
Tia Pliskow
EnglishAccounting
Susan Poole
Psychology
David Porria
Politics and Government
Stacey Postal
Economics
Danette Porter
Psychology
242 Seniors
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Kela Pritchard
Studio Art
Michael Pruitt
Foreign Language
International Affairs
Martin Rebensteiger
Physics
Kyle Powell
Studio Art
Ruth Anne Rehfeldt
Psychology
David Richert
English Literature
Rhonda Reid
Psychology
Tselani Richmond
English
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Erika Riddle
Psychology
Catherine Roberts
Chemistry
Stacy Roorda
Business Leadership Program
Traci Rose
Biology
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ALMA MATER
ALL HALL TO ALMA MATER,
THE BEST THAT CAN BE FOUND,%
THE SPIRIT OF THE WESTLAND,
ALL HALL TO PUGET SOUND!
HER GUARDIAN LS THE MOUNTAIN
BESLDE THE SILVER SEA,
WE LOVE THEE ALMA MATER,
ALL HALL,
ALL HAIL T
Jennifer Roy
History
Tiffany Ross
Chemistry
Mary K. Ross
Accounting
Don Ross
Business
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IJoel Rude
Natural Science
Biology
Pamela Russel
Psychology
Eileen Ryan
Theater Arts
Jason Safflr
History
Andy Salkield Gail Samuels
English
Creative Writing
Brady Sandahl
Communication
Aaron Sato
ChemistryComparative Sociology
Jenna Schmahl Albert Schoch Masanori Shimozato
Biology Chemistry
FLIA
Art
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Kimberly Sims
Mathematics
Computer Science
Beth Sivertson
Accounting
Mark Simon
Accounting
Business Administration
Marcy Simons
Business
Tammy Smith
Business
Rebecca Smith
Comparative Sociology
Laura Smith
Chemistry
Amy Skinner
Biology
Shane Spiese
Economics
Adrienne Soot
Foreign Language
International Affairs-French
Kristine Spencer
English Literature
Dyan Snyder
Exercise Science
246 Seniors
Samantha Springs
Psychology
Lynette Splinter
Politics and Government
International Relations
Linda Stadler
Politics and Government
Peter Stamnes
International Business
Lisa Sternoff
Economics
Natural Science-Biology
Kimberly Stigers
Chemistry
Dionna Stewart
Economics
Megan Stoffregen
Psychology
Myja Stuart
Music
Dora Stuff Jonathan Su
Chemistry
Jennifer Sullivan
PsychologyBusiness
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Julia TrumboJared Taylor
Psychology
Jennifer Teunon
English
Akemi Tanemura
Psychology Comparative Sociology
Karis Vandehey
Geology
Jodie Van Hoof
Occupational Therapy
Syd Van Atta
Politics and Government Geology
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Michelle WehrShannon Wear
Mathematics
Christopher Volk
English
Hong-Vy Nghiem-Phu
Physical Education Mathematics
248 Seniors
Jeffrey Woford
Accounting
International Business
Kalani Wong
English
Jennifer White
Psychology
Kelly Wheeler
English Literature
Jason Wood
Marketing
Dean Woolworth
Accounting
Brandy Workman
Occupational Therapy
Su-En Wong
Art
Music
Sara Wysocki
Theatre
James Yeoh
Business Administration
Winnie Yee
Business Leadership Program
Asian Studies
Jinhee Yim
International Business
English
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The purppse of college
are us foris to pre
LIIFE
Sr(whateve that means)
but always remember
to find a balance
between your
academic and social
LIIFE.
-Sandi Kawahara
Class of 1996250 Seniors
Brian Yoshinaka
English
Amelia Young
History
Glen Young
Creative Writing
Lori Young
Psychology
Karl Zener
English
Christy Zeuner
Computer Science
Business
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Andy Ma
Cabrelle Abel
Mark Acohido
Amy Adams
Katie Adams
Ann Aden
Mitsutoshi Akinaga
Eric Akines
Hope Alexander
Jason Alexander
Nicole Aliberte
Caressa Allen
Michael Allen
Elise Anderson
Erin Anderson
Kacie Anderson
Ilan Angwin
Tiffany Ann Annis
Carrie D. Appelgren
Adam Armstrong
Andy Aweida
Kirsten Axelsen
Jeffrey Eric Baerwald
Myrna Bagalayos
Kari Baggeroer
Thomas Bahrman
Jesse Benjamin Baker
Dora Rose Baldwin
Michael S. Balt
Stephanie Barnett
Chris Barrick
Shelley Barton
Geoff Bateman
Deborah Battle
Thomas Baumgartner
Bryan N. Beale
Kekoa A. . Beaupre
J. Matthew Bell
Melissa Benzel
Wendy Bergman
Justin Bernthal
Meredith Berryhill
Brian Best
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Where are my c ters?
Down with the dirties .. . Jenny
lehberg breaks out the suds and the
quarters to do that once a week (or
perhaps, month) laundry thing. One
of the many shocks for freshmen was
having to do their own laundry, at
$1.25 a load.
Jennifer Boeh
Suzanne Bigelow
Meegan M. Biggs
Richard Keith Burgess
Michael Birmingham
Courtney Boeckmann
Elizabeth Boehme
Philip Bognar
Ellen Boomer
Jason Boone
Holly Bosch
Ryan Bouchard
h Souphavady BounlutayTonya BowcuttMargaret BowersoxTara Boyer
Blythe Bradley
Amy Bradshaw
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Sara Branham
Michael Bridgeman
Julie Bright
L. Shay Bright
Chris Brooks
Al Brown
« Vv J)w**Patricia BrownSteph L. Brown
Aimee Buchanan
Kierstin Buchner
Jennifer Burningham
Amy Bush v. j
I(
DJennifer CalkinsRussell Callejo
Madelyne Camera
Vincent Campbell
Dylan Caroll
Amy Capell
SSM Jk Xr .1#1
1 1Ih I
Kendra Carnes
Diane Carney
Lori Carpenter
Emily Carrich
Kate Carroll
Jock L. Carter
Ufa >Vi '-iS
0V
Ant Chapin
Karla Charnholm
Tat Chin
Steven Cho
Kevin Chock
Jocelyn Choy %m« ¥ 4*.- T iV -=AiVAVi s l\*-uuv*\ v > nwu
Sean Christensen
Daniel Christofferson
Damien Chua
Jennifer Chugg
Angela Chung
Kevin Churchill
Pff
. lilf ,
i •tui. ,
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Paul Churchill
Jennifer Clark
Steve Clem
Matt Cleveland
Richard Cochrane
Michael Cole
§ XTJ }*'L, .[WZ-r
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Taking it easy . . . at University Hall
COzr
1»3
P
2
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Through ivy-covered walls Betsy
Potter flashes a smile that is character-
istic of the women in University Hall .
Spring has arrived! Karin Klee
o soaks up the rays (while they are
3 here) on a Saturday afternoon as she
2 reads her hook.
David Coleman
Sarah Compton
Lori Conway
Eric Cook
Glenna Cook
Chris Cowen
Kahleia Crane
Katie Cross
Aaron Cummings
Jaimi Cyrus
A. Damon
Kirsten Daniels
Anna Davenport
Kathryn Davenport
Julie Davidson
Philip Davidson
Trista Dawson
Flo de Granclprey
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Alison De La Cruz
Katherine Dean
Laura Delaney
Cassandra Dempsey
Julie Dennis
Lisa DeRosier
Cami Dillard
Ben Dillingham
Jennifer Dills
Laura Dissmeyer
Deborah Dodge
Liane Dodge
Stephanie Dombek
Katie Dover
Tina Drennan
Stephanie DuBois
Danielle DuFon
Concetta Dugan
Stephanie Dunbar
Alex Duncan
Julianne Dyble
Jessica Earle
Claudia Eberspacher
Andrea Egans
} £ *§
Erik Eide
Kai Elgethun
Sara Ely
Robyn Endo
Scott Engle
Mark Eppinga 9U *-I
Cindy Esporma
Elizabeth Evans
Thomas Eyler
Amanda Faison
Karen Fenner
Kim Ferguson
$ $ {John FinneyKaren FinneyChris FischerJennifer Fischer
Alaina Fite
Darryl Fitzhugh Jr. El
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Tim Fitzpatrick
Eunice Florendo
Megan Fossum
Elizabeth Ann Fox
Carissa Franzmeier
Jill Fraser
Michael Frasier
Victoria Fredrickson
Brenda Freeman
Sara Freeman
Brian Frei
Sean Freston
£h • Amy FritzKristen FrostDonald FryeGalanti AllanBrian Galicia
Jennifer Gall
Andrew Garabedian
Erika Garlitz
Becky Garza
Chris Gaskin
Stacey George
Rachael German
Tishangela Giesbrecht
Elizabeth Gildersleeve
Ann Gilmore
Alison Gilpin
Serena Goldyne
Kim Gonzales
9 Vw #
Pamela Goodrich
Christine Gove
Jennifer Green
Corey Greer
Gretchen Grey
Ben Griffin
Tara Griffin
Lewis Griffith
Adam Gromko
Wendy Gruber
Kristen Gruenthal
Alison Gubser
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Galvin Guerrero
Eric Guina
Greg Gulley
Jay Gumbiner
Catherine Guyer
Jason A. Haggar
Veronica Hall
Katherine Hamaker
Christine Hammer
Marna Hammer
Jill Hanck
Cynthia Hansen
Tamera Hansen
Cecilia Harding
John Harding
Peggy Harmon
Alia Harper
Natalie Hasegawa
Kyle Hasu
Sarah Haushild
Jason Hays
Sean Heaton
Laura Hebeisen
Sybil Hednick
Victoria Heilman
Becky Hemmen
Scott Henderson
Christy Henry
Melissa Henry
Stephanie Henry
Marion Henshaw
Melanie Hernandez
Christina Herzog
Eric Herzog
Jamie Hicks
Jaylani Higginson
Adam Highton
Dana Hildeman
Nicole Hillesheim
Allison Hoffman
Alexandra Hogan
Donald Holberg
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BROOKE!
Your order is
ready!H
Putyourhandstogether forTom Manikhoth
who prepares food for the Cellar, a popular
place to yuck it up with buddies over pizza,
milk shakes and killer breadsticks. The Cellar
is equipped with a big screen TV to watch
sporting events, and many campus bands
periodically perform here.
Krissy Holland
Darbi Holz
Wade Hondo
Chanel Leigh Hooper
Amber Hough
Rob Houston
Jon Howell
Robin Huesgen
Calisse Hughes
Kara Hughes
Krista Hunt
Jennifer Hunter
Heidi Huntington
Katie Hurst
Carlye Irwin
Munemitsu Iwasaki
Doreen Jack
Kelly Jackson
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Pete Jacobsen
Stephanie Jacobson
Jennie Jaeger
Andrew James
Jolene Jang
Andrea Jansen
Justin Jarrett
Traci Jarvis
Christine Jenkins
Konane Jennings
Einar Jensen
Chad Johnson
Dominic Johnson
Hilary Johnson
Janelle Johnson
Melissa Johnson
Nathan Johnson
Charlie Jones
Sara Jordan
Liz Judkins
Darrell Jung
Jeremy Justice
Kristi Kajca
Richard Kamm
Carrie Keeler
Brian Keevy
Scott Kelley
Matt Kelzenberg
Wynne Kennedy
Imme Kersten
Craig Kibbe
Michelle Kieft
Karin Kilkenny
Gregory Kircher
Karin Klee
Brad Kleven
Katie Knox
Katie Knox
Lisa Kozleski-
Kylie Kramer
Katie Krause
Elisabeth C. Kreager
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EAT YOUR WHEATIES!
Pumping up five times a week, freshman Russell
Callejo takes full advantage of the new weight room
located in the tennis pavillion. While the football team
got good use out of the weightroom during their
season, many other students had the opportunity to
test their strength in the off season.
ZTJ
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Look out Richard Simmons! Cari Franzmeier and Jessica Earl take a break fromacademics to sweat it out at the fieldhouse. Cari works that bike like no other whilelistening to funky tunes. Field house facilities include indoor racquetball and tenniscourts, in addition to two basketball courts, the weight room, and a dance studio.
Chris Kruthaupt
Craig Kuntz
July Kunz
Katharine LaBarre
Susan Lamb
Drew Lambert
Jason Lambert
Christine Laney
Heather J. Lankhaar
Amy Larkin
Lisa M. Larson
Kirk Latour
4 t 4 f Victor LauCarrie LawWayne LedbetterKathi LeeMichael LeeSpencer Lee
7
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You’re listening to. . . 90.1 KUPSU
Kickin' it at KUPS ...Sheryl Miller,
Shauli Beach and Erin Halton spend
an afternoon listening toJason Boone's
alternative hour. Any requests for
The Smiths?
Samantha McGowan
Brian McGuire
Pat McKern
Mari McMaster
Crystal McSwain
Jake McTigue
Noah Megowan
Elizabeth Meinert
Georg Melvkian
Michelle Memose
Jason Meredith
Angela Merlo
Rick Messrner
Jennifer Meyers
Ronald Miick
Camaron Miller
Justin Miller
Jennifer Milligan
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Rod Peroff
Greg Perotto
Emily Peters
Mindy Peterson
Mary Philbrook
Kate Phillippay
Timothy Pierson
Rebecca Pittman
Christine Plaskett
David Platt
April Plattner
Steven Pontsler
Matt Pompa
Jeff Porter
Nikki Powers
Annabel Pratt
Kevin Price
Bruce Prince
A. Pritchard
Sara Pritchard
Alex Pryor
Kelley Pulver
Kittie Punteney
Kathleen Quinlan
Sean Quinlan
Myriam Rahman
Navin Rao
Laura Rasmuson
Amy Rebich
Virginia Rehberg
Sarah Anne Reichert
Darla Rhodes
Rebbeca Riccio
Valerie Rice
Nicole Richards
Suzanne Richman
Jill Rickabaugh
Amanda Riggan
Camille Riggs
Mark Rigos
Clark Ritchie
Steve Ritchie
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Jennifer Robin
Colin Robinson
Shannon Rock
Jason Rock
Brooke Rohuleder
David Roll
f J f
Kevin Rose
Jinny R. Roskie
Bryan Rosselli
Stefani Rossi
Sarah Rossiter
Raymond Rowland
Michael rucier
Katherine Ruecker
Janelle Ruff
Sherry ruybal
Todd Saier
Tristin Sale
Lisa Sandberg
Carla Sanders
Elisha Sanders
Maria Sanders
Derek Sanderz
Melinda Sandmeier
Michelle sandoval
Michael Sandwick
Laura Sanford
Jessa Santeford
Ryan Sasser
Karla Scharbrough
Chris Schlecht
Dan Schmitt
Nick Schmitt
Jennifer Schofield
Monte Scholz
Alison Schulze
Amy Schumacher
Heather Schumacker
Jason schuman
Alison Scott
Susanna Selig
Bridget Lee Shaw
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SIMON says . .
The place to be if you've got a paper to
write, a periodical to read or a roomate
from hell who refuses to let you study in
peace. The library is where it’s at Full up
a chair and lock yourself in a study room.
Kevin Shelton
Steve Showalker
Allison Shukraft
Matthew Shupe
Michelle Sickles
Becky Sienicki
Stephanie Sigafoos
Miss Ada Sill
Aulani Silva
Rebecca Simmons
Shelly Simpson
Sandeep Rajan Singh
Cathy Smith
Christine Smith
Christine M. Smith
Lynden P. Smithson
Ezra Snyder
Steve Snyder
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Hilary Solomon
Greg Sorber
Christopher Soria
Cathy Speraw
Harihara Sreenivasan
Vivek Srivastava
Bryan Stanfill
Jody Stanislaw
Tana Stark
Brian Steele
Tana Steiner
Chase Stephens
Jennifer Stephens
Mark Stevens
Sarah Stewart
Claudia Stickler
Peter Stinseth
Susan Stockhouse
Wayne Storer
Mari Strand
Stacey Stretch
Todd Strickland
Susan Strieff
Cory Stromme
Jennifer Strong
Chris Studebaker
Brenda Sturgeleski
Julie Suchanek
Chad Summers
Brian Sundahl
Eric Suslrick
April Sutton
Pen Suwannarat
Karie Switzer
Renata Sykorova
Jeremy Syme
Kara Taguchi
Shuhei Tajima
Shauna Tanner
Frank Tano
Jenny Tenlen
Christi Tercek
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On the go...
Katharine Hamaker and Andrew Barber
compare notes outside the Sub before
class.
Tammy Thachuk
Tammy Thorpe
Michael Tierney
John Toskey
David Tranby
Jeff Trimble
Megan Trimm
John Turney
Angela tweden
Rebecca Valentine
Eric VanNood
Erika VanNynatten
Kevin Vaughn-Brubaker
Anne Verhey
Elizabeth Villalobos
Aimee Voelz
Bryan Vukelich
Shannon Waalkes
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Yota Wada
Anna H. Wagner
Kelly Wait
Erik Wallace
Wyatt Wartels
Deanne Waterhouse
Tara Watkinson
Kristin Watson
Sarah L. Watson
Margaret Weaver
Megan Weber
Quinn Weber
Danielle Weintraub
Wendy Weise
Katrina Wellman
Stephanie Wells
Shelly Westover
Chris Whalley
Rachel Williams
Tracye Williams
Victoria Williams
Colleen Wilson
Don Wilson
Lisa Wilson
Megan Wilson
Robb Wilson
Dominique Winkler
Katie Winslow
Graem Winston
Derek Wong
Emily Wong
Grace Wong
Courtney Wood
Kara Wood
Krista Wood
Pamela Wood
Tory Woodard
Robin Worthing
David Wright
Lanida D. Wright
Scott Wurster
Michael Yamada
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Mo' Money, Mo' Money, Mo' Money!
Book buying time is here again — Rob Butler gives up the cash to Crystal Norris for his Fall Semester books. A part-time job can' thurt when paying between $150-$250 for texts per semester.
Shari Yamamoto
Gina Yang
Sabrina Yasuda
Linda Yoshida
Derek Young
Sarah Zeisler
Richard Zucker
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Broadening
Our World
Perspective
Faculty
Layout and Copy:
Eunice Florendo
Kristie Kagawa
What's the issue? University professors
Tim Amen, Politics and Government;
Nancy Bristow, History; Jim Davis, Uni-
versity Chaplain; Michel Rocchi, Foreign
Languages and Literature; and Debra
Smith, Business and Public Administra-
tion speak as a panel about the issues
surrounding the 1992 presidential elec-
tion.
Ilan Angwin
After a successful first year
President Pierce reflects positively
upon her experiences and looks ahead
as UPS expands toward a more
Diverse Identity
By Erin Anderson and Sarah Stewart
After a year of full of con-
troversial issues and severe
conflicts between the admin-
istration and students, Presi-
dent Pierce expressed in her
year end interview that, "the
quality of the students," at
the University of Puget Sound
has been the most memo-
rable aspect of this year.
Pierce has been amazed by
the feedback she has received
from a variety of students
“ I want us always
to be concerned
with having an
identity . . . it is
crucial that we re-
member who we
are.”
President Susan Pierce
In honor of her predecessor,
Susan Pierce expresses her inten-
tions to continue the legacy left
behind by Phil Phibbs and her
desire to expand the UPS commu-
nity into Tacoma and beyond.and looks forward toan even
moresuccessfulsecond year.
During the interview Pierce
revealed her year's accom-
plishments, challenges and
goals for the future.
President Pierce has
worked throughout the year
to fulfill the promises made
in the inaugural speech and
Outreach in the Tacoma com-
munity is one of President Pierce's
major commitments for the year.
She walked in the Pierce County
AIDS WALK this fall, showing her
support for local concerns.
276 Faculty
A major goal for the yearto broaden the University in
has been a continued dedi-international arenas. The in-
crease in study abroad op- cation to maintaining a strong
tions and the expansion of and "vibrant" faculty. Pierce
cultural diversityat UPS, have explained that the most ef-
made both the students and fective way to improve the
faculty more aware of the University is to build on our
world around them. In ac- positives and to continually
cordance with the trustee be committed to the impor-
charge, Pierce has traveled tance of a liberal education.
around the United States and Her most important hope
as far as Japan introducing for the future is to place the
the University to the interna- University into the global
tional community. community. For Pierce, the
perusal of diversity and aca-
demic excellence are the
greatest achievements the
University could obtain.
Making her point, President
Pierce discusses campus issues,
goals for the future, challenges
from the past year, and her vision
> of her role as president during an
3* interview at the conclusion of the
S spring semester.
She's on campus! Upon her re- Gearingup, President Pierce with
turn from Japan President Pierce sorority members gather around
pauses for a moment between en- the UPS flag while waiting for the
gagements. During her first year as walk to begin. During her time in
President, Pierce traveled fre- Tacoma Pierce attempted tospend> quently in an attempt to gain an as much time with students as
^ international reputation for the possible.» University.
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PSYCHOLOGY
Sitting (left to right): Sybil Carrere; Lisa Wood
Standing (left to right): Don Pannen, Chair,Cathy Hale; Barry Anton
tanding (left to right): Terry
lace, Chair; Marian Schwartz;
ob Thorn; Joyce Tamashiro;
everly Pierson; Kathy Ann
tiller; Mary Rose Lamb; Mike
ardiner
eated (left to right ): Scott
heffield; Stewart Merritt; Betsy
irkpatrick;Dennis Paulson;Eric
indgren; Wayne Rickoll
COMMUNICATION and THEATRE ARTS
Sitting (left to right): Phil Hall; Dan Corum; Ray Preiss; Scott Weldin; A. Susan Owen; David Droge; AngelaPolance. Standing (left to right): Susan Tjardes; Jamey Piland; John Rindo; Susan Balter; Kristine Bartanen,Chair
Faculty 279
PHILOSOPHY
Left to right: William Beardsley; Douglas Cannon; LawrenceStem;
Paul Loeb
Sitting (left to right): Martin Jack
son; R. Bruce Lind; Nancy Acree
Barbara Price; Mark Ratcliffe; Lind;
Desmarteau
First row (left to right):
Hommel; Matthew Pickard; Alisoi
Paradise; Elly Claus; David Scott
Charle:
Second row (left to right): Edwarc
Farrell; Robert Beezer; Jerril
Kerrick ; Wendy Dove; Johi
Riegsecker; Carol Smith; Jordai
Brower; Bryan Smith
280 Faculty
MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
Sitting (left to right): Maria Cristina
Urruela; Flo Ariessohn
hrst row (left to right ):
3alante; Mikiko Ludden; LoSun
’err}'; Harry Velez-Quinones
Connie
iecond row (left to right): David
finsley; Michel Rocchi; Kent Rop-
ier; Judy Tyson; Steve Rodgers
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ENGLISH
ECONOMICS
Left to right: Lisa Nunn; Douglas
Goodman; Bruce Mann; KateStirling;
Mike Veseth; and Ernest Combs
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COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY
Left to right: George Guilmet; Ann Neel; John Finney Marcia Hall; Leon
Grunberg; Margi Nowak; and Sunil Kukreja
irst row sitting (left to right): Flo-
;nce Sandler; Keith James
;cond row sitting (left to right):
'ary Turnbull; Ann Putnam; Mary
omstock; Connie Hale; Bill Lyne;
hris Rideout; Denise Despres
>p row standing (left to right):
‘roy Annis; Rob Garratt; Barry
mska; Peter Greenfield; Frank
rusens; Tim Hansen; Michael
irley
EDUCATION
Sitting (left to right): Grace Kirchner; Carol Merz, Dean, M.E. Donovan
Standing (left to right): Betsy Gast; Deborah Balaam; Richard Hodges; Robert Steiner; Barbara Holme; John
Wookwarcl; Robert Hostetter; Ramon Roussin
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RELIGION
Sitting (left to right): Richard Overman; Stuart Smithers
Standing (left to right): Judith Kay; Douglas Edwards; Christopher Ives, Chair
Sitting (left to right): Terr1
Cooney;MottT.Greene;Theodor
Taranovski; David F. Smith
Standing (left to right): Suzann
Barnett, Chair; Bill Barry; Waite
Lowrie; Bill Breitenbach; Dre\
Isenberg; Nancy Bristow
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Left to right: Joe Peyton; Roberta Wilson; Heidi Orloff; Paul Walroff
284 Faculty
HISTORY
CHEMISTRY
Sitting (left to right): Kathleen
Brostrom; Timothy Hoyt; John
Hanson
Standing (left to right): Kenneth
Rousslang; Anne Wood; William
Dasher; L. Curtis Mehlhaff, Chair,
Keith Berry; Thomas Rowland; Su-
san Critehlow
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ASIAN STUDIES
Chris Ives lectures enthusiastically in a
Japanese Zen Religion class. Asian Studies
classes are designed to be interactive with
students and class discussions are com-
mon.
286 Faculty
So what do you think? Marjery Amdour, a visiting artist,
discusses her work with Ken Stevens, the art department chair.
Many professional artists held exhibits in Kittredge Gallery.
tting (left to right): Jean Wetzel;
hristopher Ives;DonShare;Dick
odges; Del Langbauer
tanding (left to right): Rob
/oodford;SuzanneBarnett;John
arding; Dick Robinson; Ernest
ombs; Judy Tyson; Stuart
;nithers; Christopher Lupke
ART
Sitting (left to right): John McCuistion, Melissa Weinman, Jean Wetzel, Marilyn McMillan
Standing (left to right): Jeff Ripple, Ken Stevens, Wallace Weston, Ily Nagy, Ron Fields, Rick Mahaffey
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The ,
World In
Review '
Index
;
Layout and Copy:
Andda Moon
Tantalizedby a crayfish, underclass-
men Claudia Eberspacher and Kim
Goodman intensely observe the swim-
ming activities of a crayfish during their
lab for Biology 112, Diversity of Life.
Students taking the class attend a large
lecture, but have the opportunity to
work with their professors and exam-
ine life forms more closely during their
labs.
Einar Jensen
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After three years, the beginning of
the fourth and final year of an
undergratuate education is here . . .
Perseverance &
A
Determination...
By Debbie Dodge
have brought us to our se-
nior year, starting a new year
that will end the long tradi-
tion of education for some,
and for others, might intro-
duce them to new schools in
other states.
Yet still before us lies a
year of expectation and an-
ticipation. Our last courses,
only one more registration,
making sure these grades are
the best.
It’s time to sign up to take
the GRE, and start sending
out applications to graduate
schools. Or we may be do-
ing internships related to
our majors, or just preparing
to enter the job market upon
graduation.
Some of us may be search-
ing for students with extra
graduation tickets to invite
the uncles, aunts and many
cousins who want to come,
while, luckily, some only in-
vite their parents, and try to
sell off their extra tickets.
Others are considering an-
other semester to finish a
major or minor, and then
there are those who get to
finish a year or two early.
The Senior Year isn’t just
full of worries and future
expectectations, it’s also a
time for fun and excitement.
This is the time when we
cement relationships that will
last forever, whether we end
up living in the same state or
not.
It’s time to enjoy Home-
coming (maybe run for King
or Queen), the Spring For-
mal and Spring Weekend,
and the many Functions of
the year. Make those per-
sonal records in sports, learn
to play that difficult piece on
the piano or cello.
We get ready for the future
and shape our world with
friends, fun times, personal
bests and the culmination of
an undergraduate career.
Konnichi-waProfessor Chris Ives
gives a talk during Japanese Con-
versation Hour in the Japanese
House about Zen Buddhism. David
Ichikawa and other Japanese stu-
dents listen intently as they try to
absorb the hour long talk entirely
in Japanese.
Masanori Shimozato
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“You who come years from now to this brief spell of nothing
was mine: the open, slow passing of time was a gift going by. I
have put my hand out on the mane of the wind,like this, to
give it to you.” -William Stafford,“Little Rooms”
Onward
By Al Brown
These are the final hours of
our college days: with gradu-
ation comes a sense of look-
ing back, weighing, apprais-
ing. We have been prepared,
we hope, for the new chal-
lenges ahead. Will our expe-
riences be enough?
It is a time of looking back
on what we have known.
With the close of the year
comes the inevitable close of
relationships forged during
four years of shared trials.
Friendsare returning to home
states, or creating homes in
new states; settling into jobs,
or preparing for graduate
work. Will we ever see them
again? Will they come to the
10-year reunion? Will we?
With graduation, many
questions have finally been
answered. We have chosen
majors and, perhaps, minors;
we have stood through reg-
istration eight times. We have
talked to professors, advi-
sors, counselors, doctors, and
supervisors.
Yet graduation also opens
up a new set of questions,
some of which may never be
answered. The most obvious
question, coming at us from
parents and from within, is
what to do now. Go straight
into the work force? Spend a
few more years in graduate
school? Or take a year off to
get a real Southern California
tan?
In some cases this ques-
tion has already been an-
swered. One of us has a
Fellowship to study abroad.
Another has been guaran-
teed an entry-level position
in his mother’s company. A
third may work to pay off her
student loans.
Yet all of us have one
thing incommon. Armed with
what we have learned, and
eager tobegin again, welook
forward to facing new chal-
lenges each day, as we set
forth to shape our world.
Set free . . . Our time in college
concludes and the seclusion of
our college world is burst. We
move into the future with high
expectactions and a little uncer-
tainty. Like a quivering bubble
floating on the breeze we venture
forth into the far corners of the
world.
Masanori Shimozato
Closing 301
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